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Abstract
Evaluating nuanced practices for initiating decision-making
in neurology clinics: a mixed-methods study
Markus Reuber,1 Paul Chappell,2 Clare Jackson2 and Merran Toerien2*
1Academic

Neurology Unit, University of Sheffield, Royal Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield, UK
of Sociology, University of York, York, UK

2Department

*Corresponding author merran.toerien@york.ac.uk
Background: We report follow-on research from our previous qualitative analysis of how neurologists
offer patients choice in practice. This focus reflects the NHS’s emphasis on ‘patient choice’ and the lack of
evidence-based guidance on how to enact it. Our primary study identified practices for offering choice,
which we called ‘patient view elicitors’ (PVEs) and ‘option-listing’. However, that study was not designed
to compare these with recommendations or to analyse the consequences of selecting one practice
over another.
Objectives: To (1) map out (a) the three decision-making practices – recommending, PVEs and option-listing
– together with (b) their interactional consequences; (2) identify, qualitatively and quantitatively, interactional
patterns across our data set; (3) statistically examine the relationship between interactional practices and
self-report data; and (4) use the findings from 1–3 to compare the three practices as methods for initiating
decision-making.
Design: A mixed-methods secondary analysis of recorded neurology consultations and associated
questionnaire responses. We coded every recommendation, PVE and option-list together with a range of
variables internal (e.g. patients’ responses) and external to the consultation (e.g. self-reported patient
satisfaction). The resulting matrix captured the qualitative and quantitative data for every decision.
Setting and participants: The primary study was conducted in two neurology outpatient centres. A total
of 14 neurologists, 223 patients and 114 accompanying others participated.
Results: Distribution of practices – recommending was the most common approach to decision-making.
Patient demographics did not appear to play a key role in patterning decisional practices. Several clinical
factors did show associations with practice, including (1) that neurologists were more likely to use optionlists or PVEs when making treatment rather than investigation decisions, (2) they were more certain about
a diagnosis and (3) symptoms were medically explained. Consequences of practices – option-lists and PVEs
(compared with recommendations) – were strongly associated with choice by neurologists and patients.
However, there was no significant difference in overall patient satisfaction relating to practices employed.
Recommendations were strongly associated with a course of action being agreed. Decisions containing
PVEs were more likely to end in rejection. Option-lists often ended in the decision being deferred. There
was no relationship between length of consultation and the practice employed.
Limitations: A main limitation is that we judged only outcomes based on the recorded consultations
and the self-report data collected immediately thereafter. We do not know what happened beyond
the consultation.
Conclusions: Patient choice is harder to enact than policy directives acknowledge. Although there is
good evidence that neurologists are seeking to enact patient choice, they are still more likely to make
recommendations. This appears to be partly due to concerns that ‘choice’ might conflict with doctors’
© Queen’s Printer and Controller of HMSO 2018. This work was produced by Reuber et al. under the terms of a commissioning contract issued by the Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care. This issue may be freely reproduced for the purposes of private research and study and extracts (or indeed, the full report) may be included in professional
journals provided that suitable acknowledgement is made and the reproduction is not associated with any form of advertising. Applications for commercial reproduction should
be addressed to: NIHR Journals Library, National Institute for Health Research, Evaluation, Trials and Studies Coordinating Centre, Alpha House, University of Southampton Science
Park, Southampton SO16 7NS, UK.
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ABSTRACT

duty of care. Future guidance needs to draw on evidence regarding choice in practice to support doctors
and patients to achieve the wider goal of shared decision-making.
Future research: To advance understanding of how interactional practices might have effects beyond the
clinic, a priority is to investigate associations between decision-making practices and external outcomes
(such as adherence).
Funding: The National Institute for Health Research Health Services and Delivery Research programme.
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Glossary
Decision As a variable in quantitative coding, this refers to what a decision is about: treatment,
investigation, referral or a combination of these.
Decision point Each time a recommendation, patient view elicitor or option-list is used within a
single decision.
Extraction questionnaire Used to construct the data matrix.
Multiple decision points When the content of a decision is about two or more of the type treatment,
investigation or referral.
Preference A conversation analytic concept relating to the normative hierarchical ordering of next
responses (e.g. acceptance ‘preferred’ over rejection). Preferred and dispreferred responses take different
forms (e.g. acceptance tends to be fast and unexplicated, whereas rejection tends to be more hesitant and
includes accounts).
Short Form questionnaire-12 items A measure of patient mental and physical health.
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person accompanying the patient
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Plain English summary
Aims
The NHS is committed to offering patients choice. In this study, we compared what happens when doctors
recommend treatments, investigations and referrals with when they give choice about these things.

How the study worked
This study builds on a previous study we carried out in neurology clinics. We had already collected 223
video- and audio-recordings of consultations as well as responses to questionnaires. In this study, we used
these recordings and questionnaire responses to map out each time a neurologist used a recommendation
or offered choice. We looked for patterns in when and how these were used and how patients replied.

What we found out
Despite clear guidance to offer patients choice, neurologists use recommendations much of the time. Some
neurologists almost always use just recommendations and some almost always offer choice. So whether or
not a patient gets choice can depend on which neurologist they see. When recommendations are used,
patients almost always end up agreeing to do what the neurologist suggested. When choice is offered,
there is more of a balance between patients agreeing or declining a possible test, treatment or referral.
We found that neurologists do sometimes change their approach to decision-making. For example, they
are more likely to make recommendations when they are not sure how to explain a patient’s symptoms.
When they are more certain, they tend to offer more choice. Our study suggests that doctors may be more
likely to avoid offering choice if they are more worried about what the patient may decide.

Conclusions
Giving patients choice is not always easy to put into practice. We think that future guidance needs to use
the evidence about how choice is offered in real-time interactions between doctors and patients. This may
help doctors and patients to share the decision-making in ways that both consider appropriate.
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Scientific summary
Background
This report is based on follow-on research from our previous qualitative analysis of real-time interactional
practices used to offer patients choice in the neurology clinic [Reuber M, Toerien M, Shaw R, Duncan R.
Delivering patient choice in clinical practice: a conversation analytic study of communication practices
used in neurology clinics to involve patients in decision-making. Health Service Delivery Res 2015;3(7)].
Our focus reflects the NHS’s emphasis on ‘patient choice’ and the lack of evidence-based guidance on
how to enact it. Our previous research met its objective by identifying two interactional practices for
offering choice, which we called ‘patient view elicitors’ (PVEs) and ‘option-listing’. Option-listing consists
of an explicit listing of alternatives, from which the patient may choose one or more. PVEs incorporate a
range of turn designs, which may invite the patient to express a preference or ask how they feel or
what they think about a proposed course of action, and other variants on this theme. Although PVEs and
option-lists position the decision as lying (at least partly) in the patient’s domain, recommendations
convey the neurologist’s view on what is best. Our primary study was not designed to compare these
three practices, nor did it analyse the consequences of selecting one over another. Hence, we conducted
further qualitative and quantitative analyses of our data set in the follow-on research reported here.

Objectives
The study had four objectives, namely to:
1. map out (a) the three interactional practices that we have previously identified for initiating decision-making
in the neurology clinic, together with (b) their interactional consequences (e.g. patient engagement or
resistance and whether or not the patient ended up agreeing to a proffered course of action)
2. identify, qualitatively and quantitatively, any interactional patterns across our data set (e.g. to assess
whether or not, and how, different interactional practices led to patient acceptance/resistance)
3. statistically examine the relationship between the interactional practices and the self-report data
collected as part of the primary study (i.e. patient satisfaction data and other variables such as how
certain the neurologist was of the diagnosis and whether or not the neurologist and patient thought a
choice had been offered)
4. use the findings from the above analyses to address our overarching aim of comparatively evaluating
the three practices as methods for initiating decision-making with patients.
The practical goal motivating this work was to provide evidence-based and contextualised (as opposed to
abstract) guidance regarding how these practices work, to enable clinicians to use them in ways that are
sensitive to the nuances of interaction (as opposed to mechanistically).

Design
Our previous study used the qualitative, micro-analytic approach called conversation analysis (CA) to
identify and evaluate the practices whereby neurologists offer patients choice. Our main data set consisted
of 223 audio- and video-recorded consultations. We also collected, via self-report questionnaires, a range
of clinical, demographic and patient satisfaction data [using the Medical Interview Satisfaction Scale
(MISS-21)] and patients’ and neurologists’ perceptions of whether or not choice had been made available
during a consultation. Our current research, informed by public and patient involvement throughout,
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was based on mixed-methods secondary analysis of our set of interactional and questionnaire data to
explore the nature and effects of the three interactional practices.
We developed a codebook and mapped out every recommendation, PVE and option-list together with a
range of variables internal to each consultation (e.g. patients’ immediate responses and whether or not a
course of action was agreed) and external to the consultation (e.g. patient satisfaction and perception of
whether or not a choice had been offered). The resulting matrix captured the qualitative data related to
each decision as well as associated quantitative data, powerfully facilitating extensive analyses of the three
practices and their relationships with a wide range of variables.

Setting and participants
The original study was conducted in neurology outpatient clinics in Glasgow and Sheffield. A total of
14 neurologists, 223 patients and 114 accompanying others took part. Neurology is an ideal setting for
addressing the study aims because a ‘person-centred service’ is a quality requirement and two neurological
conditions (epilepsy and multiple sclerosis) have been identified by the UK’s Department of Health and
Social Care as well suited to a participatory approach. Thus, we had reason to expect patient choice to be
captured in this setting. However, although the content of a decision may be condition specific, practices
for making choice available in interaction with patients are not. The findings reported here should
therefore be of relevance to clinicians working in other settings.

Key findings
The distribution of the three practices
Despite long-standing guidance that patients should be enabled to make an informed choice, we found
that recommending was the most common approach to decision-making in our data set: 91% of the 144
consultations with one or more decision point contained at least one recommendation, whereas just over half
contained a PVE and only 16.7% contained an option-list. Recommendations were also by far the most common
practice across all decision points, giving a ratio of 1.0 : 4.3 : 12.8 for option-lists to PVEs to recommendations. In
other words, there were around 13 recommendations for every option-list.
In asking what variables are associated with the selection of decision-making practices, we found that
the practices were employed at different frequencies depending on the type of decision being made.
Investigations tended to involve recommendations, whereas treatment and referral decisions were relatively
more likely to involve the explicit elicitation of the patient’s viewpoint (in the form of a PVE or option-list).
However, there was a large degree of distinctive variation among individual neurologists, suggesting that
some neurologists have a decisional ‘style’, such that whether or not patients get offered a choice depends
partly on which neurologist they see. This appears to at least partly explain the regional differences we
found: patients seen in Sheffield were more likely to be offered choice.
Patient demographics did not appear to play a key role in patterning decisional practice. It therefore
appears unlikely that neurologists were deciding to use certain practices with certain social groups. There is
one intriguing exception to this: option-lists were more commonly used with younger people.
Several clinical factors did show associations with decisional practice. Neurologists were more likely to use
option-lists or PVEs (1) when they were more certain about a diagnosis, (2) when the symptoms were
medically explained and (3) in follow-up appointments (as opposed to first appointments).
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Consequences of using each practice
The external consequences of interactional practices were examined using two main variables: (1) perception
of choice and (2) patient satisfaction scores. We found that neurologists and patients, separately, were far
more likely to report that a choice had been offered when a PVE or option-list was used. The patterns were
especially striking when examining the extent to which neurologists and patients agreed whether or not
choice had been offered: there was agreement that a choice was offered in 71.2% of consultations
containing an option-list or PVE, but in just 33.9% of cases without either.
There was no significant difference in overall patient satisfaction, no matter which of the practices were
employed. Scores on the rapport and Distress Relief subscales also did not differ depending on decisional
practice. Clinician numbers were too small to conduct meaningful tests for significant differences at the
individual level. However, it is intriguing to note that the neurologist who routinely used PVEs scored the
highest on all measures of patient satisfaction. By contrast, the neurologist who most commonly used
recommendations scored below average for the equivalent measures.
We addressed relationships between interactional practices and their consequences internal to consultations
in two ways. First, we examined the immediate responses to the different forms of practice. Second, we
examined which of the practices were most likely to end up with a proffered course of action agreed (that it
was going to happen in principle) at the end of the decision-making process.
We found that immediate acceptance of a proffered course of action was less common, for all practices,
than some form of non-acceptance. However, the latter does not necessarily indicate resistance. Of the
three practices, recommendations stood out for most commonly including no opportunity to respond.
Although, in contrast to PVEs and option-lists, recommendations are not necessarily designed to invite
the patient’s active involvement in decision-making, recommendations can be understood as initiating
turns, which means that they do make relevant a response from the patient. Thus, it is noteworthy when
an opportunity to respond is not given. PVEs, which are explicitly set up to invite the patient’s response,
tend to be met by either some type of non-acceptance (around 50% were classified as such) or agreement
to the proffered action (just under 50% were classified as such). Option-lists were nearly always followed
by some form of non-acceptance (> 90% of the time); however, this relates to the option-list format. As
option-lists are, by definition, lists of alternatives, patients typically respond first (usually minimally) to the
individual items on the list, and only move to select from/comment on the whole list when expressly
invited to do so, which was often achieved through a subsequent PVE.
In examining whether or not decisional practices were related to a course of action happening (in principle),
we found a strong association between agreement to go ahead with a proffered course of action and
decisional practice: agreement occurred in 98.6% of decisions including only recommendations but in only
68.6% of decisions where a PVE or option-list was used. Option-lists often led to deferred decisions, which
accords with their use in making ‘major’ decisions, when neurologists regularly encouraged patients to seek
additional support with the decision-making process (e.g. from a specialist nurse).
Importantly, there was no relationship between length of consultation and the form of decisional practice
employed, even though PVEs (used as first decision points) tend to lead to the fewest number of
subsequent decision points and option-lists tend to lead to longer chains.

Further conversation analytic insights
The clear difference in acceptance rates when comparing PVEs and option-lists with recommendations
raises an important question for clinical practice: is the lower level of uptake following some form of
choice an indicator that the patient-choice agenda is working (i.e. patients are successfully refusing courses
of action they do not want)? Or is there reason to be concerned that patients might be failing to receive
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whatever they really need owing to the use of more participatory practices? Our study could not answer
this question fully because it was not designed to test the medical appropriateness of the decisions or
patients’ subsequent adherence. However, undertaking further conversation analytic work, we approached
the question from an interactional perspective, seeking to understand some of the patterns that underpin
the quantitative findings.
We showed that recommendations are not a homogeneous category. Although, by definition, recommendations
convey decisions as being within the clinician’s domain (based on medical expertise), the interactional
‘push’ towards this domain varies across the different recommendation formats. We analysed the extreme
end (those formulations that strongly place decisions with neurologists) and we identified three such
formulations: those based on neurologists using ‘I/we will’, ‘I am going to’ and ‘I/we need/have to’.
These turn designs appeared to operate differently. ‘Going to’ is used for treatment and investigations but
‘will’ and ‘need to’ are used mostly for investigations. ‘Going to’ and ‘will’ tend to presume agreement
from the patient and engender, apparently unproblematically, the least active responses from patients.
In contrast, ‘need to’ is often invoked in the context of possible resistance or otherwise problematic
environments, and neurologists do pursue active agreement.
Next, we further explored the interactional trajectories following offers of choice. First, we showed cases
for which neurologists offered choice and then readily accepted whatever the patient decided. Second, we
showed how neurologists sometimes offered choice but then pursued a particular outcome when it was
not forthcoming. Third, we considered the possibility that some choice formats may actually, perhaps
inadvertently, bias patients towards rejecting the proffered course of action. We argue that our data set
strongly supports an understanding of patient choice in practice as a form of ‘managed optionality’:
patients were (at times) given the opportunity to make their own choice but within limits that were
deemed to be clinically acceptable by the neurologist.

Discussion
Our distributional findings provide an indication that decision-making practices are not used randomly and,
furthermore, that decisions are not routinely being made in ways that accord closely with current NHS
policy on patient choice. Our findings suggest, instead, that current practice entails a blend of individual
neurologists developing their own style, which they tend to favour regardless of the patient’s demographics
and clinical characteristics, and a delicate balancing act regarding the specific decision. We argue that when
the neurologists did tailor their practices, they were attending to a potential conflict between their perceived
duty of care and the expectation that they minimise the exercise of their authority. Clinicians may resolve
this by electing to recommend when they believe that there are compelling clinical reasons to favour their
duty of care over the guidelines on giving choice. Hence, choice tends to be offered when it is deemed to be
clinically acceptable – a form of managed optionality for patients.

Conclusions
Patient choice is harder to enact than policy directives acknowledge. Although there is good evidence
that neurologists are seeking to enact patient choice, they are still more likely to make recommendations.
This appears to be partly owing to concerns that choice might conflict with doctors’ duty of care. Future
guidance needs to draw on evidence regarding choice in practice to support doctors and patients to
achieve the wider goal of shared decision-making (SDM).
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Future work
On the basis of this study, we recommend four directions for future research:
1. Investigation of longer-term, external outcome factors (such as adherence) to advance understanding of
how the use of different practices within the interaction might matter beyond the clinic.
2. To further understand associations between practice employed and characteristics of decision, a study
that includes some measure of the ‘weight’ of the decisions made (e.g. ratings by an expert panel) to
enable comparisons between those decisions judged to be more or less ‘serious’ or ’necessary’ with
respect to patients’ health outcomes.
3. The extension of our methodological approach to investigate other interactional practices of relevance
to the broader ideal of SDM (including those used in activities other than decision-making per se,
e.g. open questions and practices used to give patients opportunities to ask questions).
4. The extension of our methodological approach to other clinical settings to build a more complete
picture of the ways in which patient choice is being enacted on the ‘front line’.

Funding
Funding for this study was provided by the Health Services and Delivery Research programme of the
National Institute for Health Research.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Background to the study
This follow-on study arose directly out of our previous NIHR-funded research on patient choice in
neurology outpatient consultations.1 The primary project involved using a fine-grained qualitative approach
called conversation analysis (CA), widely recognised as the leading method for understanding how medical
interactions work in practice,2,3 to investigate a sample of 223 recorded consultations collected in Glasgow
and Sheffield in 2012. The primary study successfully met its objectives to identify the key communication
practices that neurologists were using in this sample to offer patients choice. Specifically, we identified,
described and explored some of the interactional consequences of two such practices, which we called
‘option-listing’ and ‘patient view elicitors’ (PVEs), both of which can be used to create a slot for the patient
to make a choice and/or voice their views with respect to treatments, investigations or referrals. In brief,
option-listing consists of an explicit listing of alternatives, from which the patient may choose one or more.
It often includes an initial announcement by the neurologist that there is a decision to be made, flagging
up that a list is to come. The term PVE incorporates a range of turn designs that may invite the patient to
express a preference [e.g. ‘Well um do you want to try a new drug, is that what you would ideally like?’
(G075)], how they feel about an option, their thoughts on a proposed course of action or other variants
on this theme.
The primary study demonstrated how these practices could be used effectively to create the opportunity
for patients to make a choice. However, we also found a range of complexities that made it problematic to
suggest, straightforwardly, that clinicians adopt these practices to enact NHS policy on patients’ right to
make their own ‘informed choices’ (see Reuber et al.1). These include:
1. The practice of option-listing may also be used to do actions other than offering choice. For example,
we have identified cases in which the machinery of option-listing was used to try to persuade the patient
to agree to the neurologist’s preferred option, amounting in practice to a form of recommendation.
This indicates that it is not a straightforward matter to say: use practice X and patient choice will be
achieved. Precisely how the practice is employed can have very significant consequences for the type of
conversational ‘slot’ created for patient responses.
2. There was some evidence of patients struggling to make a choice and/or not wanting to do so,
including explicit attempts to get the neurologist to give a recommendation.
3. Although option-listing and PVEs were clearly key decisional practices within our data set, the more
traditional ‘recommendation’ was also recurrently used, either instead of an option-list or PVE or as
part of a longer decision-making sequence that included more than one practice. There was also some
preliminary evidence to suggest that recommendations themselves can be designed so differently that
they are probably best thought of as lying along a continuum from something akin to a directive to
something that invites the patient to ‘weigh in’ on the decision.
4. When doctors offered patients choice about a single option using a PVE, the detailed qualitative
analysis indicated that patients quite often declined these offers.
However, our primary study was not designed to include an investigation of recommendations. It aimed
neither to map out the relative occurrence of recommendations as opposed to the practices we identified
for offering choice, nor to compare these alternative approaches to enacting the same general activity
(i.e. initiating decision-making about future courses of action). We therefore obtained follow-on funding to
address the broad question: how do the practices through which clinicians might offer choice to patients
compare with those practices through which they might deliver a recommendation for a particular course
of action? In this follow-on study, we address this question through mixed-method analyses of the original
data set. This includes further qualitative analysis, directly developing the work begun in the primary study.
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Furthermore, the follow-on funding allowed us to code the full set of recorded consultations to enable
quantitative analysis. Together, our mixed-method work has made it possible to investigate systematic
relationships between the interactional practices and various demographic and self-report variables
for which we also collected data (during the primary study). As we discuss in this chapter (see Chapter 11),
our approach makes a novel contribution in three main ways: (1) we add to a very limited body of research on
the actual interactional practices through which choice may be offered, (2) we extend previous conversation
analytic research on decision-making by comparing markedly different approaches to decision-making
(recommendations vs. those approaches that orient explicitly to the patient’s right to choose) and (3) we
describe our innovative strategies for transforming conversation analytic findings into coded data suitable
for quantitative analysis.

Why focus on choice?
Our focus on patient choice is related to, but distinct from, the significant body of research around the
broader notion of shared decision-making (SDM). Understood by many as the ‘pinnacle of patient centredcare’,4 there have been extensive efforts to theorise and foster SDM in health care, both in and beyond the
UK’s NHS. Although there is no single agreed definition,5 the principles of SDM are well documented5–7
and the general perspective may be summarised as ‘an approach where clinicians and patients share the
best available evidence when faced with the task of making decisions, and where patients are supported
to consider options, to achieve informed preferences’.8 Models of SDM thus include multiple dimensions,
such as the ‘three key steps’ described by Elwyn et al.,8 which we describe in more detail in Models versus
practices: our methodological starting point. SDM, then, clearly transcends (and may encompass) the more
limited concept of ‘patient choice’.
So why focus on the latter? There were two main reasons for our decision (when designing the primary
study) to study patient choice. First, alongside the widespread value placed on the principles of SDM
within the NHS, there is also a recurrent commitment to patient choice specifically. This is exemplified
in the opening of The NHS Choice Framework: What Choices are Available to Me in the NHS? (contains
public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0),9 which moves quite fluidly
between the notion of choice and wider ideals such as ‘patient empowerment’: ‘The government is
committed to giving patients greater choice and control over how they receive their health care, and to
empowering patients to shape and manage their own health and care’. However, even within the context
of the NHS, patient choice is taken to mean very different things. On the one hand, there are limited,
measurable legal ‘rights to choose’, with explicit limitations. These are accorded to all NHS patients and
are laid out in The NHS Choice Framework: What Choices are Available to Me in the NHS?9 and The NHS
Constitution10 and include choosing one’s general practitioner (GP) practice,11 which hospital to attend for
a first outpatient appointment12 and which consultant will be in charge of one’s treatment,13 as well as a
range of choices relating to maternity14 and end-of-life care.15
On the other hand, a much broader conceptualisation of choice is evident within NHS policy, dating back
at least to the 2000 NHS plan: The NHS Plan: A Plan for Investment, A Plan for Reform.16 As Sir Nigel
Crisp, then Chief Executive for the NHS, put it: ‘The ambition is to change the system to one that is patient
led, so that there is more choice, personalised care and real empowerment of people to improve their
health’.17 Working towards this goal, the NHS provides the tellingly named public information service
NHS Choices,18 with the strapline: ‘your health, your choices’, and lays out fairly wide-ranging rights and
pledges to patients in its 2015 NHS Constitution.10 These include both the more limited notion of having
a right to ‘accept or refuse treatment that is offered to you’ and the broader right to ‘receive care and
treatment that is appropriate to you, meets your needs and reflects your preferences’ (contains public
sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0).10 In summary, patient choice,
specifically, is articulated as a value in NHS policy. However, it is a contested and slippery concept,19
making further study an important endeavour.
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Our second, related, reason for focusing on patient choice is the significant lack of research on what this
might entail in practice. In the report of our primary research,1 we summarised the only two previous
studies that we could find that examined real interactional practices for offering choice specifically. To our
knowledge, no further studies have emerged since then. There is not space to reproduce our review of
those studies here, but both clearly indicated a gap between policy and practice around choice, as well as
the enormous complexity of successfully ‘creating an interactional environment in which [. . .] choice can
actually be exercised’.20 Both studies showed that, despite professionals’ overt orientations to people’s right
to choose (in one case pregnant women20 and in the other case residents in a care home for those with
intellectual difficulties21), the practices used to offer choice often made it difficult for choice to be exercised
in reality. Both studies reached the conclusion that further research is needed. As Pilnick20 argued:
. . . what the offering and exercising of choice actually looks like in practice [. . .] remains unclear. The
potential implications of these interactional processes, though, are immense, since [. . .] ‘good’ practice
is ultimately achieved through interaction rather than through policy or regulation.
Choice in practice is thus worthy of being placed under the microscope in its own right. In both our
primary study and this follow-on research, we have taken up the challenge implicit in the quotation
above: to extend our limited understanding of how practitioners offer choice in real interactions with
(in our case) patients and ‘accompanying others’. This entailed using a methodology known as CA, which
although well established in the study of medical interaction generally, has not previously been used
specifically to investigate choice of treatments, investigations and/or referrals, as we do here. We discuss
our approach in more detail in Chapter 2. In the next section, Models versus practices: our methodological
starting point, we briefly outline our methodological starting point both to foreground its novelty and to
further contextualise our focus on specific practices for offering choice (as opposed to, say, a wider
examination of SDM).

Models versus practices: our methodological starting point
As we discussed in our primary report,1 models of decision-making in medical consultations have been
very useful for identifying contrasting approaches to the doctor–patient relationship, typically summarised
as a cline, ranging from paternalist to consumerist, with the ideal of a ‘shared’ approach somewhere in
the middle,22 and for unpacking the key components of decision-making as a broad process. For example,
Charles et al.22 have influentially distinguished between ‘information exchange, deliberation about
treatment options and deciding on the treatment to implement’. Relatedly, Elwyn et al.8 summarise three
key steps for enacting SDM in clinical practice, which they call ‘choice talk, option talk and decision talk,
where the clinician supports deliberation throughout the process’ (italics in original). Elwyn et al.8 offer
detailed guidance to clinicians on how to engage in each of these forms of talk, listing multiple components
of each and suggesting forms of words for putting these into practice. In brief, choice talk is described as a
‘planning step’, focused on making patients aware that ‘reasonable options exist’, offering choice, justifying
the existence of choice and ‘deferring closure’ to ensure that the options are explored. Option talk involves
undertaking that exploration, including providing a clear list of the options and their pros and cons, and
checking the patient’s understanding. Finally, decision talk focuses on eliciting the patient’s preferences,
alongside a willingness ‘to guide the patient, if they indicate that this is their wish’.8
Such models build on extensive prior work, both empirical and conceptual, but unavoidably ‘simplif[y . . .]
a complex, dynamic process’, as Elwyn et al.8 acknowledge. This can be an advantage (e.g. to help in
training)8 but comes at the cost of smoothing over many of the subtle differences that are evident in
the detail of real interactions. As we argued in our primary report, this is a problem because there is a
growing body of evidence that the precise wording used by clinicians can make a significant difference to
patient involvement in the consultation.23–25 Moreover, the starting point for models of decision-making is,
quite appropriately, normative: they seek to provide a ‘best practice’ guide. Again, this is important for
facilitating training and continuing professional development. However, even when following the most
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detailed guidance, clinicians must – unavoidably – translate that, in real time, into the specifics of each
unique interaction with a patient. As noted in the previous section, we know that this ‘translation’ process
can end in real interactional practices that do not map onto the policy/training, even in cases for which
there is evidence that the practitioner intended to enact that policy/training.
For these reasons, our starting point was neither normative nor theory driven. Our primary study started with
a largely descriptive and interactionally grounded aim: to identify the real-world practices that neurologists
are using to initiate decision-making in a way that is demonstrably oriented to patient choice, whether or not
a shared decision is actually achieved.1 Our search for practices was thus carefully delimited and inductive in
nature. Our primary aim was to provide an empirical understanding of how choice is actually offered to
patients in authentic clinical consultations and the consequences of the different approaches that clinicians
take. Nevertheless, it is clear that our findings resonate with, and raise important questions in relation to,
the broader models of SDM. We therefore consider these points of connection further in Chapter 11.

What we already know about real-time decision-making in the clinic
Our primary study built on previous interactional research on real-time decision-making in the clinic,
much of which has been summarised already in the original report.1 We will not repeat that review here;
however, it is important to note the following. For the purposes of situating this secondary analysis, the
prior conversation analytic research has tended to focus on the treatment recommendation (i.e. just one
of the broad practices for initiating decision-making that we analyse here) with a particular interest in the
1. strategies that clinicians have for persuading patients to accept their recommendations24,26–34
2. strategies patients have for resisting recommendations30,34–37
3. subtle interplay between clinician and patient that means that recommendations are unavoidably a
form of ‘joint social practice’38 (see also Angell and Bolden39 and Kushida and Yamakawa40), even
though the parties to that process are seldom contributing from an equivalent footing.41
As noted above, very few studies have focused on choice in interaction specifically (for important exceptions
see Pilnick20 and Antaki et al.21). However, the distinction we make between recommendations on the one
hand and option-lists and PVEs on the other maps closely onto work by Collins et al.42 and Opel et al.30,36,43
Collins et al.42 demonstrated a continuum of approaches to decision-making in oncology and diabetes
mellitus consultations, which they described as ranging from ‘unilateral’ (or clinician determined) to
‘bilateral’ (or shared). Comparable to the findings we report, they showed how clinicians might sometimes
replace the more conventional recommendation with efforts to:
. . . actively [pursue the] patient’s contributions, providing places for the patient to join in, and building
on any contributions the patient makes: e.g. signposting options in advance of naming them; eliciting
displays of understanding and statements of preference from the patient.
Similarly, Opel et al.36 drew a distinction, in the context of parental decision-making about whether or not
to vaccinate their children, between ‘presumptive initiation formats’ and ‘participatory’ ones. They describe
these as follows:
Presumptive formats were ones that linguistically presupposed that parents would vaccinate [. . .]
(e.g., ‘Well, we have to do some shots’) [. . . while] participatory formats were ones that linguistically
provided parents with relatively more decision-making latitude [. . .] (e.g., ‘Are we going to do shots
today?’ [. . .] ‘What do you want to do about shots?’).
Likewise, we can understand the recommendations in our study as being comparatively more presumptive
(see especially the formats discussed in Chapter 9) relative to option-lists and PVEs, which we can understand
as participatory formats (see Chapter 4 for more on this point). Addressing this kind of distinction across a
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wide range of decisions in neurology, our primary study1 sought to provide empirical evidence ‘to address the
[still significant] gap in our understanding of how practitioners actually go about offering choice, as a crucial
step towards developing well-founded guidelines for use in practice’ (contains public sector information
licensed under the Open Government Licence v2.0). The present follow-on study seeks to build on this
further, as described in more detail in Building on the primary conversation analytic study. Specifically, we
examine qualitatively and quantitatively how neurologists initiate and negotiate real-time decisions about
investigations, treatments and referrals in face-to-face consultations with patients and, when present, third
parties (usually patient relatives or partners).

Why neurology as the setting for studying choice in practice?
As we outlined in more detail in our report of the primary study, neurology is an ideal setting for
examining patient choice because most neurology outpatient appointments involve discussions of chronic
conditions, the treatment of which is partially or largely dependent on active patient participation and
because a ‘person-centred service’44 has been an explicit quality requirement for neurological practice for
over a decade. This concept underpins 10 other requirements listed in the National Service Framework for
Long-term Conditions (NSF),44 which states that:
People with long-term neurological conditions [. . .] are to have the information they need to
make informed decisions about their care and treatment.
Department of Health and Social Care.44 © Crown Copyright 2005. Contains public
sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0
More specifically, two neurological conditions [epilepsy (the most common serious neurological disorder in
the UK) and multiple sclerosis (MS) (one of the most common disabling central nervous system diseases)]
are among seven chronic conditions identified by the UK’s Department of Health and Social Care
as particularly suited to involving patients in decisions about their care.45 In part, this reflects health
professionals’ recognition that patients with chronic conditions often understand their disease as well as
(or even better than) health professionals do, but that:
. . . this knowledge and experience by the patient has [. . .] been an untapped resource.
Department of Health and Social Care.45 © Crown Copyright 2001. Contains public
sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0
Moreover, because many neurological conditions have an uncertain trajectory, decision-making in this context
is seldom cut and dried. This can make it difficult for neurologists to provide a simple recommendation for the
‘known-to-be-best’ option. Even when the diagnosis is certain, the effects of the different treatment options
may not be. For example, in many clinical scenarios there is no medical evidence base for which antiepileptic
drugs (AEDs) would be the best next choice, and the selection of a particular drug or dose very much depends
on patients’ thoughts and feelings about the relative importance of seizure control and particular adverse
effects.46,47 Decision-making, then, will at least partly rest on factors that only the patient can contribute, such
as the extent to which their condition and/or treatment impacts their quality of life, as well as their willingness
to risk or manage certain side effects.48 It is generally agreed, therefore, that epilepsy is best managed through
a patient-centred approach.49,50 Similarly, as Pietrolongo et al.51 put it in relation to MS, involving patients in
decisions ‘is especially important in grey-zone situations where available treatments have important risks as
well as benefits, and where evidence is lacking’ (see also Colligen et al.52). As Rieckmann et al.53 put it, in a
patient-centred approach to managing MS the patient is seen as the ‘lynchpin’ of decision-making and,
furthermore, that:
Just as patients are required to change their role from healthcare ‘receiver’ to ‘engager’, the role of
the healthcare professional also needs to evolve from being a ‘provider’ of healthcare to become a
‘motivator’ and ‘supporter’ of patients to help them achieve this.
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Yet there is some evidence that neurology patients may experience the decision-making process as clinician
dominated. For example, an interview study54 in which patients were questioned about AED treatment
decisions found that most of the sample (42 out of 47 patients) attributed ‘decisional ownership’ to the
neurologist. The authors argue that this may be particularly common for conditions that engender feelings of
desperation (e.g. to be seizure free). Similarly, a study51 that rated the ways in which physicians at four Italian
MS centres spoke with patients about disease-modifying treatments concluded that patient engagement with
decision-making was ‘not a prominent part of patient care’. There is also evidence that MS specialists in the
UK are exerting a significant influence over patients’ selection between four disease-modifying treatments.
Although the same options were available in all 72 prescribing centres, Palace55 found that the relative use of
these options varied significantly; moreover:
. . . the percentage of MS specialists in each centre prescribing the disease modifying drugs to patients
with secondary progressive (versus relapsing remitting) MS varied from 0% to nearly 50%. These
variations are likely to be due to physician preference and opinion and not patient influenced.
Such findings indicate a discrepancy between the Department of Health and Social Care’s vision and
(at least some) patients’ experience in neurology, which warrants further research. This coheres with a
range of findings regarding the inconsistency of participatory decision-making more broadly.56–59
Despite such good reasons for focusing on neurology, this study should not be assumed to apply only to
consultations in this setting. Because our focus is on communication strategies, our findings should have
relevance for other specialties. Although the content of a choice may be specific to particular conditions or
patient groups (e.g. different drug or surgical options, patients of different ages with different kinds of
disabilities), practices for making choice available in interaction with patients are not. The findings from
this study should therefore be of practical use to clinicians working in a range of settings.

Building on the primary conversation analytic study: research approach
and objectives for this follow-on secondary analysis
Our primary study used the qualitative methodology known as CA to meet its objective of identifying two
key communication practices used by neurologists to offer patients choice. CA is widely recognised as the
leading methodology for investigating precisely how doctor–patient interaction operates, on the micro-level,
in everyday practice;2,60 it uses audio- and video-recordings of authentic interactions, and transcripts thereof,
to enable direct observation and fine-grained analysis, focusing on not only what is said but how it is said
(e.g. the exact words used and evidence of hesitation, emphasis, interruptions, laughter or misunderstanding).
Its key advantages are that it does not rely on recall, which can often be incomplete or inaccurate, and it
investigates how people behave at a level of detail that they could not be expected to articulate (e.g. in a
research interview). In line with other CA studies,24,27,28,35,37,61–68 the original research was intended to provide
detailed foundational evidence about what clinicians actually do in interaction with patients. For a general
introduction to CA and more specific information about how we applied it in the primary study, please see
Reuber et al.1
As outlined in Background to the study, our original study was not designed to compare the effectiveness of
those practices identified as methods for offering choice with the alternative practice of recommending. The
primary purpose of this follow-on study is to do just that: we aim to document and evaluate any differences
between three practices used by the clinicians in our data set to initiate decision-making in interaction
with patients: option-listing, PVEs and recommending. In documenting the three practices, we began by
‘mapping’ them out across the data set in a way that maintained their ‘form’ (i.e. recommendation, optionlist or PVE), their ‘positioning’ in each consultation (i.e. whether it occurred as a first or subsequent decision
point in discussion about a particular matter) and their responses. This allowed for further, in-depth,
qualitative analysis, which we report in Chapters 9 and 10.
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However, our work raised a range of research questions that cannot be answered by qualitative means
alone. As leading conversation analysts (especially those working in the field of doctor–patient interaction)
have been arguing for over a decade now,69,70 it is necessary to combine qualitative, CA-based findings
with further statistical analysis if we are to answer such research questions, which Heritage71 refers to as
‘distributional’ in nature. As Robinson69 puts it: ‘comparisons of the operation of different CA practices do
require statistical evidence’ (italics in the original).
One prominent example72 on which our approach was modelled involved statistical comparison of the
effect of GPs’ use of open-ended versus closed questions for eliciting patients’ presenting concerns on
patients’ subsequent report of satisfaction with the visit. This study showed that the open-ended format
was associated with significantly higher scores on key items of the Socioemotional Behaviour subscale of
the Medical Interview Satisfaction Scale (MISS-21) (which we have also used in our study). In such studies,
the outcomes of interest are external to the clinical consultation (e.g. questionnaire scores). Other studies
have investigated the relationship between interactional practices and outcomes that are internal to the
consultation. For example, Heritage et al.23 showed that patients were significantly more likely to reveal,
during the consultation, additional medical concerns they had (other than their main reason for attending)
if the GP asked if there was ‘something else’ rather than ‘anything else’ that he/she could do for the patient.
Comparably, our follow-on study was developed to conduct meaningful comparative analysis regarding
the possible effects of our three core interactional practices (option-lists, PVEs and recommendations) on
outcomes that are both internal to the recorded interactions (e.g. how does the patient respond immediately
and is an agreement reached by the end of the consultation?) and external, based on self-report (e.g. patient
satisfaction scores and whether or not participants thought the patient had been offered choice). This
necessitated reducing the complexity of the qualitative data into countable codes. Doing this effectively
depends crucially on the quality of the foundational conversation analytic research.69,70 This is because any
attempt to ‘code and count’ is meaningless if the practices for which one is coding are not clearly described
and thoroughly understood. In the examples outlined above, the statistical analysis was based on solid
findings from extensive prior conversation analytic work. We strongly agree with Robinson’s69 argument that:
Prior to statistical testing, analysts need to be able to answer at least the following questions in
specific terms: what is the claimed practice (i.e. what are its constitutive features as an orchestration of
conduct-in-interaction), the action(s) it accomplishes, the norms/rules it instantiates, and its range of
interactional consequences?
This is why our primary study focused exclusively on describing and explicating, in fine-grained qualitative
detail, the practices neurologists were using to offer patients choice. It is also the reason for devoting a
significant proportion of this follow-on study to further qualitative work to ensure that our coding is robust
and thoroughly rooted in the nuanced interactional realities at play in each consultation. Moreover, our
inductive starting point meant that already established coding systems, such as the highly influential Roter
Interaction Analysis System (RIAS), were not suitable for our aims. Although the RIAS can be used flexibly,
with some studies adding subcategories,73 its primary purpose is to enable an exhaustive classification
of whole medical visits, using 39 pre-established categories that incorporate both socioemotional and
task-related elements.74 Thus, the starting point for the RIAS is a particular theoretical perspective on the
doctor–patient relationship, which is captured in these categories. The RIAS has been used very effectively
to address a wide range of research questions across diverse clinical settings in different parts of the
world. However, for our purposes, we needed a coding scheme that allowed us to focus specifically on
comparing the three key approaches identified in our primary research. We discuss our approach in more
detail in Chapter 2.
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The research reported here, then, is a mixed-methods study that aims to address the following
main objectives.
1. Map out (a) the three interactional practices we have previously identified for initiating decision-making
in the neurology clinic, together with (b) their interactional consequences (e.g. patient engagement or
resistance, and whether or not the patient ended up agreeing, by the end of the consultation, to
whatever option was proffered).
2. Identify, both qualitatively and quantitatively, any evident interactional patterns across our data set
(e.g. to assess whether or not and how different interactional practices typically lead to patient
acceptance/resistance).
3. Examine, statistically, the relationship between the interactional practices identified and the self-report
data we collected as part of the primary study (i.e. patient satisfaction data from the MISS-21
questionnaire and other variables, such as how certain the neurologist was of the diagnosis and
whether or not the neurologist and patient thought a choice had been offered).
4. Use the findings from the above analyses to address our overarching aim of comparatively evaluating
the three practices as methods for initiating decision-making with patients in the clinical encounter.
The practical goal motivating this work is to provide evidence-based and contextualised (as opposed to
abstract) guidance regarding how these practices actually work to enable clinicians to use them in ways
that are sensitive to the nuances of interaction (as opposed to mechanistically).

Structure of the rest of the report
In what follows, we describe our innovative methodological approach and procedures (see Chapter 2) and
overview the data set, exploring the extent to which the working sample used in this follow-on study is
comparable to the sample used in the original study (see Chapter 3). In Chapter 4 we provide some brief
qualitative analyses to illustrate our three key practices and we present evidence that PVEs and option-lists
are associated with choice not only for us as analysts but, crucially, also for neurologists and patients. In
Chapters 5 and 6 we report how the core decisional practices (recommendations, PVEs and option-lists)
are distributed across our data set. Chapter 5 reports the frequencies of each practice and in Chapter 6
we explore whether or not each practice is employed at different frequencies depending on the type
of decision being made (about investigations, treatments or referrals), the neurologist’s ‘style’, patient
demographics and clinical factors. Chapters 7 and 8 report findings on outcome measures. Chapter 7
describes the relationship between interactional practices and patient satisfaction, as well as further
findings on the perception of choice. Chapter 8 explores the interactional consequences of each practice
in terms of immediate responses from patients and whether or not agreement was reached within the
consultations. Chapters 9 and 10 present conversation analytic investigation of contrasting interactional
practices: strongly formulated recommendations (see Chapter 9) and PVEs (see Chapter 10). Our findings
and conclusions are discussed in Chapter 11.
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Chapter 2 Methodology
Introduction
We employed an innovative mixed-methods approach using qualitative and quantitative approaches.
In this chapter, we describe the primary data collection, design, testing and application of our coding
scheme and our analytic procedures. As this is a secondary follow-on study, some of this information has
been reported previously, but we briefly describe those processes that are necessary for understanding
the present report. For a more detailed account of the methodology underpinning the primary study,
see Reuber et al.1

Primary data collection: recorded consultations plus pre- and
post-consultation questionnaires
Data collection primarily entailed recording clinic appointments to identify the strategies clinicians use to
offer patients choice. This took place in the outpatient departments of two major clinical neuroscience
centres (the Southern General Hospital in Glasgow and the Royal Hallamshire Hospital in Sheffield)
between February and September 2012. Each site serves a diverse population and employs a diverse team
of neurologists, with different specialties, ensuring a broad range of consultations. The eligible sample
population was all neurologists (20 in Sheffield and 23 in Glasgow) at the two sites and all patients (aged
≥ 16 years) attending the clinics, provided they were able to give informed consent in English. We had
a target of 200 recordings (100 per site) with at least 10 clinicians (five per site). These targets were
exceeded (see Chapter 3).
Neurologists could opt in to the study. The two collaborating neurologists were responsible for making
initial contact with their colleagues and providing written information sheets describing the study and
what involvement would entail. The collaborating neurologists then passed on the details of any potentially
interested colleagues to the research assistant at each site, who explained the study face to face and
obtained written informed consent from participating colleagues. The nature of the sample was, therefore,
partially determined by which neurologists were willing to participate.
A full-time research assistant was employed at each site: Fiona Smith (Glasgow) and Zoe Gallant (Sheffield).
They approached patients about the study just prior to the start of the clinic appointment. Patients also
received written information about the study in advance. When appropriate, written informed consent was
taken. The consultations between consenting patients and neurologists were audio- or video-recorded
depending on the level of consent provided by participants. The researchers set up the recording equipment
but were not present during the consultations.
Clinician, patient and accompanying other information sheets included an explanation of the key research
questions, as follows: ‘This study aims to answer the following two questions: (1) How do neurologists offer
patients choice? (2) How do patients respond to these offers?’ We thus cannot rule out the possibility that
participants may have adapted their decision-making practices in accordance with what they thought the
researchers might consider to be best practice. Nevertheless, as we show in Chapter 5, recommendations
remained far more common in our data set than the practices that we analyse as a means for offering
choice. This indicates that the neurologists continued to use a range of approaches even when taking part in
this study. Moreover, as we were primarily concerned with the precise detail of how neurologists may enact
the patient-choice agenda in practice, their approaches to doing so (in real time) were of analytic relevance
regardless of whether or not these appeared more regularly as a consequence of taking part in our study.
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Self-report information was also collected by means of questionnaires, which patients completed
immediately before and after the consultation and neurologists completed after. The researchers
administered these. The pre-appointment questionnaires captured a range of potentially relevant
factors, including:
l
l

Patients’ demographic details.
Patients’ health-related quality of life (HRQoL) as measured using the UK-validated75 Short Form
questionnaire-12 items (SF-12) scale. The SF-12 provides separate summary scales for physical and
mental health.76

The post-appointment questionnaires included the MISS-21 as a measure of patient satisfaction with the
preceding consultation. The MISS-21 has been validated in UK patient populations77 and used in previous
CA research to measure patient satisfaction in primary care.72 Part of the output from our primary study
included an investigation of patient satisfaction and perception of choice. We conducted exploratory
factor analysis of the MISS-21 data and identified four subscales that were broadly consistent with the
four subscales (rapport, Distress Relief, doctor’s understanding and communication difficulties) that have
previously been identified and validated in British general practice.77,78 Although this cannot be said to
provide full validation of the use of the MISS-21 in the context of neurology secondary care (particularly
because the last two subscales listed above showed only moderate levels of internal consistency),
the identification of the same subscales does provide some evidence that the MISS-21 is of use for
investigating patient satisfaction in this context.
Patients (see Appendix 3) and neurologists (see Appendix 4) were asked whether or not a choice had been
offered to the patient during the consultation and neurologists were asked to record information about
the patient’s condition. This included their levels of diagnostic certainty, reported on a scale from 1 for
‘very uncertain’ to 10 for ‘very certain’, and the extent to which they thought that the patient’s symptoms
were medically explained. They could select ‘completely/largely explained’, ‘partly explained/partly
unexplained’ or ‘completely/largely unexplained’ (see Appendix 4).

Ethics approvals
Ethics considerations in relation to the primary study are discussed in the original report.1 Ethics approval
was granted for the primary study by the National Research Ethics Service Committee for Yorkshire and
the Humber (South Yorkshire) on 11 October 2011, following revisions to supporting documentation
requested following the research ethics committee meeting held on 29 September 2011 and attended
by MT.
As the follow-on study involved further analysis of data we had already collected, the only new ethics
consideration was the inclusion of two new team members, who needed access to those data: Clare Jackson
(a conversation analyst) to take the place of Rebecca Shaw, who was not available to continue with the
project, and Paul Chappell, to bring vital statistical expertise to the team to meet the objectives of the
follow-on study. We applied for proportionate review because:
l
l
l
l
l

the aims of the follow-on study were so closely aligned with those of the primary research that it
amounted to an extension of the original study
no further recruitment or data collection was required
participants in the original study had consented to data collected being subjected to additional analyses
the data to be analysed continued to be held securely by Merran Toerien, one of the original team
members, at the University of York (as specified in the original study sheets and consent forms)
the study continued to be overseen by the same principal investigator, Markus Reuber.
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Further approval, allowing the additional two researchers to join the follow-on study team, was granted by
the proportionate review subcommittee of the National Research Ethics Service Committee North West
(Greater Manchester South) on 20 July 2015.

Patient and public involvement
As we discussed in our primary report, the direction of our analytic thinking was influenced significantly
by the service users’ group (SUG) and steering group. The latter involved discussion between patients,
neurologists and academics, who rarely seemed to be coming from the same starting point. All agreed,
however, that choice should not be assumed to be inevitably a good thing. We were regularly reminded to
take this point more seriously when we inadvertently slipped into talking about the more participatory
practices as if they were inherently better than recommendations.
We were fortunate that two members of the SUG from the primary study were able to continue to
participate in the follow-on SUG. We also recruited, with the help of a neurologist at Sheffield, four
additional patients to support our work-in-progress. The father of one of the patients also joined the
group, usefully adding the perspective of an accompanying other to discussions. As we discuss further in
Chapter 11, the SUG produced lively and insightful discussion about the nature of choice and whether or
not patients necessarily want it. Service users also commented on our work-in-progress. This was facilitated
through brief presentations by the team at SUG meetings and by selecting anonymised pieces of the
recorded data for discussion.
The two patients who were part of the primary SUG helped with the two dissemination workshops carried
out following completion of the first study and facilitated contact with patient groups (e.g. Epilepsy Action)
for dissemination purposes. Their contributions have been invaluable over several years now and we hope
that they feel (as we do) that their voices are woven into our work in significant ways. We look forward to
further dissemination activities in collaboration with members of the SUG on the basis of our follow-on
findings.

Analytic approach
As our approach to the primary analysis is already detailed in our first report,1 we will not repeat it here.
However, we would emphasise, as discussed in Chapter 1, that the secondary analysis reported here relied
fundamentally on the conversation analytic findings already produced. Moreover, the coding process
reported here was underpinned by a CA mentality. In what follows, we describe the methods employed in
the secondary analyses.

An innovative adaptation of framework analysis
Our analytic process can be seen as analogous to that used in framework analysis (FA), an approach that
has become increasingly popular in policy-oriented health research79–83 since its development by Ritchie and
Spencer84,85 in the 1980s. FA was created to manage qualitative data in large-scale social policy research,
its aim being to gain an overview of the data to facilitate its mapping and interpretation.80 FA allows for
systematic, rigorous and transparent management of large amounts of qualitative data without losing the
richness and flexibility of those data.83,86 In essence it achieves ‘a holistic descriptive overview of the entire
data set’.80 These are qualities that are valued in the CA method we used previously.60 However, insofar
as FA is a formal system for thematic analysis, we used an adapted version that maps out interactional
practices rather than themes.
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Ritchie and Spencer85 propose a five-step process for undertaking FA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

familiarisation
identifying a thematic framework
indexing
charting
mapping and interpretation.

As we outline in more detail in Innovative use of an online extraction questionnaire, we adapted this
process to meet the aims of our secondary study. Specifically, we developed an innovative data extraction
questionnaire (EQ) that enabled us to answer specific questions about the data set. Although we did not
produce the tree diagrams and maps that are often employed in FA, the final output of the data reduction
process – a matrix that describes the key characteristics of each coded decision – is similar to the framework
matrix. Gale et al.80 suggest that:
Good charting requires an ability to strike a balance between reducing the data on the one hand and
retaining the original meanings and ‘feel’ of the interviewees’ words on the other. The chart should
include references to interesting or illustrative quotations.
Our final matrix, contained in a Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) spreadsheet,
went beyond that to include all the original quotes from the consultations on which the codes were based.
Thus, although each consultation was reduced to a series of decision points and associated categorical
data, the portions of text representing each decision point were retained. Crucially, then, our use of FA
enabled us to integrate the interactional and self-report data collected in the primary study. Coding
entailed a single, integrated process for the purposes of subsequent qualitative and quantitative analyses.
This made the study truly mixed-methods rather than a parallel use of multiple methods.
In Coding scheme design and Intercoder reliability testing, we describe our coding scheme in detail and
the results of our intercoder reliability testing. In Innovative use of an online extraction questionnaire,
we describe the EQ we designed to enable us to produce the final matrix and the statistical methods we
employed. We end with a brief overview of the further CA work undertaken. When relevant, further
specification of our approaches to data analysis is presented in later chapters.

Coding scheme design
The first step was to ensure that the three researchers responsible for coding (PC, CJ and MT) were
familiar with the data through a process of watching and listening to a sample of recordings. This was
particularly important for PC and CJ, who were new to the research team. MT guided this process on the
basis of her intensive qualitative work on the primary study. As described above, much of the groundwork
had already been laid, but the secondary analysis nevertheless required a considerable amount of further
qualitative work before a reliable coding approach was developed. This was because we produced the
coding scheme through an iterative bottom-up process to adequately capture what was going on in the
interactions themselves. We needed to carry out the act of data reduction (for quantitative analysis)
without sacrificing the sensibility of CA.70
We identified all instances of decision-making in the transcripts and spent considerable time ensuring
that we were all applying the same definitions of our core practices, derived from the primary study
and developed further during the analytic period of the follow-on study, to the data. We considered the
different ways in which patients could immediately respond to the different decisional practices and
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considered how best to capture the often extensive decision-making sequences that occurred. The iterative
process proceeded as follows:
1. A coding scheme comprising a codebook and an online data extraction form was constructed.
This recorded categorical information about each consultation.
2. Each member of the team worked independently to code the same subset of 5–10 consultations using
the coding scheme.
3. The team met to discuss our coding process and any disagreements.
4. A new version of the codebook and coding scheme was constructed, taking into account discussions
and agreed changes, before the independent coding process started again.
Through the repeated application of this iterative process, a final coding scheme was developed that
would eventually allow consistent quantitative classifications to be applied. The process facilitated a
continued familiarisation with the data set and allowed researchers to share qualitative insights about
patterns, associations and themes identified. After eight rounds of this iterative process, final versions of
the codebook (see Appendix 5) and code EQ (see Appendix 6) were constructed. The team would like
to acknowledge the enormously helpful input provided by the study steering group and SUG, which
each met twice during the development of the codebook and provided additional patient and doctor
perspectives on the coding process.
The coding scheme was designed so that, when applied, the following could be coded for each
consultation:
1. How long (in minutes) the consultation lasted.
2. All decisions about treatments, investigations and/or referrals that were initiated by the neurologist
during the consultation using an option-list, PVE or recommendation.
3. For each decision identified, we classified the practices used by the neurologist into option-lists, PVEs or
recommendations to construct a series of decision points. This reflects the fact that decisions were most
commonly made through extended sequences rather than just a single initiating turn by the neurologist
and response by the patient. Our coding retained the sequential order of decision points so that it was
possible to compare first decision points with later ones for a single decision. This was achieved by
structuring the data extraction form in a way that required the first decision point for a decision to be
coded first, followed by the second decision point, and so forth (this ordering was then retained by the
way the resulting spreadsheet was structured). Note that our original coding made a distinction between
the strongest forms of recommendation (which we called pronouncements) and recommendations that
were produced as some form of proposal. Although this distinction allowed us to explore, qualitatively,
the variability in the design of recommendations (see Chapter 9), it went beyond the aims of the
quantitative analysis, which focused on the full set of recommendations (collapsing pronouncements
with the rest).
4. For each decision point, we identified how the patient and/or accompanying other responded. Coders
selected one of the following mutually exclusive options to describe the immediate response of the
patient (or accompanying other) to the neurologist-initiated decision point: no opportunity to respond,
acknowledges, goes for option, no audible response, seeks information, does not go for option (in any
way not coded for above) and patient and third party respond differently. Note that ‘no opportunity to
respond’ occurred when the neurologist went on to say something further immediately after delivering
the coded decision-point turn.
5. For each decision point, we also recorded the specific section of transcribed text that comprised the
decision point.
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6. For each decision, we noted whether or not one or more of the possible courses of action (treatment,
investigation or referral) introduced by the neurologist had been agreed on by the end of the
consultation. Coders could select ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘decision deferred’ in response to the coding question:
‘Is the course of action going to happen in principle?’ In other words, was agreement reached, by the
end of the consultation, that the patient would go ahead with whatever referral/treatment/investigation
had been propogathering (e.g. through consultation with another specialist) or more deliberation by
the patient (e.g. in consultation with significant others). If the neurologist suggested that more than
one course of action might be appropriate, then, if any of these options were subsequently agreed on,
this variable would be coded ‘yes’. To handle recommendations against doing something, we also
recorded ‘yes’ for this variable if a decision was made to go for the ‘negative’ course of action
(e.g. agreeing not to change a medication or that further diagnostic testing was not necessary).
The following sorts of decisions were excluded because they went beyond the scope of our research aims:
l
l
l

l
l

decisions about something other than treatments, investigations or referrals (e.g. lifestyle changes or
when to meet for a follow-up appointment)
decisions that were initiated by someone other than the neurologist (e.g. the patient or accompanying
other or by another clinician during a previous consultation)
decisions that were presented as a simple fact about the absence of any available treatment (versions
of ‘there’s nothing we can do for you’) – to be distinguished from recommendations against using a
treatment that does exist, which we did code
decisions that could potentially arise in the future (discussed as hypothetical scenarios in the
current consultation)
decisions that lay in the domain of another clinician (e.g. where a patient was experiencing
comorbidities and was thus also under the care of another consultant).

In line with the study aims, the coding scheme focused only on identifying decision points that were designed
using an option-list, PVE or recommendation. However, we noted when other practices were used to pursue a
decision (e.g. by providing a justification for a prior recommendation). All exclusions warrant future research
attention, but were necessary to ensure that our cases were as directly comparable as possible.
Table 1 provides our codebook definitions for each practice, with examples. For ease of reading, Jeffersonian
transcription notation is not used here, but was used to conduct the CA work (transcription conventions are
shown in Appendix 1). The identifiers show where the consultation was recorded (Glasgow or Sheffield),
the number of the recording (numbered consecutively at each site from 001) so that, for example, G001 was
the first recording made in Glasgow. In addition, each clinician was given a two-digit number as a personal
identifier. However, to maintain their anonymity, as our sample of neurologists is relatively small and we
have (with permission) named both study sites, we have decided not to include these personal identifiers in
interactional data extracts. Note that for the same reason we have chosen not to identify the neurologists’
gender; hence, we have used gender-neutral pronouns (e.g. ‘s/he’, ‘his/her’, ‘they/their’) when referring to
individual clinicians. It is worth pointing out here that we did not have sufficient numbers of neurologists in
the study to be able to examine any gender differences statistically.
Figure 1 shows how a single consultation might have more than one decision and how each decision
may have one or more decision point requiring coding. There is a nested, multilevel structure to the
data outputted from the application of the coding scheme. The highest level relates to the consultation;
the variable measuring the length of the consultation is at this level. The middle level is decision-level
information. Each consultation contains a number of different decisions; an example is the variable
classifying the type of decision being made. The lowest level of information is the decision-point level.
Each decision is made up of one or more decision points, each entailing one of the three types of practice.
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Practice

Definition

Examples (consultation code)

Recommendation

Neurologist asserts what treatment,
investigation or referral is necessary or is
going to happen in a way that suggests
a decision has already been made.
Patient is given no slot to make a choice

I mean what I think we’ll do here is we’ll er, we need to record some
of these turns (G008)

DOI: 10.3310/hsdr06340

or

PVE

The neurologist proposes the action in
more tentative terms, suggesting an
element of choice, e.g. ‘I recommend
that you try’, ‘I wonder if we could try’
or ‘I suggest’

I think because you’ve had that um seizure, I think we should

Neurologist indicates that there is at least
one option that they are willing to offer
the patient, but seeks the patient’s view
on this, thereby creating an explicit slot
for the patient to participate in the
decision-making process

Well um do you want to try a new drug, is that what you would ideally

probably increase your Pregabalin a bit more (S109)

like? (G075)
So what do you think? (S010)
Um, if you want, I can check your iron levels (S108)

Option-list

Neurologist provides a menu of options
from which the patient may be invited to
select

Neu:

And there’s two ways of dealing with this. If you don’t feel

that things are absolutely back to normal… then I can give you some
steroid treatment for a short while.
Pat:

Mm hm. …

Neu: Alternatively I could arrange for you to be seen by one of our
MS specialists.
Pat:
Neu:

Uh huh.
… see if they think that the inflammation…would benefit from

some other forms of treatment (G018)
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TABLE 1 Three interactional practices for initiating decision-making
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Consultation

Decision 1
(e.g. whether or not to start
disease-modifying therapy
for MS)

First decision point
(e.g. list of
treatment options)

Patient’s response
(e.g. seeks
further information)

Second decision point
(e.g. seeks patient’s view
after giving extra
information)

Decision 2
(e.g. which treatment to try
for MS symptoms of fatigue)

First decision point
(e.g. recommends
treatment X)

Patient’s response
(e.g. accepts)

Course of action going
to happen?
(yes/no/decision
deferred)

Patient’s response
(e.g. patient selects a
treatment from the list)

Course of action going
to happen?
(yes/no/decision
deferred)
FIGURE 1 Example of how a consultation might be coded for more than one decision and one or more decision
point per decision.

Intercoder reliability testing
A total of 30 cases were randomly selected from the remaining sample (i.e. those cases that had not been
part of the development of the coding scheme) and independently coded. Each of the three coders coded
20 cases, 10 with each of the other two coders. Formal intercoder reliability testing was conducted to
quantify the extent to which the process could be described as reliable.
Intercoder reliability testing focused on the first decision point of each decision. Two aspects of reliability were
assessed: first, the extent to which coders were able to identify the same parts within the consultations as
initiation points; and, second, the extent to which coders were able to agree on the classifications applied to
the decision points they had identified (the type of decision that was being made, the patient’s response, etc.).
Coder A (Paul Chappell) identified 32 initiation points within 20 consultations. A total of 24 (75%) of these
initiation points were also identified by the second coder (half of the time the second coder was B and
half of the time the second coder was C). Coder B (Merran Toerien) identified 37 initiation points within
20 consultations. A total of 30 (81%) initiation points were also identified by the second coder. Coder C
(Clare Jackson) identified 37 initiation points within 20 consultations. A total of 24 (65%) of these initiation
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points were also identified by the second coder. This gives a total agreement rate of 74%. Although this
indicates that there is some disagreement over which interactional turns should be coded as relevant to our
study, both coders agreed on a large majority of first decision points.
In the second part of the intercoder reliability analysis we used cross-tabulations and Cohen’s kappa to
explore intercoder agreement in the classification of the 39 decision points that coders had both identified
across the 30 consultations (although it is worth noting that not all of the consultations contained
initiation points). Table 2 shows the results for intercoder agreement on decision-level questions related to
those decision points. Separate percentage agreement and kappa scores have been estimated for each of
the different variables. Landis and Koch87 suggest kappa scores ranging from 0.40 to 0.59 show moderate
agreement, 0.60 to 0.79 substantial agreement and ≥ 0.80 show outstanding agreement.
Some level of disagreement between coders is to be expected when applying quantitative classifications to
complex interactional data. However, the results of our reliability analysis are encouraging. In percentage
terms, coders agreed with each other most of the time for all of the different variables. Kappa scores
indicate that there is a substantial or outstanding level of agreement for all variables, with the exception of
the questions regarding whether or not the end outcome is one that the neurologist and patient appear to
prefer. These questions relied on coders to some extent interpreting the motivations of the participants,
so it is perhaps not surprising that it was hard to achieve high intercoder reliability for these variables.
Nevertheless, these results indicate that the coding scheme is reliable for all but these two variables. It is
also worth noting that these results may occasionally be overestimating the final differences between
coders because some of the categories were combined in later analyses. For example, we collapsed
pronouncements and recommendations together. This means that all cases in the reliability analysis that
were coded as a recommendation by one coder but as a pronouncement by another would have been
counted as ‘disagreement’ under this testing process. However, if the categories had been collapsed
together at the point of testing, all these cases would have counted as ‘agreement’.
After the 30 cases had been coded, the coders discussed their differences and decided on agreed codings
for any disagreements, and agreed how similar issues would be dealt with in future. After intercoder
reliability testing, CJ and PC coded the remainder of the consultations, independently coding a randomly
selected half of the remaining cases each. Where coders found problematic cases, with decision points
that were hard to identify or classify, these were discussed by all three coders and agreed with reference
to the rules outlined in the codebook.

TABLE 2 Percentage agreement and kappa scores for variables derived from coding process
Variable

Agreement (%)

κ

Type

92.3

0.87

Turn design

79.4

0.70

Who responds?

84.6

0.60

Response

87.1

0.83

Is the outcome in line with what the neurologist thinks best?

87.1

0.46

Is the outcome in line with what the patient appears to prefer?

76.9

0.59

Is the course of action going to happen in principle?

97.4

0.92
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Innovative use of an online extraction questionnaire
The coding was handled through a bespoke online data EQ designed by PC using Google Forms (Google
Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA ) (see Appendix 6). The EQ incorporated both categorical data (selecting
from among fixed-choice options) and the relevant section of text that comprised the decision point from
the transcript. This forced coders to be decisive without losing the original text as evidence for their coding
decisions. The EQ retained the sequential order of decision points by releasing subsequent questions
depending on how the researcher had answered the first set of questions. For example, after inputting
data about a first decision point for a particular decision, the questionnaire required the researcher to note
whether or not there were any more decision points for that decision. If they responded yes, they were
given an opportunity to input details about the next decision point for the decision. When all decision
points for a single decision had been input, decision-level questions were then completed. If there
was another decision for the consultation then a new decision-point chain was begun. If not, the
consultation-level question (how long is the consultation?) was asked.
The EQ was thus designed such that the basic unit of analysis was the decision point, but the different
decision points were linked together through reference to the decision (coded for what the decision was
about and whether it related to an investigation, treatment, referral or some combination) and through
the use of a numbering system to keep the decision points in order. In turn, the decision-level data were
linked to the consultation-level data through the use of unique consultation identifiers. By taking this
approach to coding, we were able to distinguish between first and subsequent decision points (to see, for
example, whether a particular practice was more commonly used to start or pursue decision-making) and
to track through chains of decision points for single decisions to see whether or not certain trajectories
were more common than others (e.g. an option-list followed by a PVE). The methodology we describe
here is unique, as far as we are aware. It provided multiple benefits in the development, testing and
application stages of the coding process – a point to which we return in Chapter 11.
The end product of the application of the coding scheme was a matrix, held in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet,
in which each decision point from a given EQ was represented by a single row in a spreadsheet, with
identifiers and numbering linking together each row so that they could be readily recoded into decision-level
and consultation-level data. As described in more detail in Chapter 3, 144 out of the 223 cases coded had at
least one decision that met our coding criteria.

Quantitative data analysis
The decision-point matrix described above represented the lowest level of data available for analysis.
This data set was collapsed into further data sets so that analyses could be conducted at higher levels
(decision level and consultation level), facilitating comparisons of practice at each of the three levels.
The consultation-level data resulting from this process were merged with consultation-level data derived
from the patient/neurologist questionnaires so that the relationships between interactional variables and
questionnaire variables could be investigated. Quantitative analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel
and SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version 22 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA). These
focused on the links between forms of decisional practice and other relevant variables. Analyses were
conducted at the three different levels of analysis, depending on their appropriateness for addressing
different research questions.

Consultation-level analyses
Consultation-level analyses were mainly focused on examining the links between practices and the
characteristics of patients and consultations. For example, in Chapter 6 the links between demographic
characteristics of patients and the use of different practices are investigated. To facilitate these analyses,
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consultations were classified on the basis of the practices that were present in them using binary
categorical coding.
This method of classification was required because many of the consultations have more than one decision
point and because the presence or absence of a certain decisional practice does not preclude the presence
or absence of another practice (in other words, the three practices are not mutually exclusive at the
consultation level). There are some consultations that involve all three decisional practices, some which
contain two of the three and some that contain only one. Therefore, when we conduct comparisons
between different consultations, it is not possible to classify each consultation as including one of the
three types and to compare the different types to one another. To address this issue, our three binary
variables contrast all cases with:
1. a PVE and all cases without a PVE
2. an option-list and all cases without an option-list
3. at least one PVE or option-list and all cases with neither.
The third comparison is potentially the most interesting because it allows a comparison of all the cases for
which a patient’s view was explicitly elicited (through the use of a PVE and/or an option-list) with all the
cases for which the neurologist employed only a single recommendation or chain of recommendations.
Bivariate consultation-level analyses were conducted to investigate the links between perceived choice
and decisional practice (see Chapters 4 and 7); demographic, clinical and consultation-based factors
and decisional practice (see Chapter 6); and patient satisfaction and decisional practice (see Chapter 7).
Crosstabs, comparison of means, chi-squared tests, t-tests and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests
were employed where appropriate. Multivariate analyses were conducted using generalised estimating
equations to take into account the clustered nature of the sample.

Decision-level analyses
Decision-level analyses were conducted in a similar way to the consultation-level analyses described above,
in that binary variables describing whether or not each decision had a PVE, an option-list and at least one
PVE or option-list were derived. Associations between these variables and the decision outcome variable
(that recorded whether or not the outcome ended up being agreed on in principle) are reported in
Chapter 8 using cross-tabulations and chi-squared tests.

Decision-point-level analyses
Decision-point analyses were in some ways more straightforward because each decision point was already
coded as a form of decisional practice so no recoding was required in this case. In Chapter 8, the link
between practices and immediate responses is investigated. Chapter 5 includes decision-point analysis that
makes use of the data recording the sequence of decision points. Decisions often take more than one round
of decision point and might involve different types of practice. Decision points were therefore numbered on
the basis of the order in which they occurred for each decision. Hence, it was possible to investigate if
certain practices tend to be used more frequently at the beginning of decision-making sequences, and to
explore what types of decision points tend to follow others in decision-point chains. This decision-point
analysis is descriptive and exploratory and involves charting the distribution of practices and responses across
the data set.
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Qualitative data analysis
One of the advantages of our approach to coding is that data were outputted in a format that allowed an
easy integration of quantitative and qualitative analyses. We discuss these advantages further in Chapter 11.
In brief, the data matrix allowed us to sort the data by quantitative categories to identify certain types of
decision point. The result of this sorting is that all the relevant portions of transcript are then in a list on a
single screen, so they can be explored for qualitative patterns. For example, one of the findings from our
initial quantitative analysis (see Chapter 6) was that one neurologist used PVEs at a much higher frequency
than the others. Using the spreadsheet of all decision points, it was straightforward to sort the data set by
neurologist and by PVE. As one of the columns in the spreadsheet contains the qualitative text, all of this
neurologist’s PVEs can be viewed on a single screen, and it was therefore possible to explore the precise
formulations used and then go back to the original transcripts to undertake additional CA work.
We used a similar process to identify all relevant extracts that form the basis of the two CA chapters
(see Chapters 9 and 10). For Chapter 9, we sorted the matrix into all first decision points and then into
all first recommendations. We were then able to examine this subcollection of decisional practice both
quantitatively, using descriptive statistics, and qualitatively, using CA. In Chapter 10, the matrix was first
organised by PVEs occurring at any decision point and then these formats were explored using both
descriptive statistics and CA.
We return to the methodological innovation of our approach in Chapter 11. For more on our use of CA,
see the primary report.1 In the next chapter, Chapter 3, we present an overview of our data set to establish
that our current working data set is comparable to that used in the primary study.
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Chapter 3 Overview of the data set
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide a descriptive overview of the data set and to explore the extent to
which the working sample used in this follow-on study is comparable to the sample used originally.
Some information is repeated here from the primary study report,1 but only when directly relevant to
understanding our follow-on work.

Data collection sites
The two data collection sites serve large populations: the Royal Hallamshire Hospital in Sheffield serves as
the clinical neuroscience hub to a population of 2.2 million; the general population served by the Southern
General in Glasgow is 2.5 million. Each site offers general neurology as well as a range of subspecialty
clinics (such as epilepsy, MS, dementia, ataxia, headache, cerebrovascular disease, neuromuscular disorders
and movement disorders), ensuring a broad range of consultation types. New patient appointments are
usually scheduled to last for 30–45 minutes and follow-up appointments for 15–20 minutes.

Recruitment figures for each site
A total of 14 clinicians (seven at each site) agreed for recordings of their consultations to be made,
subject to patient consent. As detailed in Chapter 2, the eligible patient population included all patients
(aged ≥ 16 years) attending clinics run by the participating clinicians, provided they could give informed
consent in English. In total, 223 patients agreed to take part (Glasgow, n = 114; Sheffield, n = 109). One
appointment per patient was captured. In addition to patients and clinicians, 114 accompanying others
(including spouses, parents, carers and friends) consented to participate (Glasgow, n = 63; Sheffield,
n = 51). These 223 cases formed the sample for our original study.1 Descriptive statistics showing the
characteristics of this sample can be found in the original study.1

Follow-on study working sample
Of the 223 consultations, 144 were classified as involving a decision, including one or more decision-point
type, according to the criteria outlined in Chapter 2. These 144 consultations make up the working sample
for this study on which all quantitative data analysis reported here is based. Reuber et al.1 demonstrated
the suitability of the full (n = 223) sample for analysis (providing justification that there was no reason not
to combine the data from Glasgow and Sheffield) but, because the working sample is significantly smaller
than the full sample, we analysed the descriptive characteristics of the working sample, investigating how
it may differ from the original.

Participant demographics
Within the working sample, the patients ranged from 17 to 80 years of age, with a mean age of 46 years.
More than half of the patients were female (62%). A total of 93% of the sample described themselves as
white (English, Welsh, Scottish, Northern Irish or British). A total of 41% of the sample was in employment
(full or part time) or education. Educational qualifications beyond school leaving age (16 years) had not
been obtained by 42% of the sample. The mean duration of consultations was 21.3 minutes [ranging
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from 5 to 62 minutes, standard deviation (SD) 11.2 minutes]. There were more than twice as many
follow-up appointments as first appointments and most patients (83%) were seen in specialist rather than
general clinics.
Table 3 shows the demographic features of the working sample in more detail, including a breakdown
per study site. There were no differences between the two sites in terms of patient demographics.
Furthermore, the demographic characteristics of our working sample (n = 144) are very similar to the
whole sample (n = 223) (see original report1 for comparison).
TABLE 3 Demographic, consultation-based and clinical features of the sample
Study site
Variable

Glasgow

Sheffield

Combined

71

73

144

Female

63.4

60.3

61.8

Male

36.6

39.7

38.2

94.4

89.0

91.7

5.6

11.0

8.3

Yes

58.0

58.0

58.0

No

42.0

42.0

42.0

In work/education

33.8

38.4

36.1

Not working

66.2

61.6

63.9

44.1 (15.0)

48.1 (14.4)

46.1 (14.8)

Seen in general clinic

31.0

2.7

16.7

Seen in specialist clinic

69.0

97.3

83.3

Accompanied

50.7

52.1

51.4

Alone

49.3

47.9

48.6

First appointment

35.3

24.6

29.5

Follow-up appointment

64.7

75.4

70.5

18.8 (9.2)

23.8 (12.4)

21.3 (11.2)

Completely/largely explained

53.6

74.3

64.0

Partly explained

27.5

21.4

24.5

Completely unexplained

18.8

4.3

11.5

Patients
n
Gender (%)

Ethnicity (%)
White
Other
a

Post-school qualifications? (n = 119) (%)

Employment (%)

Age (years), mean (SD)
Consultations
Clinic type**** (%)

Accompanied? (%)

First appointment? (%)

Duration*** (minutes), mean (SD)
Clinical features
Symptoms*** (%)
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TABLE 3 Demographic, consultation-based and clinical features of the sample (continued )
Study site
Variable

Glasgow

Sheffield

Combined

95.9 (11.9)

101.4 (8.6)

98.7 (10.7)

–0.33 (0.81)

0.33 (0.86)

0.00

–0.31 (0.84)

0.29 (0.84)

0.00

36.6 (11.9)

39.9 (12.0)

38.3

SF-12 mental health*** (n = 123), mean (SD)

38.40 (12.80)

44.60 (13.30)

41.78 (13.40)

Diagnostic certainty, mean (SD)

8.50 (1.83)

8.33 (1.83)

8.41 (1.83)

69.2

73.9

71.6

30.8

26.1

28.4

67.1

71.8

69.5

32.9

28.2

30.5

Agree choice

53.8

55.2

54.5

Agree no choice

16.9

10.4

13.6

Doctor yes, patient no

13.8

16.4

15.2

Patient yes, doctor no

15.4

17.9

16.7

a

MISS-21*** (n = 120), mean (SD)
a

Rapport*** (n = 120), mean (SD)
a

Distress relief*** (n = 120), mean (SD)
a

SF-12 physical health (n = 123), mean (SD)
a

Choice
Patient choice (n = 134)a (%)
Choice
No choice
a

Clinician choice (n = 141) (%)
Choice
No choice
a

Patient–doctor choice (n = 132) (%)

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
a Values missing; n shows valid cases for all categories within variable.

There were some differences in the nature of the consultations and the clinical measures. Over 80% of
patients were recruited in different subspecialties rather than general neurology clinics, but there were
significantly more general clinics in Glasgow. There were no differences between Glasgow and Sheffield
in terms of the proportion of patients who were accompanied or the proportion of patients who were
attending follow-up or first appointments. Sheffield patients had better mental health (as measured
through the SF-12) and reported higher patient satisfaction. Their conditions were also more likely to be
medically explained. There was no difference in diagnostic certainty across the two samples and no
difference in the perception of choice (for doctors or patients).

Conclusion
There were differences regarding the characteristics of the consultations and patients between the two
sites, but there were no detectable demographic differences between the participants recruited in Glasgow
and Sheffield. Furthermore, the working sample employed in this study has similar characteristics to the
whole sample employed in the primary research. This indicates that there is no systematic bias at play with
regards to the difference between consultations with decisions and those without, and that the smaller
working sample is representative (in demographic terms) of our whole study sample. This would suggest
that it is valid practice to combine the Sheffield and Glasgow data into one larger data set and analyse
them together.
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However, there are some differences between the two sites in terms of the types of consultations and the
clinical characteristics of the patients. The explanations for these differences are probably interlinked. For
example, there are more general consultations in Glasgow and more specialist consultation in Sheffield,
so it is perhaps not surprising that neurologists report being able to explain symptoms better in Sheffield.
The differences in patient satisfaction and in patient mental health could also be linked to this.
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Chapter 4 Option-lists and patient view elicitors
as practices for offering choice
Introduction
As we emphasised in Chapter 1, the quantitative findings presented in this report depend on our earlier
CA work that identified the three practices examined here (option-listing, PVEs and recommendations)
and the qualitative judgements required to code for each of these across the full data set. Moreover, our
decision to focus on these practices in the follow-on study depended on our original demonstration (using
CA) that neurologists can use option-listing and PVEs to create analytically demonstrable moments of
choice for patients. By contrast, we argued that recommendations do not explicitly invite patients’ active
involvement in the subsequent decision-making. This distinction is the bedrock of this report; it is the basis
from which to understand the significance of our findings with respect to patient choice. We therefore
start by providing a short piece of qualitative analysis, illustrating how option-listing and PVEs may be
understood as practices for offering choice, and how these differ from recommendations. For more
detailed qualitative analysis of option-listing and PVEs as decisional practices in their own right, as well as
patients’ responses to these, see the primary report.1
Our follow-on study also allowed us to statistically assess the relationship between the three practices
and participants’ self-reports of whether or not choice had been offered. As we describe in this chapter,
this quantitative analysis showed that participants were far more likely to perceive the presence of choice
in those consultations where option-lists or PVEs had been used and to perceive an absence of choice
in those where recommendations had been used. This not only validates our coding scheme but also
indicates that our understanding of the practices in relation to patient choice is not just an analyst’s one;
there is clear evidence that the participants themselves share this view. This is one of the advantages of
our multimethod approach.
This chapter is divided into two main sections: an illustrative, qualitative comparison of the three practices,
and a report of our first main statistical finding, demonstrating the relationship between the practices and
participants’ perception of choice.

The analysts’ judgement: conversation analytic evidence that optionlisting and patient view elicitors are practices for offering choice
As we showed in our primary report,1 each of the three practices may be designed in variable ways, which
can render decisions pursued through each of them more or less participatory. Nevertheless, our qualitative
analysis has shown that, relative to the practice of recommending, option-lists and PVEs invite greater
patient involvement in the decision and can be used to create an explicit moment of choice. We illustrate
this through comparative analysis of two cases, selected because they both entail decisions about the use
of steroids for MS, which are handled differently. Together, the cases encompass at least one example of
each of the three practices:
1. An option-list: ‘I can either give you some steroid treatment for a short while . . . and we could
see how you do after that . . . Alternatively I could arrange for you to be seen by one of our
MS specialists’
G018
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2. A PVE: ‘D’you want to try some steroids’
S080
3. A recommendation: ‘I think a wee trial of a short course of steroids would make a bit of sense to me’.
G018
We can thus compare the practices while holding constant the diagnosis and the proffered treatment.
In each example that follows, boldface is used to show the core of the practice; grey shading is used to
highlight the ways in which option-listing and PVEs orient explicitly to the decision as lying in the patient’s
domain (‘if you feel’, ‘d’you want’, ‘d’you think’), whereas the recommendation orients to the neurologist’s
opinion (‘I think’, ‘that would make sense to me’).
At its heart, option-listing consists of an explicit listing of alternatives from which the patient may choose
one or more. It often includes an announcement by the neurologist that there is a decision to be made,
shown below as component 1 in extract 1a (Figure 2). The neurologist then sets up an either/or decision,
giving two options for dealing with the patient’s current MS-related symptoms: steroids or a referral to a
specialist. Component 2 comprises this listing of options. (For more on the components of full-form
option-listing, see the primary report.1)
Across our data set, option-listing was used in highly variable ways. The practice can be truncated (e.g.
component 1 may be omitted and the list can be produced in a single turn – ‘you can try X or Y’), the
options may be described in ways that strongly indicate the neurologist’s preference and the components
are sometimes interspersed with other practices [e.g. a recommendation for one of the options, as shown
in extract 1b (Figure 3)]. Nevertheless, if we compare option-listing to recommending, it offers more of an
opportunity for the patient to make a choice.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Component 1 Neu: And there’s two: ways of dealing with this,
Component 2
0.2) if you: don’t feel that things are (1.2)
(option 1)
absolutely back to normal,=if you still feel that
you’re inhibited a wee bit (0.2) in this:. .hh
then I can (0.3) give you some (0.3) steroid
treatment for a short while,
Pat: Mhm,
(0.9)
Neu: .tchhh and we could see how you (1.0) do after
tha:t,
Pat: Yeah.
(0.7)
Component 2 Neu: Alternatively I could arrange for you to be
(option 2)
seen by one of our (0.5) MS specialists.
Pat: Uhuh,
(0.4)
Neu: Er get them to see you and see if they think that
the (2.1) inflammation=the cha::nge in the
signal. (.) would benefit from some (0.5) other
forms of treatment.
(0.4)
Pat: Mhm.

FIGURE 2 Extract 1a: G018; MS review appointment.
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Neu:

Neu:
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.Hhhh Now no matter what happens (0.3) I think a short
course of steroids may well be helpful=>If you’re having
difficulty with the< stai::rs, .hh that would make sense
to me.
(0.5)
Is that absolutely essential, no it’s not. (0.5) But I
think if you’re tellin’ me that you h’ve problems on the
stai::rs,=

((16 lines omitted in which the patient explains the difficulties she’s been experiencing in a way that
implies she may not believe she needs steroids))
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Neu:

Pat:

How about (0.9) (uh-)/(I-) >I mean I< (m-) think that
whether or not you’re seen by the MS specialist,=I think
if that, (.) if the- if these are affecting you, if these
are affecting what you’re doing:. my take on this would
be: (0.2) could we leave it alone, yeah we could. .hh But
I think a wee trial of a >short course of steroids<would
>make a bit of< sense to me:.
(0.4)
Mhm,
(0.4)

FIGURE 3 Extract 1b: G018; continued from extract 1a.

This comparison is apparent in extract 1b (Figure 3), which shows additional turns from the same
consultation. Although, as we have seen, the neurologist first uses option-listing to initiate a choice
between steroids and a referral (extract 1a; Figure 2), s/he subsequently pursues the option of steroids
using a recommendation. The grey shading in extracts 1a and b highlights some key contrasts between
the two practices, which generalise beyond these examples. In extract 1a, the neurologist focuses on the
patient’s perception of her symptoms (lines 2 and 3) as a basis for the decision-making. The neurologist
produces the treatment option (steroids) as an offer – something that s/he ‘can’ (lines 5 and 6) provide,
but on condition that the patient feels that she is not yet back to normal functioning (lines 2 and 6). The
neurologist uses the conditional format (‘if [. . .] then’) and the modal verbs ‘can’ and ‘could’ to convey
optionality. Moreover, s/he has already set up the steroid treatment as just one option from among two
alternatives (line 1). The neurologist thus invites the patient to make her own selection. By contrast, in
extract 1b (Figure 3), the neurologist pursues a decision – following minimal uptake by the patient (extract 1a,
lines 21 and 22; Figure 2), which is potentially hearable as resistance to one or both options34,35,37 – by giving
his/her own view on what would be best. In place of making the decision dependent on her self-assessment,
the neurologist offers his/her opinion (lines 23–26, 28–30 and 47–53) on why steroids ‘make sense’ (lines 25
and 53) to him/her. While retaining some optionality (‘Is that absolutely essential, no it’s not’, line 28; ‘could
we leave it alone, yeah we could’, line 51), the neurologist, then, is clearly recommending that the patient
take this treatment.
As we showed in our primary study, full-form option-listing includes a third component: the PVE.
Depending on how it is designed, this may invite the patient to announce his or her views with respect to
the just-listed options or to select an option from the list. In the consultation from which extracts 1a and
1b are taken, the neurologist goes on to produce this third component. As it turns out, the patient can
receive both options if she wishes. Thus, the final component is handled twice – once for each option
(see lines 57 and 76–78 in extract 1c; Figure 4).
In both PVEs shown in extract 1c (Figure 4), the neurologist is pursuing a decision from the patient when
one has not been forthcoming, and in the first instance (line 57) this follows a prior recommendation.
Thus, we should emphasise that PVEs are not inherently neutral, inevitably creating a fully ‘open’
opportunity for the patient to make their own decision. If the PVE follows a prior recommendation, for
example, the patient must respond to the PVE in light of that. Nevertheless, the way that PVEs designedly
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57 Component 3 Neu:
(re: option 1)

How d’you feel about that,

((18 lines omitted during which the neurologist explains what steroid will be used and how to access
this through the GP))
76 Component 3 Neu:
77 (re: option 2)
78

.hhh How do you feel about being seen (g’)another
doctor, to have the (0.2) scans and the (0.2) CSF
results: revie:wed.

FIGURE 4 Extract 1c: G018; continued from extract 1b.

differ from recommendations is in their explicit invitation to the patient to express a view/make a selection,
thereby creating an interactional slot in the next turn for the patient to do so. In various ways, and to
varying degrees, they orient to the decision as lying in the patient’s domain.
This becomes more apparent when we consider a PVE in first position: one used not to pursue but to
initiate a decision. Extract 2 (Figure 5) shows a consultation in which a different neurologist raises the
possibility of steroids as a short-term treatment for another patient with MS. Unlike in extracts 1a–c,
however, this neurologist introduces the possibility through a PVE (extract 2, line 1; Figure 5), whereby s/he
offers the patient steroids. In this regard, extract 2 (Figure 5) is similar to lines 2–6 of extract 1a (Figure 2),
while, whereas the option-list (in extract 1a; Figure 2) is used to offer two alternatives, the PVE (in
extract 2; Figure 5) is used to offer a single option; in both cases, the decision is constructed as dependent
on the patient’s wishes. When the patient does not immediately respond in extract 2 (line 2; Figure 5),
the neurologist pursues a decision, but instead of shifting to another practice (as we saw in extract 1b;
Figure 3), s/he uses another PVE. At line 5 s/he starts by explicitly seeking the patient’s opinion (‘d’you
think it’s’), which s/he repairs slightly, retaining the interrogative format to seek the patient’s view on
whether or not steroids would be ‘worth a go’ (line 5). In this way, s/he keeps the decision firmly in the
patient’s domain. Comparing extracts 2 (Figure 5) and 1b (Figure 3), we can clearly see the contrast
between using a PVE and a recommendation. Shading is used to highlight the contrast between seeking
the patient’s view and stating an (expert) opinion on what should be done (‘d’you want’ vs. ‘I think’;
‘would that be worth a go’ vs. ‘my take on this [. . .] would make a bit of sense to me’).
In summary, although option-lists and PVEs seldom set up an entirely open decision, and may be used to
pursue a decision when it is not forthcoming, they can be said to offer the patient more of a ‘say’ in the
decision-making process, relative to recommendations. This is for two interrelated reasons. First, although
prior interactional research has shown that clinicians and patients treat recommendations as proposals,
which the patient can accept or resist,35,37,38 recommendations do not, by design, place the decision
squarely in the patient’s domain. Rather, recommendations seek acceptance of a conclusion already
reached by the clinician. Second, although recommendations can be formulated to carry different levels of
deontic force88 [ranging from a pronouncement that a particular treatment is necessary (see Chapter 9)
through to a highly mitigated suggestion that a treatment might be helpful], recommendations
unavoidably position the patient as responding in light of an expressed ‘expert opinion’. To resist a
recommendation is to go against that expertise. It was on the basis of this line of argument that we
sought follow-on funding to enable us to carry out systematic, quantitative comparisons of the three
practices to inform our understanding of patient choice as it is enacted in real-time clinic appointments.
01
02
03
04
05

Neu:
Neu:
Neu:

(º#Er#º) (0.2) d’you- d’you want to ↑try some steroids?
(2.5)
If we rule out (>an<) infection?
(0.3)
D’you think i:t’s:: would that be worth a go,

FIGURE 5 Extract 2: S080; MS.
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The above analysis touches on an issue that caused real challenges for our coding process. As we showed
in our primary study, full-form option-listing entails the use of three components: an announcement that
there is a choice to be made, a listing of options (potentially including extensive discussion of the likely
pros and cons) and the use of a PVE to seek the patient’s preferences. This full-form option-listing maps
closely onto models of SDM, such as Elwyn et al.’s8 three-step model, outlined in Chapter 1. On the one
hand, then, one might argue that we should have coded for the full trajectory rather than splitting it
into its components by coding first for option-listing and then, as a subsequent decision point, coding
for a PVE. However, in our data set, such ‘textbook’ cases are very rare. Moreover, as the analysis above
hopefully illustrates, the three practices can be used in variable ways to handle a single decision. In
addition, the option-list itself was often followed by a space in which it would have been interactionally
viable for the patient to produce more than just a minimal response (e.g. extract 1a, line 21; Figure 2). For
these reasons, we coded in a way that (1) distinguished between the three key practices, even though they
may sometimes be used in tandem (as in full-form option-listing, where a PVE follows immediately after
the listing of a set of options), but still (2) retained the sequential order when multiple decision points
occur. The advantages and drawbacks of this approach to coding are discussed further in Chapter 11.

The participants’ judgement: statistical evidence that neurologists and
patients perceive option-listing and patient view elicitors as offering the
patient choice
Having asked both neurologist and patient to report whether or not the patient had been offered a choice
in the just-recorded consultation, we were able to see how the self-report data compared with our CA
findings. Table 4 shows the bivariate relationships between interactional practice and neurologist and
patient perception of choice. The analyses presented in this section are conducted at the consultation level.

TABLE 4 Decisional practice and perception of choice
Form of practice
Option-list
or PVE

No
option-list
or PVE

Total

Patient/doctor choice

PVE

No PVE

Option-list

No
option-list

N

77

67

24

120

80

64

144

Patient choice (n)

73

61

22

112

75

59

134

Choice (%)

80.8****

60.7***

95.5***

67.0***

81.3***

59.3***

71.6

No choice (%)

19.2***

39.3***

4.5***

33.0***

18.7***

40.7***

28.4

75

66

23

118

78

63

141

Choice (%)

84.0****

53.0****

91.3**

65.3**

83.3****

52.4****

69.5

No choice (%)

16.0****

47.0****

8.7**

34.7**

16.7****

47.6****

30.5

71

61

21

111

73

59

132

Agree: choice (%)

70.4***

36.1***

90.5***

47.5***

71.2****

33.9****

54.5

Agree: no choice (%)

7.0***

21.3***

0.0***

16.2***

6.8****

22.0****

13.6

Patient no, doctor yes (%)

12.9***

18.0***

4.8***

17.1***

12.3****

18.6****

15.2

Patient yes, doctor no (%)

9.9***

24.6***

4.8***

18.9***

9.6****

25.4****

16.7

Clinician choice (n)

Patient–doctor agreement on
choice (n)

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1 option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or optionlist and no PVE or option-list.
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This analysis shows that the decisional practice employed is linked to perception of choice. Individually,
both doctors and patients are more likely to report that choice has been offered when PVEs or option-lists
have been employed. Patients were more likely to report that consultations containing a PVE included
choice (80.8%) than the consultations without a PVE (60.7%). They classified almost all consultations
(95.5%) with an option-list as including choice, compared with 67% of those consultations without an
option-list. The equivalent numbers for neurologists are very similar.
Furthermore, we can see even more striking patterns when we examine patient and neurologist agreement
on choice. When option-lists are employed, patients and doctors agree that choice was offered 90.5% of
the time, but in consultations for which option-lists are not used they agree choice was offered only
47.5% of the time. Similarly, they are more likely to agree that choice was not offered, or to disagree
about whether or not choice was offered, if no option-list or PVE was employed. For example, when an
option-list or PVE was employed, only 9.6% of consultations were classified as the doctor perceiving
choice but the patient not perceiving choice, but this rises to 25.4% of consultations when no option-list
or PVE was employed.

Conclusion
The finding that perceived choice is linked to decisional practice is important. It provides evidence that our
categorisations of practice (as option-lists, PVEs and recommendations) are likely to be valid. These
categories were designed to represent the three key forms of neurologist-initiated decisional practice
identified in the primary study and are characterised partly through the extent to which they orient
decision-making towards the patient: option-lists and PVEs invite greater patient input (or choice) and
recommendations invite less patient input. Although we cannot say for sure that there is a causal link
between decisional practice and perceived choice (see Chapter 11 for further discussion on causality),
the fact that both patients and doctors rated consultations with option-lists and PVEs as more likely to
include choice indicates that our analytical separation of these practices was valid. In other words,
we have provided strong evidence to support the external validity of our operationalisations of
decision-making practice.
The distinction between recommendations as opposed to option-lists and PVEs, then, is not only an
analytic one; the multiformat evidence (self-report plus recorded consultations) suggests that the
participants themselves perceive these to be different in import as well. This, in turn, provides evidence
that the analyses presented in this report, which are based on these categorisations and, crucially, on an
understanding of option-lists and PVEs as practices for offering patients choice, are meaningful. We pursue
the link between the perception of choice and decisional practice further in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5 Distribution 1: relative frequency of the
three decision-making practices
Introduction
Chapters 5 and 6 report analyses of the distributional patterns of our three decision-making practices.
In Chapter 6, we report the ways the practices are distributed across a range of factors including by
geographical region, individual neurologist, patient demographics and clinical factors. In the present
chapter, we start by mapping out the prevalence of the three practices across decisions, decision points
and consultations. We also isolate the first decision point for each decision and then look at which of
the three practices tend to lead to larger chains of decision points and whether or not certain forms of
practice are likely to follow others.

Frequency of decisions and decision points across the data set
The majority of consultations (144 out of 223; 65%) in our data set included at least one decision initiated
by the neurologist through one of the three decision-making practices. The number of decisions per
consultation ranged from one to four and the median number of decisions was one, with single-decision
consultations making up 51.4% of consultations. The number of decision points per decision ranged from
1 to 11, with a median of 2. A large majority (96.4%) was completed in five or fewer decision points. The
largest individual category was consultations with a single decision point (30%), although, taken together,
multiple decision-point decisions were far more common, making up 70% of the sample.

Distribution of the three practices across the consultations, decisions
and decision points
Table 5 shows the distribution of option-listing, PVEs and recommendations across the sample. By far
the most common interactional practice we observed was the recommendation: 91% of the consultations
with one or more decision points contained at least one recommendation. PVEs were less common but

TABLE 5 Distribution of forms of practice across consultations, decisions and decision points, n (%)
Form of practice
No PVE or
option-list (only
recommendations)

Total

Analytical level

Recommendations

PVEs

Option-lists

PVEs or
option-lists

Consultations

131 (91)

77 (53.5)

24 (16.7)

80 (55.6)

64 (44.4)

144 (n/a)

Decisions

207 (84.1)

105 (42.7)

27 (11.0)

105 (42.7)

141 (57.3)

246 (n/a)

All decision
points

439 (70.6)

149 (23.9)

34 (5.5)

183 (29.4)

439 (70.6)

622 (100)

First decision
points only

173 (70.3)

58 (23.6)

15 (6.1)

73 (29.6)

173 (70.3)

246 (100)

n/a, not applicable.
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still present in just over half of the consultations (53.5%) with one or more decision points. Option-lists,
however, were comparatively rare: we observed these in just 16.7% of the valid consultations. Even if we
group PVEs and option-listing together to compare recommending with those practices that explicitly invite
patients to be (more) actively involved in the decision-making, we find that only just over half of the valid
consultations (55.6%) contained at least one instance of a PVE or option-list.
Another way to look at the distribution of practices is to focus on decisions and decision points (as opposed
to consultations as a whole). Recommendations remain, on this analysis, by far the most common practice,
being used in 84.1% of decisions and accounting for > 70% of the total number of decision points. PVEs
are used in 42.7% of decisions and make up slightly less than 25% of the decision points. Option-lists are
employed in 11% of decisions but make up only around 5% of total decision points. Comparing practices
across all decision points, then, we see a ratio of 1 : 4.3 : 12.8 for option-lists, PVEs and recommendations.
Thus, option-lists are the least frequent practice and recommendations the most common, with around
13 recommendations for each option-list. PVEs are in the middle: they are used around four times more
frequently than option-lists but still around three times less frequently than recommendations. If we examine
just the first decision point of each consultation, the numbers are very similar to decision points as a whole,
suggesting that neurologists do not tend to favour one practice over another when first initiating the
decision-making process.

Tracking chains of decision points
In this section, we explore the different patterns of practice that follow each of the three key decisional
formats when employed at the start of a decision-making process. To do this, we have isolated the first
decision point in each decision-point chain. Table 6 shows the distribution of practices across first decision
points and also the breakdown of first decision points into those that end up being the only decision point
for a particular decision and those that are then followed by other decision points. From now on, decision
points that follow a first decision point will be referred to as ‘follow-up points’.
Table 6 indicates that the different decisional practices are fairly evenly spread among first decision points
and follow-up points. This suggests that none of the practices is more likely to appear at the beginning
of a decision-making process than at any other point. In the case of the comparison between single and
multiple decision-point decisions, recommendations occur in similar proportions in both situations but PVEs
are more likely to be seen in single decision-point decisions and option-lists are more likely to be used in
multiple decision-point decisions.

TABLE 6 Distribution of forms of practice across decision points, single decision-point decisions and multiple
decision-point decisions, n (%)
Form of practice
Analytical level

Recommendations

PVEs

Option-lists

PVEs or
option-lists

Total

All decision points

440 (70.6)

149 (23.9)

34 (5.5)

183 (29.4)

623 (100)

All first decision points

174 (70.4)

58 (23.5)

15 (6.1)

73 (29.6)

247 (100)

Single decision-point decisions

52 (70.3)

21 (28.4)

1 (1.4)

22 (29.8)

74 (100)

Multiple decision-point decisions:
first decision points

122 (70.3)

37 (21.4)

14 (8.1)

51 (29.5)

173 (100)
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Table 7 shows the numbers of follow-up points that follow each of the types of first decision point. It also
shows the distribution of different follow-up points following the different forms of first decision points.
As there are unequal numbers of first decision points and unequal numbers of the different types of
follow-up decision points, the easiest way to interpret the analysis regarding the types of follow-up points
is through the bottom row of the table. This row shows the ratios of the frequencies that the different
forms of decisional practice were used as follow-up decision points after each type of first decision point.
This analysis shows that option-lists have a higher average number of follow-up points (2.53 per decision)
than recommendations (1.55) and PVEs, which have the lowest number of follow-up decision points
(1.17). This is consistent with the findings reported in Table 6: option-lists tend to lead to larger chains of
decision points, whereas PVEs tend to lead to smaller ones. It is important to note, however, that, as
shown in Chapter 6, there are no significant differences across the three forms of decisional practices in
respect of length of consultation. Hence, consultations with option-lists may have more decision points
but they do not add time to the consultation overall. This is important because one concern frequently
expressed by practitioners is that engaging patients in choice would increase already constrained time
pressures.56,89 This concern does not, however, seem to be upheld in our data set, which is a finding that
coheres with wider research published in the literature on SDM.90,91
There are some further interesting findings when we examine the forms of practice used in follow-up
points. Typically, decisional practices tend to be followed by the use of the same decisional practice. This is
likely to be at least partly a reflection of individual neurologist style: if a neurologist tends to employ a
certain type of practice, then they are likely to continue with this type of practice. But if we drill further
down into the data, we can see further additional interesting patterning. When the decision-making
process is started with a recommendation, it is most likely followed up by more recommendations, only
rarely followed by PVEs and very rarely followed by option-lists. Follow-up points after recommendation
first decision points are more than five times as likely to be recommendations as PVEs and more than

TABLE 7 Distribution of forms of practice used in follow-up decision points across forms of practice used in first
decision points
Form of practice
Follow-up DPs

Recommendation FDP

PVE FDP

Option-listing
FDP

All

N

174

58

15

247

Mean n

1.55

1.17

2.53

1.52

SD

1.61

1.24

1.12

1.53

Mean n

1.26

0.53

1.00

1.08

SD

1.28

0.75

0.85

1.19

Mean n

0.23

0.53

1.23

0.37

SD

0.63

0.80

0.70

0.73

Mean n

0.05

0.10

0.27

0.08

SD

0.31

0.31

0.59

0.33

1 : 0.18 : 0.03

1 : 1 : 0.19

1 : 1.23 : 0.27

1 : 0.34 : 0.07

Recommendation follow-up DPs

PVE follow-up DPs

Option-listing follow-up DPs

Follow-up DPs ratio
(recommendations : PVEs : option-lists)
DP, decision point; FDP, first decision point.
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30 times as likely to be recommendations as option-lists. Compared with recommendations, PVEs are
much more likely to be followed up by PVEs and option-lists. PVEs are as common as recommendations
and option-lists are only about five times less frequent than recommendations. When a decision-making
process is started with an option-list, it is most likely followed by PVEs. This is in absolute, not just relative,
terms and indicates, at least in some cases, the use of full-form option-listing as described in our primary
report. Option-list follow-ups are also relatively likely to be used after option-list first decision points and,
in this case, they are only around four times less frequent than recommendations.
To summarise the information from this analysis of first decision points:
l
l
l
l

Patient view elicitors tend to lead to the smallest chains of decision points, whereas option-lists lead to
the largest chains (without an overall impact on length of consultation, as shown in Chapter 6).
Decisional practices tend to be followed-up by the same practice again (although other patterns
do occur).
When a recommendation is made as a first decision point, it is particularly unlikely to be followed-up
by a PVE or an option-list.
Option-list first decision points are more likely to be followed by option-lists or PVEs than are PVEs or
recommendation first decision points.

Conclusion
The recommendation is the decisional practice that is most commonly employed by neurologists in this
data set. Option-lists are relatively infrequently used, with PVEs somewhere in the middle. It is notable that
when neurologists employ recommendations, they tend to stick to this form of practice. They rarely move
from a recommendation to more bilateral methods of decision-making. These simple distributional findings
are not unexpected but they are still important as they provide an indication that decisions are regularly
being made in neurology consultations in ways that do not accord with guidelines to offer choice to
patients (although we do not intend to imply that this is necessarily always problematic, which is a point
that we return to in Chapter 11).
In the next chapter, Chapter 6, we extend our distributional analyses to explore the frequencies of the
three interactional practices by geographical region, individual neurologist, patient demographics and
clinical factors.
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Chapter 6 Distribution 2: when are the different
decision-making practices employed?
Introduction
We have shown that different decisional practices are employed at different frequencies (the most
common are recommendations, followed by PVEs; option-lists are relatively infrequently used). These clear
differences provide an initial indication that the practices are not chosen randomly. In this chapter, we
interrogate their use further, exploring patterns regarding when they are used. We start by asking whether
or not the practices are employed at different frequencies depending on the type of decision being made
(about investigations, treatments or referrals). We then extend our analysis beyond the consultations to
include the supplementary data from the questionnaires. We explore whether or not certain practices are
more likely to be employed by certain neurologists or with certain types of patient, and whether or not
different clinical conditions tend to lead to the use of different decisional practices.

Distribution of practices across different types of decision
As described in Chapter 2, each decision relates to an investigation, referral, treatment or some
combination thereof. Figure 6 shows the distribution of these different types of decision across the
working sample. The most common type of decision was about treatment: > 60% of decisions related
solely to proposed treatment(s). Around 29% were investigation decisions and < 10% were referrals.
Only a very small proportion of decisions included proposals for more than one of the three types. Table 8
shows the distribution of decisional practices across these three decision types, at decision point and
decision levels. Cases with multiple types of decision are excluded from this analysis because of the very
low numbers involved.
The analysis in Table 8 reveals that different decisional practices are commonly used in different clinical
situations. Decisions about investigations are characterised by high numbers of recommendations – nearly
85% of investigation decision points are formulated as recommendations, with < 1% being option-lists.

Percentage distribution

60

40

20

0

Investigation Treatment
Referral
Type of decision

Multiple

FIGURE 6 Type of decision (n = 247).
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TABLE 8 Distribution of forms of practice across decision types, decisions and decision points, n (%)
Form of practice
Decisional practice

Investigation

Treatment

Referral

Total

Recommendation

64 (90.1)**

124 (82.7)**

17 (73.9)**

205 (84.0)

Option-list

1 (1.4)**

20 (13.3)**

4 (17.4)**

25 (10.2)

PVE

17 (23.9)***

67 (44.7)***

14 (60.9)***

98 (40.2)

PVE or option-list

17 (23.9)****

71 (47.3)****

15 (65.2)****

103 (42.2)

Recommendation

146 (84.9)****

266 (67.7)****

25 (49.0)****

437 (70.9)

PVE

25 (14.5)****

102 (26.0)****

20 (39.2)****

147 (23.9)

Option-list

1 (0.6)****

25 (6.4)****

6 (11.8)****

32 (5.2)

Decisions

Decision points

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
Note
For decision-level analysis, statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 recommendation and no recommendation;
≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1 option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or option-list and no PVE or option-list. For decision
point-level analysis, statistical tests show comparisons between all categories of the dependent and independent variable.

Referral decision points, by contrast, are comprise < 50% recommendations, with 39.2% PVEs and 11.8%
option-lists. Treatments are in between the two, with similar proportions of practice to the distribution of
decision points as a whole.

Geographical and individual neurologist differences in practice
Table 9 shows the differences in decisional practice between the two sites and between individual
neurologists in terms of the preferred use of different practices. It is important to note that the analyses
shown in Table 9 (and the other analyses in this chapter) are conducted at the consultation level. As
described in Chapter 2, each consultation can have multiple decisions embedded within it and each
decision can have multiple decision points, so in these analyses consultations are classified in three ways.
This allows us to compare all cases with:
l
l
l

a PVE with all cases without a PVE
an option-list with all cases without an option-list
at least one PVE or option-list with all cases with neither.

The final comparison can be seen in the third and fourth columns of Table 9 (and other similar tables
throughout the report) and allows a comparison of cases where choice was explicitly elicited through a
PVE or option-list and those cases where only recommendations were used.
From the findings reported in Table 9, it can clearly be seen that there are differences between Glasgow
and Sheffield in terms of decision-making. There is no statistically significant difference between the two
locales in the use of option-lists, but the higher number of PVEs used in Sheffield and the higher number
of recommendations used in Glasgow mean that Sheffield patients are much more likely to be given either
a PVE or an option-list: 67.1% of the Sheffield consultations have either a PVE or option-list, whereas
43.7% of Glasgow consultations include one of these practices.
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TABLE 9 Forms of practice used by individual neurologists
Form of practice
Location/neurologist

≥ 1 PVE

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE or option-list

No PVEs or option-lists
(only recommendations)

All, % (n)

53.5 (77)

16.7 (24)

55.6 (80)

44.4 (64)

Sheffield

67.1***

20.5

67.1***

32.9***

Glasgow

39.4***

12.7

43.7***

56.3***

50.0***

0.0a

50.0***

50.0***

S03 (n = 14)

50.0***

7.1

a

50.0***

50.0***

S04 (n = 19)

100***

36.8a

100***

0.0***

S06 (n = 12)

41.7***

25.0a

41.7***

58.3***

72.2***

a

Location (%)

Neurologist (%)
S02 (n = 10)

Sheffield rest (n = 18)

72.2***

27.8***

a

34.8***

65.2***

38.5***

61.5***

22.2

G01 (n = 23)

30.4***

4.3

G02 (n = 13)

38.5***

0.0a

G04 (n = 12)

41.7***

41.7a

50.0***

50.0***

35.7***

a

42.9***

57.1***

66.7***

33.3***

G05 (n = 14)
Glasgow rest (n = 9)

66.7***

21.4
0.0

a

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
a Significance testing not employed for this comparison.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1 option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.

This could be taken as an indication that there are large regional differences in the way that decisionmaking is handled, but the other analyses in Table 9 show that this may not actually be the case. This is
because there are relatively few neurologists within each locality and some neurologists appear to have
unique methods of offering choice that are skewing the region-level results to some degree. Of particular
interest is S04, whose decision-making practices are somewhat unique in that all 19 of their consultations
involve at least one (but often multiple) PVE(s). G01, on the other hand, is very much reliant on
recommendations and uses a lower proportion of PVEs and option-lists than any other neurologist.
One potential explanation for the differences between neurologists is that certain specialties may be more
suited to certain forms of decision-making. For example, it could be argued that option-listing or PVEs
may be better suited to patients with long-standing chronic conditions, such as MS or epilepsy, because
the patient may well have developed a good understanding of their condition over time. However, a
specialism-based explanation of individual differences does not appear to offer a good account for the
patterning we see here because, as we will show later (see Table 12), there is no significant link between
specialism and decisional practices. In addition, we can focus on specific examples to further illustrate this
point. For instance, S04 is a MS specialist and has this unique decision-making profile, whereas G01 is
also a MS specialist but employs the lowest number of PVEs out of any of the neurologists in the study
(see Table 9).
To underline and illustrate the point that decisional practices appear to be largely unrelated to neurological
specialism, it’s helpful to look at an example where two MS specialists, G01 and S04, are dealing with
largely the same decision. Both patients in the following two extracts have MS and are taking the
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disease-modifying drug natalizumab (Tysabri®, Biogen Idec Ltd), and both express some uncertainty
regarding its effectiveness. The patient in extract 3 (Figure 7) reports some deterioration (an account
supported by the accompanying other) and has had a debilitating fall. The patient in extract 4 (Figure 8)
has been experiencing a lot of pain, which she has attributed to the treatment, and having ‘looked it up
on the internet’, she found that ‘there was a few posts of people having muscle pain whilst on Tysabri’
(data not shown). The decision in both extracts is, therefore, whether or not to continue with natalizumab,
but this is managed rather differently by the two neurologists.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Neu:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Neu:
Oth:
Neu:
Oth:
Oth:
Neu:
Oth:
Neu:

Neu:
Oth:
Neu:
Oth:
Neu:

Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Uhm (0.2) what do you think about the natalizumab?
(0.9)
D- is it something you’re wanting to continue?
(.)
If- do you think it’s working for you?
I- I ca- I can’t see, well I hon- I, I- I- honestly
don’t know, because (0.6) since this fall.
Mmhm
(1.3)
All I’ve been concentrating is on that.=
[Yeah. ]
=[Not ab]out- not anything else.
[Yeah.]
[But ] I’m certainly::- (1.2) my sister and
brother say that I’m w- I’m worse so I have
to take their
Yeah.
He’s not even staying on a level bit. .hhh We don’t
expect him to get any better.
Yeah
.hh But he’s not stopping level.
(.)
He’s: .hh he’s definitely deteriorating down.
(0.3)
Ye[ah.
[So I’m not sure if that is doing any good.
(0.6)
(But) we know it’s twice as strong as the Interferon
at reducing relapses.
(0.3)
.hh A:nd it may slow progression. The, the studies
suggested it might slow progress[sion] down.
[Mm ]
But none of these drugs seem to turn it round
and make it go the other way [really.
[No.
.HHhh Uh::m (0.5) an::d, y- y- you know, just (0.4)
have a little think about that perhaps. Whetherwhether it is something that you do want to
continue or not.
From a personal perspective I- I definitely do.
(0.3)
I don’t want to give [this:]- (.) to give it up=
[Mmhm ]
=kind of thing.
Okay

FIGURE 7 Extract 3: S019; MS.
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Do you feel that you’ve had any relapses of the MS.
(0.8)
Mm: not- (.) not- (0.3) really a relapse, [no.
[Right
Just I [just] feel horrible all the time,=
[Okay]
=most o(h)f the ti(h)me.
Right.
huh huh huh
But (.) I think since you’ve been on the
Tysabri things have been reasonably stable.
Yes:. I definitely felt better.
.hh Yeah. ‘Cause you’re better now than you were
a year ago.
Oh definitely.
Yeh.
One hundred percent.
Okay. [And I think] there’s, you know, a possibility=
[‘Cause]
that (0.4) remaining on the Tysabri, that things will
continue to pick up over the next twelve months.
Because .hhhh not only does the Tysabri kinda switch
off (0.5) you know, any active disease.
Right.
But it also allows areas that have been previously
damaged to kind of recover naturally. .hh Because
they’re not continuously being attacked, [if you]=
[Yeh
]
=like [by the] disease. .hhh And often that
[Yeh
]
= recovery can take eighteen twenty-four months. So
Yeah
People often do notice an improvement, even though
the treatment itself’s not causing an improvement
directly, it’s just because it’s preventing further.hh [damage] being done, if you like.
[Yeah ]
Yeah.
.hhh And I would certainly recommend, you know,
continuing with the infusions. Clearly: (0.5)
you know if this becomes a problem with the
muscle pain after the infusion, even though I
don’t think it’s related. [But] it’s a matter=
[No ]
=of trial and error and seeing.
Yeah.
.hhh Then we may have to consider again. But at
the moment I would strongly recommend that you
continue with the- the infusions.

FIGURE 8 Extract 4: G100; MS.

In extract 3 (Figure 7), the neurologist explicitly places the decision in the patient’s domain. The discussion
of natalizumab begins with the neurologist asking, in general terms, for the patient’s view: ‘what do you
think about the natalizumab?’ (line 1). When the patient does not respond (line 2), the neurologist asks,
more specifically, whether or not it is a treatment they want to continue with (line 3) and then, following
another silence (line 4), whether or not it is ‘working for’ them (line 5). Hence, the decision is explicitly
framed as one for the patient to make, based on their own experience of the treatment. This is the case,
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even though the neurologist clearly has a view on natalizumab’s comparative effectiveness (lines 28–35,
shown in the shaded lines in the extract). This positive assessment, although recommendation relevant,
leads not to an explicit recommendation but instead to another prompt for the patient to come to their
own decision (lines 37–40).
In extract 4 (Figure 8), dealing largely with the same decision, the neurologist (G01), although clearly orienting
to the patient’s concerns about the treatment, strongly recommends continuing with the drug. In this extract,
the neurologist asks whether or not the patient has experienced relapses of MS (line 1). This question
arises in the context of the patient’s earlier concerns that the drug was causing her pains, and here seems
to function in a similar but less direct way than we saw in extract 3 (Figure 7), to find out whether or not
the drug is working for the patient. The patient’s response is ambivalent, suggesting that, although she’s
‘not really’ (line 3) had a relapse, she ‘just feels horrible’ (line 5). The neurologist acknowledges this (line 8)
and then in a ‘but’-prefaced turn, setting up what is to come as contrastive to the patient’s downgraded
report, s/he suggests that things have been ‘reasonably stable’ since the patient started the treatment
(lines 10 and 11). This occasions agreement from the patient, and the neurologist maintains this point over
the next few lines before suggesting that the patient will possibly improve if she stays on the treatment
(lines 18–21). The neurologist follows this with an explanation of how the drug works and why there may be
some delay in recovery (lines 22–36, shaded). This explanation, in which the neurologist has both oriented to
the patient’s concerns and given a positive assessment of the drug’s likely effectiveness, is followed by his/her
strong recommendation that she continue with it (lines 39 and 40). The recommendation is repeated
moments later (lines 48–50). In this extract, the neurologist conveys strong epistemic and deontic authority
and frames the decision as being in the patient’s best interests.
In these two examples, then, the neurologists, faced with rather similar decisional moments, have selected
from alternative practices by placing the decision in either the patient’s or the neurologist’s domain.
Further, their selected practice appears to be broadly characteristic of their consultative approach – almost,
one might say, a style. A focus on individual styles or idiosyncrasies in the sociological approach adopted
by CA is comparatively rare but these have occasionally been noted.92,93 Indeed, as Heritage71 observes, the
accumulation of CA findings together with greater use of interactionally grounded coding provides ripe
ground for distributional questions of this kind (i.e. whether or not people – individually, institutionally,
societally – differ in their selections of one practice over another). As our data show, one clear factor in
whether or not patients are offered choice is which neurologist they happen to see. This said, however,
not all neurologists can be said to have a style, and even suggestively strong styles may be modified in
the context of particular clinical contingencies, as we show in the section Clinical factors. Before that,
we consider the role that patient demographics might play.

Patient demographics
We have shown that PVEs and option-lists are more frequently used in Sheffield and that there appear to
be some differences between neurologists in terms of their individual practice. Tables 10 and 11 show
whether or not there is a link between decisional practice and patient demographics. The striking thing
to note from these tables is the relative lack of importance that patient demographics appear to have in
structuring practice. Different decisional practices are no more or less likely to be employed based on
patients’ gender, ethnicity, educational level (which can be seen as a proxy for social class)94 or work
status. The one exception to this is that younger people are more likely to be given option-lists (see
Table 11), although there are no significant age differences when we compare consultations with PVEs
and/or option-lists to those without.
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TABLE 10 Distribution of patients from different demographic groups across consultations containing different
decisional practices: categorical variables
Form of practice
Variable

≥ 1 PVE/offer

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE or
option-list

No PVEs or option-lists
(only recommendations)

All, % (n)

53.5 (77)

16.7 (24)

55.6 (80)

44.4 (64)

Female

52.8

18.0

53.9

46.1

Male

54.5

14.5

58.2

41.8

White British

53.8

17.4

56.1

43.9

Other

50.0

8.3

50.0

50.0

65

20

67

52

Yes (%)

58.0

16.0

60.0

40.0

No (%)

52.2

17.4

53.6

46.4

76

24

79

64

In work/education/other (%)

55.7

18.9

57.5

42.5

Not working owing to ill health (%)

45.9

10.8

48.6

51.4

Employed

57.7

21.2

61.5

38.5

Not employed

51.1

14.1

52.2

47.8

Gender (%)

Ethnicity (%)

Post-school qualifications? (N = 119) (n)

Work status (N = 143) (n)

Employment (%)

Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.

TABLE 11 Distribution of patients from different demographic groups and with different clinical characteristics,
and distribution of different types of consultations, across consultations containing different decisional practices:
continuous variables, mean (SD)
Form of practice
Variable

≥ 1 PVE

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE/offer
or option-list

No PVE/offer or option-list
(only recommendations)

All

Age

44.9 (14.1)

38.5*** (12.4)

44.5 (14.1)

48.1 (15.6)

46.1 (14.8)

Certainty

8.69* (1.7)

8.84* (1.2)

8.74** (1.7)

8.00** (1.9)

8.41 (1.8)

Duration

22.5 (11.0)

22.8 (11.5)

22.3 (10.9)

20.1 (11.6)

21.3 (11.2)

SF-12 physical

40.6** (11.4)

40.3 (12.6)

40.3** (11.4)

35.6** (12.4)

38.4 (12)

SF-12 mental

42.0 (13.2)

43.7 (11.2)

41.8 (13.2)

41.7 (13.6)

41.8 (13.4)

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.
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Clinical factors
The results of the demographics analysis indicate that patient demographics are, for the most part,
not linked to the distribution of decisional practices. However, it is possible that clinical factors and
other factors relating to the consultation are linked to decisional practice. Tables 11 and 12 show the
relationship between interactional practices and clinical factors as well as the link between interactional
practice and various other aspects of consultation.

TABLE 12 Distribution of patients with different clinical characteristics and distribution of different types of
consultation, across consultations containing different decisional practices: categorical variables
Form of practice
Variable

≥ 1 PVE/offer

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE or
option-list

No PVEs or option-lists
(only recommendations)

All, % (n)

53.5 ( 77)

16.7 (24)

55.6 (80)

44.4 (64)

Seen in general clinic

37.5*

12.5

41.7*

58.3*

Seen in specialist clinic

56.7*

17.5

58.3*

41.7*

40.0

12.0a

44.0

56.0

51.4

18.9

a

54.1

45.9

27.3

a

45.5

54.5

a

64.3

35.7

50.0

50.0

63.2

36.8

Clinic type (%)

Specialism (%)
General (n = 25)
Epilepsy (n = 37)
Headache/vascular (n = 11)

45.5

MS (n = 42)

61.9

19.0

Neuromuscular (n = 10)

50.0

0.0a

Other subspecialism (n = 19)

a

63.2

15.8

Accompanied

52.7

20.3

54.1

45.9

Alone

54.3

12.9

57.1

42.9

66

19

67

45

First appointment (%)

42.4**

15.2

45.5**

54.5**

Follow-up appointment (%)

65.8**

17.7

65.8**

34.2**

Completely/largely explained

60.7**

16.9

61.8**

38.2**

Partly explained

44.1**

11.8

44.1**

55.9**

Completely unexplained

31.3**

18.8

37.5**

62.5**

Accompanied? (%)

First appointment? (n)

Symptoms (%)

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
a Significance testing not employed for this comparison.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1 option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.
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In contrast to patient demographic factors, clinical factors and factors relating to the type of consultation
are much more commonly related to the form of decisional practice employed. Neurologists are more
likely to use option-lists or PVEs when they are more certain about a diagnosis and when the symptoms
can be said to be medically explained. They are also more likely to use these two practices in follow-up
appointments (as opposed to first appointments) and in specialist (rather than general) clinics. PVEs and
option-lists are more likely to be used when patient self-reported physical health is better, but there is no
link between decisional practice and patient self-reported mental health. There is also no relationship
between length of consultation and the form of decisional practice employed.
Having discussed the clinical factors that impact decisional practices, we are now in a position to see that
neurologists’ individual styles (insofar as they can be described as having one) might be modified when
there are particular contingencies. Hence, neurologists do not inevitably enact their preferred interactional
style without regard for clinical factors and what they know about the patient both diagnostically and
personally (i.e. first versus follow-up appointments). Thus, when there is more medical certainty about the
parameters of a condition, and how a particular patient might respond (i.e. they are not first appointments),
neurologists generally offer more choice. One possible explanation for this is that neurologists may be
more likely to recommend when they believe they have more reason to worry about the outcome of the
decision-making process and more likely to offer choice when they believe there is less reason to worry.
Furthermore, these clinical contingencies might alter individual styles of interaction. For example, in extract 5
(Figure 9), we see S04, the neurologist who routinely offers patients choice, at their most ‘recommending’
with a patient who has a known diagnosis of MS and is resisting taking disease-modifying therapy (DMT)
despite having experienced relapses. It is clear from the start of this consultation that not only would the
patient prefer to have steroids to manage a ‘flare-up’ but also suspects that his current symptoms are more
likely related to a chest infection than to his MS. It is in this context of doubtful uptake that the highly
choice-oriented S04 presses for DMTs.
The recommendation is carefully built, first raised as something to be considered (lines 1–3) against a
background of diagnostic certainty (see shaded lines 8–17 and especially the neurologist’s definitive
claim at line 14: ‘you must be secondary’) and what is known about how this form of MS progresses
(lines 28–30). Finally, S04 is clear not only that DMTs are appropriate in this case but that it should be
interferon gamma-1b in particular (lines 28–44). In this extract, then, in a context where there is good reason
to suspect that the patient might choose against DMTs, the neurologist deviates from their characteristic
practice of offering patient choice. Instead s/he adopts a less participatory practice to achieve an outcome
that is framed as being clinically in the patient’s best interests. More succinctly, the neurologist prioritises
what s/he evidently takes to be the duty of care in this particular case over their characteristic offering of
choice. Indeed, when it later becomes more explicit that the patient is reluctant to start on DMT, the
neurologist (gently) pursues this option, further demonstrating his/her view that this is in the patient’s
best interests.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have revealed a range of patterns in our data, providing some insight into the distribution
of decisional practices across the data set. Different practices are employed at different frequencies
depending on the type of decision being made. Investigations tend to involve recommendations, whereas
treatment decisions are relatively more likely to involve the explicit elicitation of the patient’s viewpoint,
whether this be in the form of a PVE or option-list.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:

Pat:
Pat:

The other thing is if you’ve had two flare ups in
two years is whether or not you should be going
on something to reduce the chance of flare ups.
Yes
.hhh I have to say because you’ve always had kind
of progressive pattern
Yes
I mean- I have had one or two other patients that
we thought were primary and progressive but then
started having relapses.
Yes
Uhm .hh [er: it’s]
[Secon- ] primary or secondary,
Well I think if- well you must be [secondary.]
[Right.
]
I thought (it/I) was secondary [Yes.]
[Yeah]
Uhm [after] after a long period of time [then]=
[Yeah.]
[Yeah]
=Uhm .h so you did have relapses to start with.
(0.2)
Vari- uh yes. When having- when I first startwhen I was first diag[nosed. Yes.] I had a=
[Right
]
= couple of (0.5) flare ups.
((Looking through notes)) Oh yes. You did. Yes
Yeah.
Then, then uhm er y- y- y- you know, I have
to say, once you start having that progressive
bit, .hhh the drugs don’t work as well.
Yes.
And only some of them are licensed.
(.)
Yeah,
Uhm so really we’re talking about the Interferons,
Yes, yeah.
Er:: they’re all given by injection,
(0.7)
.hh Er:: the only one that’s really been shown
to have any benefit in, in secondary progressive
MS with relapses .hh in the clinical trials
there were sort of (0.4) .hh three big trials, the
only of them that was positive was with a drug called
Betaferon, which is [(.).hh]Interferon 1B.
[Right ]
Yeah

FIGURE 9 Extract 5: S084; MS

In addition, we have shown a number of associations between the use of the different practices and
factors external to the consultation. These can be summarised as follows:
l

The more participatory practices (PVEs and option-lists) were more common in Sheffield. This would
appear to indicate that there are geographic differences in the forms of practice used. As we have
shown in our previous research1,78 and in Chapter 3, there are differences between the two samples,
so it is hard to gauge to what extent this difference is due to genuine cultural/geographical differences
and to what extent this finding may be reflecting other differences between the samples, a point we
come back to in Chapter 11.
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There is a large degree of distinctive variation among individual neurologists. It appears that the
geographic difference described above may be at least partly explained by individual differences
between clinicians.
Patient demographics do not appear to be playing a key role in patterning decisional practice. It
therefore appears unlikely that neurologists are deciding to use certain practices with certain social
groups in some form of discriminatory manner. The one exception to this, that option-lists were more
commonly used with younger people, is intriguing and deserves further investigation.
Several clinical factors do show associations with decisional practice. This is interesting because it could
be taken as evidence that decisional practice is influenced by medical and interactional conditions,
and that neurologists are, at times, choosing to use more or less patient-centred forms of decisional
practice depending on these varying conditions. We propose that this finding, that neurologists may
modify their interactional style on the basis of these clinical factors, may be understood as a matter of
their prioritising what they consider to be their duty of care over the proffering of choice. We discuss
this possibility further in Chapter 11.
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Chapter 7 Outcomes I: perceived patient choice
and patient satisfaction
Introduction
In Chapters 5 and 6 we explored the frequency and distribution of our three decision-making practices,
with a focus on the demographic, clinical and individual-difference factors that may help explain why
neurologists use one practice rather than another. In this chapter we shift the focus to the link between
the decision-making practices and two outcome measures recorded through the use of questionnaire data.
These outcome measures are (patient and doctor) perception of choice and patient satisfaction, both of
which were measured immediately after the consultation. The analyses presented in this chapter are
conducted at the consultation level.

Participants’ perception of choice
In Chapter 4 we showed that decisional practices are linked to perception of choice: neurologists and
patients, separately, were far more likely to report that a choice had been offered following those
consultations in which a PVE or option-list was used. The patterns were especially striking when looking
at the extent to which neurologists and patients agreed on whether or not choice had been offered, with
agreement that a choice was offered in 71.2% of consultations containing an option-list or PVE but in
just 33.9% of cases without either. We presented these bivariate findings early in this report because
they provide an important foundation for the rest of our analytic arguments, supporting our claim that
option-lists and PVEs can be analysed as practices that are more participatory than recommendations, and
thus helping to validate our approach to coding and analysis. In this chapter, we take our analysis of the
perception of choice further, presenting the results of two multivariate analyses estimating the predictors
of decisional practice (Table 13).
These analyses provide an opportunity to investigate whether or not the links between perceived choice
and decisional practice, as reported in Chapter 4, remain significant after controlling for other potentially
relevant variables. The dependent variable in both models is the binary variable classifying each consultation
as containing either at least one PVE and/or option-list or only recommendations. For independent variables,
we include relevant demographic and clinical variables (see Chapter 6), as well as the four-category
doctor–patient choice variables. To deal with missing data, listwise deletion was employed.
In specification 1, all variables showing an association (at the 0.2 level) with interactional practices were
entered in a binary logistic regression model to identify independent predictors of interactional practice,
using generalised estimating equations modelling to adjust for the clustered nature of the data. In
specification 2, the same process was followed but all the variables with > 5% missing values were
excluded from the analysis to preserve a higher n. Therefore the two analyses both represent attempts to
model predictors of decisional practice; specification 1 shows an analysis with a wider range of variables,
whereas specification 2 has a more complete coverage of cases. The individual doctor variable was not
included in either model as this led to overfitting. The physical health composite score (PCS) is computed
from the SF-12 questionnaire data. The range is from 0 to 100 (lowest to highest level of physical health as
measured on the SF-12).
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TABLE 13 Multivariate predictors of decisional practice (odds ratios of consultation containing at least one PVE or
option-list)
Specification
1 (n = 90)
Variable

2 (n = 132)

OR

95% CI

OR

95% CI

0.18

0.04 to 0.84

0.42

0.13 to 1.37

Clinic type (ref = specialist)
General

Symptoms (ref = completely unexplained)
Completely explained

0.24

0.04 to 1.37

0.34*

0.11 to 1.08

Partly explained

0.18

0.02 to 1.31

0.41

0.11 to 1.58

Perceived choice (ref = doctor no, patient yes)
Agree: choice

5.03**

1.16 to 21.89

5.05***

1.73 to 14.68

Agree: no choice

1.15

0.16 to 8.24

0.82

0.21 to 3.22

Doctor yes, patient no

0.65

0.13 to 3.22

1.46

0.40 to 5.32

0.40

0.10 to 1.55

–

–

Certainty

1.47**

1.07 to 2.01

1.23*

0.97 to 1.5

Age

0.99

0.95 to 1.03

0.99

0.96 to 1.01

1.04**

1.00 to 1.08

–

–

First appointment (ref = follow-up)
First

Physical health
PCS

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
–, not applicable; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; ref, reference category.
Note
Dependent variable reference category is no PVE and/or option-list (only recommendations).

These analyses show that the link between decisional practice and perception of choice remains after
controlling for other demographic and clinical factors. Interestingly, this analysis also shows that most of
the same factors that indicated bivariate links with practice in Chapter 6 (how explained symptoms were,
the certainty of the decision and the physical health of the patient) remain significant in the analysis of
participants’ perception of choice presented here, even after controlling for other factors.

Decisional practice and patient satisfaction
We know that patients in our sample perceive the use of PVEs and option-lists, as opposed to recommendations,
as inviting choice. But does the use of certain practices tend to lead to higher levels of patient satisfaction? This
issue is addressed in the analyses in Table 14, which show the bivariate links between patient satisfaction and
the use of different interactional practices. Patient satisfaction was measured through the MISS-21 scale and
through two key subcomponents of this scale: the rapport and Distress Relief subscales. The mean scores for
consultations containing different practices were compared.
These analyses show that there is no significant difference in overall patient satisfaction, no matter which
of the different forms of practice are employed in consultations. Scores on the rapport subscale also do
not differ depending on decisional practice employed. However, there is a significant difference (albeit at
the 0.1 level) between consultations with PVEs and those without PVEs on the Distress Relief subscale.
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TABLE 14 Distribution of MISS-21 and subscale scores across consultations containing different decisional practices,
mean (SD)
Form of practice
Patient satisfaction
measure

≥ 1 PVE

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE or
option-list

No PVE or option-list
(only recommendations)

All

MISS21 (n = 120)

100.0 (11.5)

99.8 (10.7)

99.7 (11.5)

97.5 (9.5)

98.4 (10.7)

Rapport (n = 120)

0.11 (1.01)

0.03 (0.99)

0.08 (1.01)

–0.08 (0.92)

0.01 (0.97)

Distress Relief (n = 120)

0.13* (0.90)

0.14 (0.86)

0.11 (0.89)

–0.15 (0.87)

0.00 (0.88)

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.

It could be argued that this low significance level finding does not constitute a strong enough link
between this aspect of satisfaction and decisional practice to justify further investigation and that,
therefore, we find no evidence for a link between decisional practice and any aspect of patient satisfaction
(as measured by the MISS-21). However, for completeness, we again conducted two further multivariate
analyses to investigate. Taking scores on the Distress Relief subscale as the dependent variable in a linear
regression (using generalised estimating equations to account for the clustered data), we entered all relevant
demographic and clinical variables showing an association (at the 0.2 level) with the Distress Relief subscale
into our models, alongside the PVE binary variable, as independent variables.
We do not show the results of all bivariate analyses used to identify the potential predictors to include in
these models (because the aim of this study is not to identify predictors of patient satisfaction), but all
demographic and clinical factors covered in Chapters 5 and 6 were examined for associations with the
Distress Relief subscale using chi-squared tests, t-tests and one-way ANOVAs, as appropriate. If variables
are not included in these models, then this indicates that they did not show p-values of < 0.2 in associations
with the Distress Relief subscale. Specification 1 included all relevant variables, whereas specification 2
excluded independent variables with > 5% missing values. The results of these analyses can be seen in
Table 15. The individual neurologist variable was not included in either model because it led to overfitting.
The mental health composite score (MCS) is computed from the SF-12 questionnaire data. The range is
from 0 to 100 (lowest to highest level of mental health as measured on the SF-12).
Table 15 shows that the Distress Relief component of patient satisfaction is related to a variety of demographic
factors. Patients in Sheffield report higher levels of satisfaction, as do patients who are unemployed. There is
some evidence (in specification 2) that white British patients and patients about whom neurologists reported
having higher levels of diagnostic certainty have higher scores on the Distress Relief patient satisfaction
subscale. However, the weak link between the Distress Relief subscale and interactional practice identified in
bivariate analyses does not remain significant when other factors are controlled. In other words, there is no
evidence here that even this aspect of patient satisfaction is linked to decisional practice.
Clinician numbers were too small to conduct meaningful tests for significant differences at the individual level.
However, it is intriguing to note that the Sheffield neurologist who routinely used PVEs (they occurred in all 19
of the recordings they contributed to the sample, see Chapter 6) scored the highest on overall satisfaction and
on the two subscales, with a notably higher score for Distress Relief than the other neurologists in the sample.
By contrast, the Glasgow neurologist who most commonly used recommendations (see Chapter 6) scored
below average on overall satisfaction and on each of the subscales.
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TABLE 15 Multivariate predictors of Distress Relief subscale of the MISS-21
Specification
1 (n = 100)
Variable

2 (n = 117)

B

95% CI

B

95% CI

–0.44**

–0.84 to –0.03

–0.57***

–0.90 to –0.23

–0.44

–0.09 to 0.58

0.24

–0.07 to 0.55

–0.33**

–0.62 to –0.03

–0.29**

–0.56 to –0.01

0.46

–0.17 to 1.08

0.58*

–0.07 to 1.24

0.00

–0.01 to 0.01

0.01

–0.01 to 0.02

Site
Glasgow
Gender (ref = male)
Female
Employment status (unemployed)
Employed/in education
Ethnicity (ref = other)
White British
Age

Symptoms (ref = completely unexplained)
Completely explained

0.29

–0.21 to 0.79

0.30

–0.16 to 0.77

Partly explained

–0.13

–0.74 to 0.48

–0.07

–0.60 to 0.45

Certainty

0.04

–0.03 to 0.11

0.06*

–0.01 to 0.13

Mental health (MCS)

0.01

0.00 to 0.02

–

–

0.19

–0.17 to 0.55

–0.03

–0.35 to 0.30

PVE
PVE

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
–, not applicable; B, unstandardised regression coefficient; CI, confidence interval; ref, reference category.

Conclusion
It appears that patients and neurologists share a common understanding of what the use of PVEs,
option-lists and recommendations signifies in terms of giving patients choice. Consultations with PVEs
and option-lists are much more likely than consultations with only recommendations to be described as
involving choice by both doctors and patients, even after controlling for other relevant variables. This
concurrence between neurologists and patients is very important methodologically because it provides
evidence that our conceptual focus on option-lists and PVEs as opposed to recommendations is justified,
and that our methodological processes are valid.
This is also an important substantive finding with implications for practice because it appears to indicate that
neurologists and patients both understand the concept of patient choice in a similar way and that, crucially,
practices matter for the perception of choice. Although we cannot claim to have controlled for all potentially
confounding and mediating variables in our modelling, we have controlled for a variety of different factors,
and consultations with option-lists and PVEs remain significantly more likely to be understood by patients
and doctors as involving choice. Thus, if clinicians want patients to leave consultations with the impression
that choice was offered, it seems likely that they should be employing option-lists and PVEs rather than just
recommendations. We consider the implications of this finding further in Chapter 11.
To turn to our analysis of patient satisfaction, there is little evidence in our data set that the use of certain
interactional practices is linked to patient satisfaction with their interaction with the neurologist (at least as
measured by the MISS-21). Overall patient satisfaction and scores on the patient–doctor rapport subscale
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are no higher when PVEs or offers are used and, although bivariate findings suggested scores on the
Distress Relief dimension of the MISS-21 may be higher when PVEs are used, this finding was not replicated
when other clinical and demographic factors were controlled for. It is necessary to be cautious with our
conclusions here because the MISS-21 has not been validated for use in neurology secondary care; however,
we can say that there is no evidence here to suggest that decisional practice is linked to patient satisfaction
as measured through the MISS-21.
It is worth noting that Sheffield neurologists, who used a greater number of option-lists and PVEs than
their counterparts in Glasgow, also scored more highly on patient satisfaction, as did the neurologist
who stood out for using PVEs in every consultation. This suggests that, although the use of the more
participatory approaches to decision-making may not in itself be linked to higher levels of patient
satisfaction, it may form part of a larger ‘approach’ to the consultation that patients do value. This
warrants further exploration in future research.
It is also important to note that our finding of no significant relationship between decisional practice and
patient satisfaction contrasts with Opel et al.’s43 finding that doctors’ use of what they call ‘participatory
formats’ was positively associated with parents’ (who were attending with their young children) higher
ratings of the ‘experience’, which, despite being differently measured, might act as a proxy for satisfaction.
However, the two settings are rather different (neurology clinics in the UK vs. primary care paediatric clinics
in the USA), as are the measures used.
In brief, we have shown that option-lists and PVEs are perceived as offering choice by both neurologists
and patients. However, we found no evidence to suggest that the use of these practices is associated with
significantly greater levels of patient satisfaction with the consultation (as measured by the MISS-21).
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Chapter 8 Outcomes II: interactional consequences
of the use of different decisional practices
Introduction
In Chapter 7 we focused on outcomes that are external to the consultation: participants’ self-reported
perception of whether or not choice was offered and patients’ satisfaction with the just-recorded consultation.
In the analyses presented in this chapter, we focus on the consequences, within the consultations themselves,
of the use of the different interactional practices. There are two main ways in which we address this issue.
First, we examine the immediate responses to the different forms of practice to explore how people tend to
respond to each type. Second, we examine which of the methods is most likely to end up with the proffered
course of action being agreed on at the end of the decision-making process.

Outcome variables
Before moving on to the empirical findings, it is worth recapping on the two key outcome variables that
we employ in this chapter. These are the immediate response variable and the decision outcome variable,
the derivations of which are described in Chapter 2. The immediate response variable is coded at the
decision-point level and records the immediate response to each decision point from the patient or their
accompanying other. Coders selected one of the following exhaustive and mutually exclusive options to
describe the immediate response of the patient (or their accompanying other) to the decision point:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

no opportunity to respond
acknowledges
goes for option
no audible response
seeks info
does not go for option – in any way not coded for above
patient and third party respond differently.

These categories were designed to allow a consistent coding to be applied to each decision point, regardless
of which of the decisional practices were employed. So, for example, if a neurologist asked a patient if they
wanted to try a certain treatment, or recommended a treatment, and the patient said ‘yes’, then this would
be classified as ‘goes for option’. Coding for option-lists was more complex because there is more than one
option being proffered by the neurologist. In these cases, if the patient went for any of the options, then
they were coded as ‘going for option’. This included choosing not to undergo a particular course of action if
that was put forward as a viable option by the neurologist (e.g. if a neurologist recommended not starting
treatment and the patient responded by agreeing to this course of action, that would be coded as ‘goes for
option’). Despite these complexities, intercoder reliability testing indicated outstanding correspondence
between coders on this variable (see Chapter 2).
The decision outcome variable is at the decision level of analysis (rather than the decision-point or
consultation level) and records whether or not the action(s) proffered by the neurologist end(s) up being
agreed on in principle. The options were ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘decision deferred’. These two variables therefore
allow us to investigate what the immediate response of the patient is, and what ends up being agreed on
at the end of the consultation, for each decision. (See Appendix 5 for more information on how different
responses and outcomes were coded.)
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It is important to note that it is hard to draw direct comparisons between the different practices, in terms of
their decision outcomes, because of the different ways in which the practices themselves are formulated.
The problem stems from the fact that option-lists have more than one option that can end up being agreed
on, whereas PVEs and recommendations include only one option (which can be accepted or rejected).
This means that a direct comparison of option-lists with recommendations and/or PVEs, in terms of the
frequencies of answers to the two variables analysed in this chapter, is problematic: if many options are
offered, then it could be more likely that one of them will be accepted immediately, or end up being agreed
on by the end of the decision-making trajectory, than would be the case with recommendations or PVEs.
This problem is exacerbated because this variable is at the decision level, meaning that any decision chain
containing an option-list is going to refer to multiple options, whereas a standalone PVE, or a PVE in a
chain of PVEs, or a PVE following a recommendation, will be referring to only one option. This means that
decisions including option-lists at any point during the decision chain would be expected to have a higher
potential to be classified as being agreed on in principle because there are a number of different options that
could be accepted by the patient. This means that when comparing option-lists on the one hand with PVEs
and recommendations on the other, we are not, strictly speaking, comparing like with like. However, it is still
worth making comparisons between the practices because decisions that, contain option-lists are relatively
rare: only 11% of decisions include an option-list. This means that, in nearly 90% of the cases in this analysis,
this coding issue does not affect the analysis. Moreover, as we show below, the assumption that option-lists
are more likely than recommendations to be associated with agreement was not supported in our analysis.

Immediate responses to different forms of interactional practice
In this section, the link between interactional practice and the immediate responses of patients is
investigated. The analysis in this section is conducted at the decision-point level.
To facilitate analysis, the seven-category immediate response variable was recoded into a condensed form,
with three classifications:
1. no opportunity to respond
2. agreement (goes for option)
3. acknowledgement/no response/seeking further information/does not go for option.
The ‘patient and third party respond differently’ category was removed because it was a small category
(n = 9) and our coding did not allow us to know what the different responses were. The ‘acknowledgement/
no response/seeking further information/does not go for option’ category can be seen as a combination
of all the categories that do not constitute an immediate acceptance of some kind to the neurologist’s
proffered action. This trichotomous categorisation is useful because it reduces the number of groups with low
numbers of cases and provides a readily accessible overview of the immediate responses to each decisional
practice. It is important to note that we are deliberately not labelling this third option ‘resistance’. Although it
is well documented that minimal responses (e.g. ‘mhm’ and other forms of acknowledgement) can function
as passive resistance,33,35 there is also evidence that this is not always the case.95 We therefore remain agnostic
here on precisely what the non-acceptance category signifies in terms of the social action being performed by
the patient (although see the findings below, which suggest that resistance is going on in many cases).
Table 16 shows the relationship between this three-category variable and whether or not the proffered
action ended up being agreed on in principle. It also shows the relationship between the components that
make up the ‘non-acceptance’ category and the decision outcome variable. This analysis shows that the
decision points with non-acceptance outcomes are more likely to lead to the proffered course of action
not happening (this was a significant difference: χ2(6) = 66.4; p < 0.001), and that the four categories
that were combined to create this category were the most likely to lead to the proffered course of action
not happening, hence supporting the contention that combining these categories was valid practice.
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5.5
10.0
10.3
7.1
6.0
2.8
4.1
Decision deferred (%)

7.7

7.3
33.8
7.7
7.1
5.3
0.5
2.7
No (%)

12.9

87.1
56.3
82.1
85.7
88.7
96.7
93.2
Yes (%)

79.4

80
39
56
151
214
73
n

326

Does not go for
option
Seeks
information
No audible
response
Acknowledgement
No immediate
acceptance – combined
Agreement
No opportunity
to respond
Recommended course of
action agreed to?

Response

TABLE 16 Immediate responses to decision points and eventual outcomes
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Table 17 shows the distribution of responses across all decision points and the distribution of responses
for each of the three decisional practices. The data in this table include cases where the accompanying
other responded to the neurologist’s turn rather than the patient, and cases where both the patient and
accompanying other responded in the same way. The ‘patient and other respond differently’ category is
excluded from Table 17 owing to low numbers of cases in this category. It is worth noting that we have
conducted similar analyses excluding decision points where the accompanying other responded and the
findings were very similar to those shown here.
The most common response is the combined ‘non-acceptance’ classification, with just > 50% of decisionpoint responses being classified as such. However, the other responses are not particularly rare, with
‘agreement’ being given around 35% of the time and ‘no opportunity to respond’ occurring in around
11% of cases.
There are large, statistically significant, differences [χ2(6) = 87.3; p < 0.001] in responses across the three
practices, although this is to be expected because certain practices invite certain types of responses. For
example, PVEs and option-lists are relatively rarely classified as ‘no opportunity to respond’ because these
forms of practice (particularly PVEs) explicitly invite the patient to respond and, therefore, neurologists are
unlikely to use them and then proceed immediately to produce additional talk themselves. This means that
responses to each of the practices are not completely comparable to one another, as we recognised in our
protocol. In addition, different practices can have different meanings in different contexts. For example,
lack of immediate response can have different meanings, in an interactional sense, depending on the form
of decisional practice that precedes it. If a PVE is employed through the use of ‘Do you want to take X?’
and the patient does not produce a response (e.g. see Figure 25), then this could be seen as a form of
resistance because they are refusing to produce a fitted answer to the question. However, a similar lack
of response following an option-list sometimes appears to be a matter of the patient waiting for an
explicit PVE, inviting them to respond to the list as a whole (see Reuber et al.1 for more on the multiple
components of full-form option-listing). Where they then go on to readily accept one of the options, it
would appear that the previous lack of response did not indicate resistance of any kind.
This means that making inferences based on quantitative comparisons between the different responses to
each of the practices is hard to do. Nevertheless, the descriptive analyses shown in Table 17 can still help
us to understand how each of the forms of decisional practice tends to be responded to in a clinical
context and give a useful platform for further qualitative analysis (see Chapters 9 and 10) based on the
patterns identified here.
We see a fairly even spread of recommendations across the different categories. Agreement is a common
response, but no immediate acceptance is even more common. However, the thing that makes
recommendations stand out, as indicated above, is that they are much more likely to not be followed by
an opportunity to respond. This is interesting because recommendations have been shown to be
understood as proposals by both patients and clinicians – to be accepted or rejected by the patient.33

TABLE 17 Distribution of responses to decision points across forms of decisional practice
Form of practice
Patient response

Recommendation

PVE

Option-listing

Total

n

434

145

34

613

Agreement (%)

33.6

46.2

2.9

34.9

No immediate acceptance (%)

51.2

50.0

91.2

53.2

No opportunity to respond (%)

15.2

3.40

5.9

11.9
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Thus, one might expect them to be followed more routinely by a space for the patient’s response. PVEs,
which are set up to invite the patient’s response, tend to be met by either some type of non-acceptance
(around 50% are classified as acknowledgement/no response/seeking further information/not accepting
the proffered action in some other way) or agreeing with the proffered action (just < 50% are classified
as such). Option-lists are nearly always followed by some form of non-acceptance (> 90% of the time).
However, as outlined above, this should be understood as related to the format that option-lists take.
Because they are, by definition, lists of alternatives, patients typically respond (usually minimally) to the
various items on the list and move to select from/comment on that list only when expressly invited to do so.
We coded for what happened after the list separately from during the list itself because our previous study
showed that neurologists sometimes moved immediately to make a recommendation after option-listing,
and sometimes produced a PVE in that position. We therefore wanted to capture those alternatives in our
coding. An unintended consequence was the finding shown here: patients seldom responded by selecting
from the list without a further invitation to do so. However, this is important in its own right, as it indicates
that such an invitation serves as a valuable interactional function.
The above points should be borne in mind when interpreting further analyses in this chapter. Table 17
indicates that the use of PVEs and option-lists leads to many situations with some form of non-acceptance,
whereas recommendations are relatively less likely to lead to interactional resistance/further discussion.
However, for option-lists in particular, this should not necessarily be understood as indicating greater levels
of resistance. Table 18 shows further detail on the breakdown of the non-acceptance category into its
original four components.
The most common form of non-acceptance following recommendations is acknowledgement. There is a
fairly even split among the forms of non-acceptance for option-lists. A large proportion (> 50%) of
non-acceptance in response to PVEs comes in the form of ‘not going for the option’. We explore this
further in Chapter 10.
To summarise our findings on response to different forms of practice:
l

l

l

Recommendations are the most common decisional practice employed. They are the most likely of the
three practices to be used in such a way that there is no opportunity for the patient to immediately
respond. Note that although, in contrast to PVEs and option-lists, recommendations are not necessarily
designed to invite the patient’s active involvement in decision-making, recommendations can be
understood as initiating turns,96 which means that they do make relevant a response from the patient.
Thus, it remains noteworthy when an opportunity to respond is not given. When the patient does have
an opportunity to respond, they tend to acknowledge or accept the recommendation. In the 20% of
decision points when the patient has a chance to respond but does not acknowledge or accept the
recommendation, there is a fairly even split between giving no response, seeking further information
and not going for the option.
PVEs are normally greeted by immediate acceptance or by some form of non-acceptance. This fits what
we would expect, given that they are often formulated as yes/no interrogatives (see Chapter 10),
making acceptance or rejection relevant next.97 The most common form of non-acceptance is not
going for the option outright, with seeking information and giving no response at all being
relatively rare.
Option-lists are very rarely met with agreement to take up one of the options. They tend to be
followed by a variety of different forms of non-acceptance. This can come in the form of
acknowledgement, seeking further information, making no audible response or simply not going for
the option, but this immediate non-agreement does not necessarily indicate resistance.
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TABLE 18 Distribution of responses to decision points across forms of decisional practice (non-acceptance only)
Form of practice
Patient response

Recommendation

PVE

Option-listing

Total

n

222

73

31

326

Acknowledges (%)

57.7

17.8

32.3

46.3

Does not go for option (%)

14.4

53.4

29.0

24.5

No audible response (%)

18.5

12.3

19.4

17.2

Seeks information (%)

9.5

16.4

19.4

12.0

Was agreement reached?
In this section, we focus on the key outcome internal to the consultation: whether or not the action(s)
proffered by the neurologist end(s) up being agreed on in principle. Table 19 shows the links between
decisional practice and this outcome measure. This analysis is conducted at the decision level of analysis.
To control for possible artefactual effects as a result of comparing decisions with multiple options in
option-lists and single-option decisions, we also conducted the same analysis excluding the 27 option-list
cases. Table 20 shows the results of this analysis.

TABLE 19 Forms of decisional practice used and whether or not recommended courses of action are agreed to
in principle
Form of practice
Recommended course of
action agreed to?

≥ 1 PVE

≥ 1 option-list

≥ 1 PVE or
option-list

No PVE or option-list
(only recommendations)

Total

n

100

27

105

141

246

a

68.6****

98.6****

85.8

Yes (%)

69.0****

66.7

No (%)

20.0****

11.1a

20.0****

1.4****

9.3

11.0****

a

11.4****

0.0****

4.9

Decision deferred (%)

22.2

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
a Significance testing not employed for this comparison.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE; ≥ 1 option-list and no option-list; and ≥ 1 PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list.

TABLE 20 Forms of decisional practice used and whether or not recommended courses of action are agreed to in
principle, excluding all decisions including ≥ 1 option-list
Form of practice
Recommended course of action agreed to?

≥ 1 PVE

No PVE (only recommendations)

Total

n

78

141

219

Yes (%)

69.2****

98.6****

88.1

No (%)

23.1****

1.4****

9.1

Decision deferred (%)

7.7****

0.0****

2.7

****p ≤ 0.001, ***p ≤ 0.01, **p ≤ 0.05, *p ≤ 0.1.
Note
Statistical tests show comparisons between ≥ 1 PVE and no PVE.
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Tables 19 and 20 show that, of all the decisions that included only recommendation decision points,
98.6% concluded with the course of action agreed on in principle. By contrast, such agreement was
reached in around 69% (this figure varies very marginally depending on whether or not option-list
decisions are included in the analysis) of cases with one or more PVE(s) (see Tables 19 and 20). Decisions
with option-lists are difficult to compare with the other types of decisions, but these decisions also led to
much lower agreement in principle, despite the fact that patient and doctor had more potential options to
agree on. Thus, rejection of the proposed course of action, or deferral of a decision, was far more likely
when PVEs or option-lists rather than just recommendations were employed. This is a point we explore
further in Chapters 9 and 10.
The proportion of decisions that reached an agreement in principle to undertake the proffered course of
action was very similar for cases where at least one PVE was used and for cases where at least one optionlist was used. However, PVEs were more likely to precede the course of action being rejected, whereas
option-lists were more likely to lead to the decision getting deferred (although caution is needed here: first, the
number of option-lists is fairly small, so statistical testing was not conducted for this comparison; second,
multiple options are available to be selected by the patient in option-list cases but not in the PVE cases,
meaning that a direct comparison between these cases is not strictly comparing like with like). Nevertheless,
it is striking that PVEs often precede rejection of a proffered course of action and option-list cases fairly
frequently precede decisions being deferred to a later point. These findings warrant further investigation.
We can extend this analysis of agreement outcomes by conducting analyses at the decision-point level,
again focusing only on the comparison of PVEs and recommendations, as in Table 20. Table 21 shows the
relationship between decisional practice and whether or not the proffered option ended up happening in
practice, at the decision-point level, and Table 22 shows the same analysis but for only those decision
points where some form of non-acceptance (acknowledgement, seeking information, no audible response
or not going for the option) was given in response to a decision point. Table 22 therefore allows us to
explore what happens in cases where acceptance of a proffered option is not immediately forthcoming.

TABLE 21 Forms of decisional practice used and whether or not recommended courses of action are agreed on in
principle (decision points; excludes all decision points from decisions with option-lists), n (%)
Form of practice
Recommended course of action agreed to?

Recommendation

PVE

Total

Yes

382 (96.0)

78 (67.8)

460 (89.7)

No

8 (2.0)

27 (23.5)

35 (6.8)

Decision deferred

8 (2.0)

10 (8.7)

18 (3.5)

TABLE 22 Forms of decisional practice used and whether or not recommended courses of action are agreed on in
principle (decision points where no immediate acceptance was encountered; excludes all decision points from
decisions with option-lists), n (%)
Form of practice
Recommended course of action agreed to?

Recommendation

PVE

Total

Yes

190 (94.1)

19 (37.3)

209 (82.6)

No

7 (3.5)

25 (49.0)

32 (12.6)

Decision deferred

5 (2.5)

7 (13.7)

12 (4.7)

Is the course of action going to happen in principle?
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These tables are hard to interpret because the outcome variable is a variable recording information about
consultations at the decision level, whereas the analysis is conducted at the decision-point level. This
means that some of the outcomes are being counted multiple times. Despite these problems, it is our
belief that the findings are so striking that they are worth reporting regardless.
Table 21 shows a very similar patterning to what we see in Table 20, which is not surprising given that they
are conceptualised as measuring the same thing: the link between practice and outcomes. Recommendations
overwhelmingly lead to agreement in principle, whereas PVE decision points lead to a more mixed range
of outcomes, including some deferral and some rejection. When we look only at the cases where some
form of non-acceptance occurs in immediate response to a decision point (see Table 22), we can see that
non-acceptance (in the form of acknowledgements, seeking information, making no audible response or not
going for the proffered action) did not typically lead to eventual rejection of the proffered option. Over 94%
of recommendation decision points that encountered some form of non-acceptance still led to an agreement
that the proffered course of action would be pursued. This is slightly lower than the percentage from the
full sample (96.0%; see Table 21) but still underlines how rare it is for a recommended action to end up
not reaching agreement (in principle), even when patients respond with something less than immediate
acceptance. With PVEs, on the other hand, when participants respond with a form of non-acceptance,
the proffered course(s) of action end(s) up happening only a little more than one-third of the time (37.3%;
see Table 22).
To summarise the findings from this section:
l
l
l

l

Recommendations nearly always lead to an expression of agreement from the patient that the proffered
course of action will happen, even when patients initially respond with something other than acceptance.
Patient view elicitors and option-lists lead to the proffered course(s) of action being agreed on in
principle around two-thirds of the time.
It appears that option-lists are more likely to lead to deferred decisions, whereas PVEs are more likely to
lead to rejection of the proffered action, although we make this conclusion cautiously and further
research is required in this area.
When PVEs meet non-acceptance, the proffered course of action often ends up not being agreed on
(in principle).

Conclusion
We saw in Chapter 5 that recommendations are the most common decisional practice. In this chapter, we
have shown that recommendations lead to outcomes that one would perhaps expect from this closed type
of decision-making practice. That is, when recommendations are employed, patients have less opportunity
to respond immediately, and when they do respond they tend to respond with either acknowledgement or
acceptance. Furthermore, recommendations overwhelmingly lead to the proffered course of action being
agreed on, even when patients initially show some form of non-acceptance. If we combine this finding
with that shown in Chapter 5 – that once a recommendation has been given, neurologists tend to stick to
this form of practice and rarely move to more participatory forms of decision-making – we can conclude
that, in the majority of cases, once a recommendation is made, the doctor’s proffered course of action
ends up being agreed to, at least during the consultation.
The use of the second most common form of decisional practice, the PVE, also has some very interesting
interactional consequences, although they are perhaps less expected than those associated with
recommendations. PVEs tend to produce a somewhat binary response: they are either accepted or they are
resisted with the patient rejecting the option. When they are resisted, this often translates to the course of
action ultimately not being agreed on. This simple binary response could explain why initial PVEs lead to
the shortest chains of decision points (see Chapter 5) and why a PVE is often the only decision point
needed for a decision to be made.
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Option-lists lead to longer chains of further decision points (see Chapter 5) and appear to lead to lots of
deferred decisions and very little immediate agreement. Option-lists also tend to lead to a variety of
different types of non-acceptance, from seeking further information to not going for the proffered option.
This is perhaps not surprising given that option-lists are the most complex of our three decisional practices.
They routinely depend on further practices in order for a decision to be reached (e.g. a PVE to invite a
decision from the patient in relation to the list) and they may be employed specifically because there is a
choice/uncertainty about the best option from a medical point of view. Although speculative, it is also
possible that they are experienced by patients as the most difficult practice to which to respond, given the
extent to which they deviate from the more traditional interactional practice in which the doctor tells the
patient what they should do.
In the following (final) two analytic chapters, Chapters 9 and 10, we explore the core finding presented
here: that recommendations are significantly more likely than option-lists or PVEs to lead to agreement in
principle that the proffered course of action will go ahead. To do this, we return to a qualitative approach
using CA to examine cases in their sequential detail.
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Chapter 9 Strongly recommending turn designs:
‘will’, ‘going to’ and ‘need/have to’
Introduction
In this chapter we identify the strongest recommendations from our overall collection of recommendations
made as first decision points to serve as a contrast to those decisions that were set up from the outset as
offering patient choice. Specifically, we examine those cases in which neurologists appear to be designedly
pressing patients to follow particular courses of action from the onset of decision-making. We have selected
three turn designs, ‘I/we will’, ‘I am going to’ and ‘I/we need/have to’, as representing the strongest
recommendations on the basis of their relatively forceful ‘push’ in favour of particular courses of action.
As we will show, these formulations appear to have particular relevance for investigation decisions, which
have been understudied in CA. Before exploring these formulations quantitatively and qualitatively (using CA),
we briefly overview what is known from the CA literature about how recommendations work in practice.

A brief overview of conversation analysis literature on recommendations
in practice
There is a long-standing, although variably positioned, understanding that doctors enact authority over
patients98,99 based on both their medical expertise100 (their epistemic authority101) and their institutional rights to
direct patients’ conduct (their deontic authority).88 In this regard, doctors’ recommendations have been a major
source of evidential claims around medical authority and paternalism.100 Recommendations convey an expert
opinion about best courses of action for patients and are difficult for patients to resist,20,102 hence they appear
to undermine the possibility for patient choice. Indeed, drawing on this understanding, recent guidelines from
the Royal College of Surgeons (RCS)103 explicitly caution their members not to make recommendations and
instead to provide options from which patients should make their own decisions. Although clearly orienting to
patients’ ethical rights to autonomy, the RCS position is also necessary to protect against potential legal
claims when something goes wrong following acceptance and adherence to a treatment recommendation.
In the patient-choice agenda, then, recommendations are increasingly seen as problematic. Yet, as we
have shown in Chapter 5, and apparently out of line with the above RCS guidelines and neurology’s own
long-standing alignment to notions of patient autonomy and participation,45 recommendations are the most
common form of decisional practice across our data set, with 91% of consultations containing at least one
recommendation (compared with 53.5% with PVEs and 16.7% with option-lists). Strikingly, we have also
shown that both patients and neurologists perceive recommendations as not offering choice (72.2% agree
there was no choice in consultations when only recommendations were used, compared with 27.8% when
at least one PVE or option-lists was used). Perhaps most telling of all, however, are the outcome data (see
Chapter 8), which show that patients generally agreed to courses of action that were based on at least one
recommendation (95.7% compared with 67.1% when PVEs were used and 64.7% when option-lists were
used). This figure increases for decisions based on recommendations only (98.6% recommendation only vs.
68.6% containing at least one PVE or option-list). Taken together, this is strong evidence that, despite
perceivably functioning to constrain patient choice, recommendations are common practice across our
data set and appear to result in greater patient acceptance of the recommended course of action.
As noted at the start of this section, recommendations are framed as epistemically and deontically strong
proposals for courses of action that are biomedically in the best interests of patients. On this basis, the
figures for patients accepting a course of action are not surprising, and indeed comparable findings have
been reported in other medical contexts. For example, Opel et al.36 found that parents are more likely to
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agree to their children having vaccinations following what the authors call a ‘presumptive initiation format’
(i.e. a strong recommendation) as opposed to a ‘participatory’ one. Similarly, Stivers24,37 showed that parents
were more likely to accept strong positive recommendations for alternative treatments (when antibiotics
were, from the parents’ point of view, a possible option). However, despite their apparent authoritative
status, the CA literature has introduced some nuance in understanding how recommendations operate in
practice.104 This nuance is shown in two main ways. The first relates to recognising that patients do have an
explicit interactional role in responding to recommendations. For example, a series of CA studies24,27,28,35,38
have shown that recommendations are treated in practice as setting up proposals that require patient
agreement. That is, as Landmark et al.104 put it, recommendations ‘are oriented to as the responsibility
of both physician and patient’ because agreement from patients is demonstrably expected once a
recommendation has been made and, when agreement is not forthcoming, it is treated as relevantly missing
and pursued. This sense of ‘joint practice’,38 although nuancing the picture of the dominated patient, is
nevertheless limited because requiring assent is not the same as inviting a patient to either provide their
view or make a decision from alternatives20 (see Chapter 4).
The second way that the CA literature has introduced nuance to the ways that recommendations
operate in practice is through recognition that they are not a uniform category.40,105 So, although
recommendations generally propose that a course of action lies within the neurologists’ decisional purview,
there is considerable variation in the strength of the push towards the neurologists’ domain. For example,
some utterances appear to literally tell the patients what to do (e.g. from our data set, a neurologist tells
the patient ‘you have to stop completely using all painkillers’), leaving the patient little room for choice.
Others are more delicately done, affording patients a measure of less constrained optionality (e.g. again
from our data set, ‘what I would probably recommend is, if you have had another event er, that level of
drug that you’re on at the moment is not quite right for you and to maybe obtain full seizure control er,
upping it a little bit more’). As Stivers et al.105 observe, CA work on the interactional consequences of the
different ways that recommendations can be designed is a relatively new empirical enterprise. In this
chapter, we add to this growing area of research by focusing on what we call ‘strong’ recommendations.
Specifically, we report the qualitative analysis of the most pressing of neurologists’ recommendations –
those that, by features of turn design, seem to provide patients least opportunity to express a choice. We
report that these strong (or pressing) formulations appear most commonly in the context of investigation
decisions (as opposed to either treatment or referral decisions).

Strong formats: will, going to and need to
On examining the whole collection of recommendations, it was clear that the appearance of particular
words regularly mediated the strength of the decisional domain. For example, when a neurologist
announces that they ‘will’ do, are ‘going’ to or ‘need’ to do something, the decision is strongly conveyed as
lying in their domain. This contrasts with recommendations based on modal constructions (e.g. ‘would’ and
‘could’) that appear to be less pressing and are regularly treated as suggestions.28 It is worth noting that the
modal category is the largest subcategory of recommendations in our collection. However, in this chapter,
we focus on the former constructions, those that seem to constrain patient choice by design, because these
formulations contrast most clearly with the practices we have identified as offering choice (i.e. PVEs and
option-lists, which are the topic of Chapter 10). In addition, we have selected for analysis only those strongly
formulated recommendations that appear as first decision points. This is because these decisions are
set up from the beginning as pressing a specific course of action (as opposed to, for example, pursuing
agreement). Of the 173 first decision-point recommendations, 61 (35%) used one of the strong formats we
identified, a substantial minority worthy of further analysis. It is important to say here that although the
numbers are fairly small for quantitative analysis, a subcollection of 61 is quite high for qualitative work.
Of course, these numbers decrease further once the subcollection is broken down into three categories.
Accordingly, we make no attempt to conduct inferential statistical analyses based on these numbers and
provide the numbers only to provide a sense of the distribution of these particular practices.
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As noted above, three terms appeared in the most pressing of recommendations: ‘will’ (13/173), ‘going to’
(18/173) and ‘need to’ (or ‘have to’, which we included in the ‘need’ category; 30/173). Examples of each
are shown Table 23. These terms are generally used to present a course of action as being required rather
than to be discussed. In using them, neurologists convey their deontic rights to decide another’s future
action.88 This is enhanced by the accompanying institutional ‘we’ or a personalised ‘I’ that further frames
the decisions as being based on medical expertise.102 It is worth pointing out that, in this subcollection of
strong recommendations as first decision points, ‘going to’ formulations are always prefaced with ‘I’ (‘we
are going to’ does not occur in this subcollection), ‘will’ formulations use both ‘I’ and ‘we’ and ‘need’ is
generally prefaced with ‘we’ but also occasionally with ‘you’.

TABLE 23 Examples of strong recommendations based on ‘will’, ‘going to’ and ‘need to’
Turn design

Simplified transcript

Will

but what we’ll do in the first instance is do some blood
tests to look for sort of common causes of neuropathy
[G100]
We’ll do your JC virus serology, because we do that every
year. [G100]

I will repeat the electrical tests, as it will be useful
to compare how they are now to how they were five years
ago, and that will give us an indication of, you know, is
this something that’s progressing, er you know, or not.
[S090]
Going to

but what I’m going to do is I’m going to order um just
now a CT scan [G041]
I’m going to do a twenty-four heart tracing again just so
that we can say the Modafinil is still, is still OK for
you [S046]

one of the things that I want to do is I’m going to
repeat your MRI scan. [G104]
Need to

I do think we need to do some further investigations to
look at why you’re having your mem, your memory
difficulties [s049]

So I think one thing we need to do is to have a look at
your heart. And do some heart tracing to make sure
there’s nothing going on. [G030]
I think what we need to do, and er, hhhh, I appreciate
this isna ideal, um but we need to identify for sure what
these weird things are. [G008]
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Table 24 shows the ways that uses of these terms were distributed across the different types of decisions
(i.e. investigation, referral or treatment, but not multiples as these were rare in the data set).
As can be seen from Table 24, strongly formulated recommendations tend not to be used for referrals (at
least in first position) and, although they are used in treatment decisions, there is an overall slant towards
investigation decisions for ‘I/we will’ formulations and ‘I/we/you need/have to’ formulations (but note that
we come back to this later to distinguish between ‘I/we need/have to’ and ‘you need/have to’). Using ‘will’
and ‘need’, then, seems to be constraining optionality for patients more frequently for decisions about
investigations. This is noteworthy for two reasons. First, the NHS is clear that patients should have choice –
not only about treatment and referrals but also about investigations.10 Second, doctors’ recommendations
for investigations are largely missing from the CA literature on medical interactions, in which the focus has
instead been on treatment recommendations. The notable exception to this is Pilnick’s body of work on
fetal genetic testing,20,31,102,106,107 in which she examines practices for offering women (and partners) choice
about whether or not to undergo this sensitive and potentially risky investigation. The context for this kind
of decision is, however, rather different from that of the neurology clinic because, in Pilnick’s data, the
entire consultation is set up to discuss the implications and consequences of deciding whether or not to
accept genetic testing. In neurology clinics, these kinds of sensitive discussions tend to be around
treatments, particularly disease-modifying treatments, which can have side effects that impact on patients’
lives and lifestyle. Investigations tend to be treated as more routine and involve less discussion and, when
strongly recommended, might also involve less choice.
These strongly formulated recommendations tend not to set up an explicit slot for patients to make a
response and it is therefore unsurprising that the immediate responses generally tend towards the minimal
end, especially for ‘will’ and ‘going to’ but less reliably for ‘need/have to’. The percentage occurrence of
each type of immediate next responses is shown in Table 25. The more minimal responses [including no
(opportunity for) response] are shown towards the top of the table and a total percentage for these are
shown in the shaded row.
TABLE 24 Uses of strongly formulated turn design as first decision points across decision types
Decision type (%)
Turn design

n

Investigations

Referrals

Treatment

[I/we] will

13

67

<1

32

[I am] going to

18

38

4

58

[I/we/you] need/have to

30

66

4

30

TABLE 25 Percentage occurrence of immediate next response to strongly formulated recommendations
Response (%)
Immediate response

‘I/we will’

‘I am going to’

‘I/we/you need/have to’

No opportunity for response

28

38

7

No audible response

5

8

3

Acknowledges

28

23

37

Total minimal end

61

69

47

Seeks information

5

8

3

Goes for option

17

15

37

Does not go for option

17

8

10

Patient and third party respond differently

0

0

3
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As can be seen in Table 25, it is fairly common for neurologists not to provide an opportunity to respond to
‘will’ and ‘going to’ formulated initiations (28% and 38%, respectively). When given an opportunity to
respond to these formulations, the largest category of patients’ response is acknowledgement. These figures
contrast with those for the ‘need/have to’ formulations, for which it is more common for neurologists to
provide an opportunity for patients to respond (47%) and patients tend to either acknowledge or agree
with the proposed course of action (37% for both). Hence, it looks from the table that the ‘need/have to’
formulations work in slightly different ways to the ‘will’ and ‘going to’ categories. However, the outcomes
of decisions that begin with these strongly formulated recommendations are strikingly similar: the
recommended course of action is interactionally accepted in 100% of cases using ‘will’ and ‘going to’ and
in 97% of ‘need/have to’ cases.
In the rest of this chapter we carry out a qualitative exploration of uses of each of these formats.

Going to
The ‘going to’ formulations in particular do not appear to invite response. These formulations tend to
appear as part of longer information giving or seeking sequences, thereby not explicitly providing patients
with an opportunity to respond. For instance, in the following extract (Figure 10), the patient has been
referred to neurology following what the neurologist describes in the opening of the consultation as
‘recurring episodes of loss of consciousness’. Following a long history-taking in which the patient states
several times that he is seeking treatment, the neurologist moves into diagnostic talk, suggesting that one
particular event the patient has described is ‘difficult to ignore’ and ‘sounds like a seizure’, before moving
on, in effect, to offer treatment by checking whether or not the patient is ‘keen to start treatment just now’.
The patient confirms that he does want treatment and explains his reasons: that he runs his own business,
that he needs to drive and that the condition is affecting his social life. In extract 6 (Figure 10) we join the
extract just as the patient is summing up wanting treatment to ‘control the seizures’ (line 1) to get his life
‘kinda back to normal’ (line 3).

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:

Neu:
Oth:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:

So (0.5) if I- if I can get the seizures under control.
Mm hm
Then my life would be kinda back to normal,
[you know. ] Aye
[Right Mmhm]
.hhh uhm: the- >you know< (0.3) the event during
the night that you d- from your description it
sounds like a: seizure. Erm, during the nights,
as I say, it’s quite difficult to make out what
exactly it is.
Mm
.hhh uhm, one of the thing that I want to do is
I’m going to repeat your MRI scan.=I don’t think
that you had any scanning between December here,
the MRI scan.
(.)
I- I’ve seen the one, previous one.
Not since December.
[Not since December isn’t it. No]
[No:: no no. I’ve not
]had any since December.
So I’ll, I’ll organise MRI scan uhm: (0.6) here.
.hhh uhm, and are you OK with that, to come
[here?
[Yes, uh huh
Mmhm. And we’ll start you on treatment called
Keppra, or Levetiracetam,

FIGURE 10 Extract 6: G104; seizures.
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Faced with the patient’s clear decision to accept treatment, the neurologist does not go straight into a
discussion of what type of treatment might be prescribed, but instead returns to the uncertainty of the
diagnosis (shown in the shaded section, lines 6–10). S/he is perhaps dealing indirectly (as a form of
embedded correction)108 with the patient’s overly certain characterisation of the events as seizures. It is in this
context of emphasising diagnostic uncertainty that the neurologist conveys his/her deontic rights to decide
what should happen by stating that s/he is ‘going to repeat the [magnetic resonance imaging] scan’ (line 13;
the patient had a scan 2 years previously in a different hospital). The patient is not given an opportunity to
respond at this point because the neurologist rushes through to his/her next unit of talk to check that the
patient has not had a scan since December. Hence, when the patient (and his wife) does respond (lines 18
and 20), it is in answer to this query about when a scan was last conducted and not whether or not he will
accept a new scan. In line 21, the matter of the scan is treated by the neurologist as agreed when s/he
proposes to organise it in the hospital (using an ‘I will’ formulation). However, s/he does check whether or
not the decision about where to conduct the investigation is acceptable to the patient (lines 22 and 23).
Nevertheless, the decision about whether or not to have the scan is strongly asserted and treated by the
neurologist as something that is ‘going to’ happen and, later, that s/he ‘will’ organise. The neurologist
therefore asserts his/her authority over the decision and, using ‘going to’, delivers the decision unilaterally.42

Will
The ‘I/we will’ formulations tend to be similarly unilateral. For example, in extract 7 (Figure 11), a patient
has undergone some diagnostic tests for inflammation on his spine that might be causing numbness in his
limbs. All tests have come back as normal or negative but the neurologist proposes two additional tests: a
test on the cerebrospinal fluid and a head scan, both of which s/he characterises as the kind that ought
already to have been conducted (lines 1–17).
In this case, the test on the cerebrospinal fluid may or may not require a repeat of the lumbar puncture
procedure; in either case the decision is presented as one that strongly lies with the neurologist, as s/he
asserts at line 8 that ‘we may have to repeat it’ and, at line 29, that ‘we may have to uhm repeat that’.
The head scan is treated as relevantly missing from the tests that the patient has already undergone when
the neurologist, looking through the medical notes, says ‘you haven’t had a scan of your head either’
(lines 9–11; see Schegloff109 for more on negative observations). Following the patient’s acknowledgement
(line 13), the neurologist explains in general terms why a head scan can be useful and is clearly heading
for a recommendation but holds off doing so explicitly95 until s/he has reminded the patient that they have
not so far found any evidence of inflammation (lines 18–20). Then, in a ‘so’-prefaced turn, marking what
is to come as a consequence of his/her prior turn,110 the neurologist announces that s/he ‘will arrange for
the scan of your head’ (line 22). This strongly formulated and unmitigated recommendation conveys the
neurologist’s deontic authority to decide what will happen to the patient. However, the neurologist does
so in the context of the patient already having had (and hence consented to) prior investigations of the
possible causes of the same physical complaint and that this investigation is one that would ordinarily
have been conducted previously. In this context of previous consent for related investigations, the ‘I will’
formulation treats the matter as already decided. Of course, even when a neurologist expresses strong
deontic authority (as here), patients can resist either by challenging the grounds on which authority is
claimed or by declining the proposed course of action.88 In this case, the patient acknowledges the
recommendation (line 24, although note transcriber ambiguity), which may or may not signal ambivalence.
In any event, the neurologist does not orient to the patient’s response and, starting up in overlap, instead
goes back to the matter of the cerebrospinal fluid (lines 25–30) and then to arrangements for conducting
the investigations (lines 31–34). That is, the neurologist does not treat the acknowledgement as relevant
lack of explicit agreement and does not pursue on-the-record agreement. In these ways, the ‘will’
formulation is not treated as requiring a response from the patient.
This taken-for-granted nature of ‘will’-based recommendations is characteristic of the subcollection.
However, the tendency is for neurologists to use this formulation (in first position) in relation to fairly
routine activities such as taking blood samples or in cases, like the above, where they have good grounds
to expect agreement.
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((Flicking through notes)) I can’t find one
of the tests that- (0.3) that we usually do
for the: (.) lumbar puncture so I’m going to
have a .hh look later on. And if, if that’s
not been done (0.2) we’ll see if they’ve
got a sample of your (0.4) fluid.
Aye.
So we can do it. Otherwise we may have to repeat it.
.hh uhm (0.5)((looking through notes)) tch
.hhh hhhh and we- er: (1.3) tch you- you haven’t
had a scan of your head either.
(0.3)
Right
Uhm .hh and- and if we are thinking of something
inflammatory (0.4) then (0.4) then sometimes
doing the scan of the head also can be helpful to
see if there is any evidence of inflammation there.
.hh So far as I say .hh from your lumbar puncture
tests and blood tests (0.4) we haven’t found
anythin:g [infla]mmatory at all.
[Yeah ]
Uhm .hh (.) uhm, so- we’ll- I’ll arrange for the
scan of your head.
(Ri[ght)
[I’ll try and see if we can do the- (.) uhm
tch the lumbar puncture- (.) test from the previous
fluid .hh if we still have it in the lab.
Right.
Otherwise we may have to u[hm repeat]that
[Repeat it].
Uhm when, when are you coming back? Here?
I’m up on Thursday.
This Thursday?
Aye

FIGURE 11 Extract 7: G070; numbness in limbs.

Need/have to
‘I/we need/have to’ formulations appear, from inspection of Table 24, to invite slightly more active
interaction from patients. That is, ‘no opportunity for response’ is relatively low compared with either ‘will’
or ‘going to’, and the highest number of immediate responses to ‘need/have to’ formulations is equally
shared between acknowledgements and agreements (going for the option). Unlike either ‘will’ or ‘going
to’, then, it appears that ‘need/have to’ formulations tend to elicit more active responses. For example,
in extract 8 (Figure 12) the neurologist pursues agreement following a ‘need’-based recommendation for
video-electroencephalography (EEG). In this extract, the patient is in her fifties and has been treated
for epilepsy since she was in her twenties. She has been seizure-free during most of this period but has
recently experienced three seizures. Following a long history-taking, the neurologist expresses doubt that
the recent seizures are epileptic in origin. As a registrar, s/he leaves the room to discuss the patient’s
symptoms with the consultant and we join the interaction soon after s/he has returned to the patient and
confirms the diagnostic uncertainty (lines 1–6).
During the talk about diagnostic uncertainty, the patient maintains her gaze on the neurologist but
does not respond. Indeed, it is her husband who acknowledges the information (lines 7 and 8). The
neurologist pursues response with a questioning ‘OK?’ at line 9 and, faced with lack of uptake, offers
some form of reassurance with ‘it may well be’, but immediately contrasts this with ‘or may well
not be’ and (unsuccessfully) seeks further response with another ‘OK?’ (line 11). It is in this context of
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The next thing we have to discuss is that
w- I’m:- I:’m- I wasn’t very sure if what you were
having during the night was seizure or not. .hh
And when I discussed this with Doctor ((name)) (0.5)
he also (0.5) is not very clear as to, if this is
epilepsy related event, [like seizure] or not.
[Mmhm
]
Yeah.
Okay?
(0.7)
It may well be, or may well not be. Okay?
.hh What we nee:d to do is to clarify this further
is for you to have a video EEG.
(.)
Mm hmm ((nodding)).
All right?
((nods))
I’ll explain you what it is. We will bring you to
our neurophysiology department…
((lines omitted in which neurologist explains the test))
Anyway (0.6) it gives us some information,[(0.8)
]
[((Nods))]
Or sometimes very important information,
[what the] diagnosis could be.
[Mmhm
]
Mm
If it is seizure .hh related to epilepsy or a
seizure not related [to epilepsy], and just jerking.
[Yeah, yeah ]
Okay?
[((nods))]
[Mm hmm ]
So to clarify things further I think this is
probably a very important investigation.
Mmhm
Okay
And I’m happy to organise it for you.
Mm.
To be there as an outpatient.
Okay. Mm

FIGURE 12 Extract 8: G062; seizures.

non-responsiveness from the patient that the neurologist delivers the ‘need to’-based recommendation
for video-EEG, saying: ‘What we need to do is to clarify this further is for you to have a video-EEG’.
This is a strongly formulated recommendation that conveys high deontic authority. However, there is an
opportunity for the patient to respond, and indeed the patient does respond with an acknowledgement,
nodding at the same time. The neurologist clearly sees the nod but checks agreement by asking ‘all right?’
(line 17), which gets a silent nod from the patient. Perhaps unconvinced by the nods, the neurologist next
explains the test (from lines 18 and 19, plus omitted lines) before coming back to the reason for doing
the test (line 20). It is not, however, until line 35 that the patient verbally agrees with ‘OK?’, which is
occasioned by the neurologist’s summary assessment (lines 32 and 33): ‘So to clarify things further I think
this is probably a very important investigation’. Hence, although video-EEG is a strong recommendation
and clearly framed as being in the neurologist’s domain, agreement is not presumed and is
actively pursued.
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The management of a potential problem surrounds the next example, extract 9a (Figure 13), of a ‘need’based recommendation for an investigation. In this case, the patient has multiple and complex mental
health problems and has been referred to the sleep clinic because she has experienced insomnia over most
of her life. The patient reports being unable to sleep without a particular drug but that this medication is
about to be withdrawn on the basis of her heart problems. She complains that her psychiatrists are not
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So you’re right,
(0.7)
.hh Trying to crack that is very, very difficult. And
the psychiatrists and the psychologists that don’t have
an interest in insomnia .h don’t do this (.) sort of work
with you. They don’t crack it. Although it’s CBT therapy
.hhh=
that [would actually] work.
[ that works
]
.hh ((coughs)) But CBT specifically for insomnia.
Mmhm
(0.7)
Uhm which is where it becomes a real mess.
(0.6)
Because I would say (0.4) this is what we need,
.hh uhm: (0.2) and (.) the psychiatrist
>or the other mental health< team say
well we don’t offer that. .hh uhm: (.)
er But we can offer this side of it, and I say
well can you not manipulate. And they no:
really we need to go ahead with this.=So you
end up then .hhh not having the specific therapy
for what I consider to be a very significant issue.
.HHhh (0.2) And involving another tea::m (.) who
might be more involved with insomnia, (0.3)
if we could find one, (0.2) and I haven’t got one
(0.2) to-(0.6) to- (.) er: get involved, but
if we did, .hhh (0.2) often they would say,
well if you remain: (.) involved with another
mental health service who is providing another
type of therapy, they don’t want to tread on toes.
(1.5)
Quite right[ly.
[Experience [(completely different]
[ Quite rightly.
] Because
[this is a very specific, very] [com]plicated.=
[.HHHhhhh ((clears throat))
]
[Mm ]
=Way of managing something..hhh Uhm so our
psychotherapists here (0.3) don’t actually do
sleep:- (0.2) w:ork particularly. But .hh (0.3)
if a patient (.) who we feel needs psychotherapy
(0.7)who was also (0.2) involved with another
mental health team (.) they say they need to
cut those links before they come to us.
Ye[ah
[We’re not going to do the same things together.
(0.8)
uhm (.) And I can understand why. But that then
becomes a bit of a frustration.

FIGURE 13 Extract 9a: S043; insomnia.
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interested in her sleep difficulties, saying, ‘my psychiatrists, all of them that I’ve ever seen, it’s just tough
shit that I can’t sleep’ (data not shown). This occasions a long description from the neurologist of the
differences between psychiatric and neurological approaches that culminates in a potential barrier to
offering his/her preferred treatment: cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT).
The neurologist’s preferred treatment, CBT (see lines 6–9 and 15), is not going to be available to this
patient because of her ongoing treatment with other mental health services that do not have ‘an interest
in insomnia’ (Iine 5) and because the neurologist has no staff who would be willing to take on a patient
who is already receiving support for the problem from another health service provider (lines 24–28). The
consequence is a ‘real mess’ (line 13) because the two services ‘do not want to tread on toes [. . . q]uite
rightly’ (lines 31, 33 and 35), and, although understandable, it is ‘a bit of a frustration’ (line 50). It is
immediately following this carefully constructed account for not being able to offer the ‘best’ treatment
that the neurologist announces his/her ‘need’-based recommendation to conduct a sleep study. Extract 9b
(Figure 14) continues from line 50 above.
The ‘need’ for a sleep study (lines 52–61), then, occurs in the context of being unable to offer the ideal
treatment and, although strongly asserted as a ‘need’ (albeit mediated by ‘I think’) (line 52) and as the
‘only way’ (line 56) the neurologist is going to understand what is happening to the patient, it is clear that
this proposal is an alternative to what they would have preferred. The patient passes her opportunities to
respond to the recommendation at lines 55, 58, 60 and 62. Perhaps in response to her silence, the
neurologist explicitly orients to the less-than-ideal status of the investigation by pointing out that it is
‘going to be fraught with complexity and limitations’ (lines 63, 64 and 66), with which the patient aligns
and claims her own epistemic status109 (line 65). The neurologist then continues to explain, at length, the
complexities of a sleep study and considers options for conducting the study at home or in hospital, but
eventually comes back to a more mitigated recommendation, saying: ‘And I think that might be the first
kind of tread in the water really, first like toe in the water uhm, to see what we get, at which stage, if we
get nothing, then we can move onto the next level’ (data not shown). The patient does not respond to
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Neu:

Neu:

Neu:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Oth:
Neu:
Neu:

(0.5)
.hhh What I think we need to do is understand the
process of what’s going on in your head when you’re
in bed.
(1.0)
Uh:m (0.7) and the only way I can do that is by
doing a sleep study.
(0.5)
And watching you sleep.
(0.8)
For a:- (.) two or three night period.
(.)
.hhh Uhm, now that is going to be fraught with
complexity
Yes,[I know, I realise (
)]
[An:d limitations
] because .hhh
firstly, I would love to do it in your- your
((clears throat))
natural state.
(0.7)
Off Quetiapine.

((50 lines deleted during which the neurologist describes
complexities of the proposed sleep study and recommends an iron
test))
FIGURE 14 Extract 9b: S043; insomnia; continued from extract 9a.
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this, but the neurologist moves on to recommend that, ‘at the same time’, they will check her iron levels.
The ‘at the same time’ construction maintains the possibility for the sleep study, so that checking iron will
be done in addition to the sleep study, not as an alternative. The patient resists the suggestion to check
her iron levels, but the neurologist counters with a description of why such a test is important and explains
that if ‘we actually get your ferritin levels up by giving you iron that may well produce quite significant
improvements, and might allow you to stay on the quetiapine, um because you may find that the iron
counteracts the bad effects of the quetiapine’ (data not shown). This is a process that the neurologist
describes as ‘relatively simple to do’, but the neurologist also warns that treatment with iron can negatively
impact the bowels. It is this that occasions explicit agreement from both the patient and her husband
[lines 91 and 92 in extract 9c (Figure 15)].
Following agreement from the patient and her husband, the neurologist checks that the patient is not
disappointed because her expectations have not been met (lines 94–96). The patient affiliates with the
interactional import of the neurologist’s concerns by disagreeing with the characterisation of what her
expectations had been, and across the rest of the extract they all move towards acceptance and
‘acceptance of acceptance’ of the neurologist’s plan. After this, they move into making arrangements for
both the sleep study and the blood test for iron.
We have focused at length on this case because it illustrates something quite nuanced about ‘need’-based
recommendations. Although constructionally assertive, they may be used in the context of managing
difficulties or resistance and do appear to leave space for patients to come into the interaction. Possible
resistance from patients is not ignored and neurologists pursue explicit agreement.
91 Pat:
92 Oth:
93
94 Neu:
95
96
97
98 Pat:
99
100
101
102 Neu:
103 Pat:
104
105 Neu:
106
107
108
109 Neu:
110
111
112 Oth:
113 Neu:
114 Oth:
115
116
117
118 Neu:
119
120 Neu:

That’s fine.
We’re very up to any kind of treatment plan
(
) that you can offer. (
)
But when you came here you kind of came:: (0.4)
hoping that I’d be able to take a bit of a
strategy. And I hope that
[what I’ve just sold to you:: ]
[No. I came here expecting
]you to say (.)
oh I can’t consider anything (for you)
because you’re on tranquilisers.
(1.0)
So:: what I’ve said to you has been good then has it?
Yeah.
(1.0)
What I’m also going to say is I can come out
with theories here but I’m not going to promise
I know: (.) the answer.
(0.3)
uhm (0.5) but certainly to have some
theories and to try and tes:t (0.4) that theory
(0.5) [uhm (.) just seems the right
]=
[(( clears thoat))I think that (
)]
=way to go.
To be fair was that at least (.) if we can
investigate, (0.8) and come up (.) with an answer
(.)after some form of investigation .hh (.) is all
we’re interested in.
Good.
(0.2)
Good.

FIGURE 15 Extract 9c: S043; insomnia; continued from extract 9b.
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The ‘need/have to’-based recommendations category is the only category in this collection of strongly
designed recommendations that is (occasionally) used with ‘you’ as well as ‘I/we’. That is, when neurologists
are strongly recommending a course of action, they tend to use formulations about what they themselves
will, are going to or need/have to do. Although these strong proposals have clear implications for the patient
about what will/is going/need/has to happen, they are, in the first instance, framed as activities for the
neurologist or as coming from the medical institution.
However, there are just a few occasions (n = 5) when the neurologist pronounces what patients need/have
(not) to do. Interestingly, none of the ‘you’ formulations is in relation to investigations. Four are for
treatment recommendations and one is recommending against a referral. The distribution of uses of ‘I/we
need/have to’ and ‘you need/have to’ first recommendations across different types of decision are shown
in Table 26.
These are small numbers and hence caution is needed for their interpretation. However, there is a
suggestion worthy of further research that when institutional need is invoked it tends to be in relation to
investigations, but, when neurologists are telling patients what they need/have to do, it is in relation to
treatments. Speculating further, perhaps this directly connects to the distribution of roles across patients
and neurologists, that patients generally cannot order investigations nor take their own blood tests.
However, it is conceivable that neurologists could use a formulation such as ‘you need a blood test’.
The ways in which ‘we need/have to’ and ‘you need/have to’ might differ requires further investigation.
Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes, we next present a case in which the neurologist directly tells a
patient what to do. Here, we will use the example presented near the start of this chapter: ‘you have to
stop completely using all painkillers’.
This patient suffers from debilitating headaches that have proved resistant to treatment and/or the
treatment side effects have been unacceptable. Hence, much of the consultation is concerned with what
treatment to try next. It becomes clear (extract 10a; Figure 16) that the patient is not currently taking any
of the previously prescribed medications, which occasions the neurologist to ask, ‘so what are you taking
at the minute?’ (line 1).
When the neurologist asks (line 1) what medications the patient is currently taking, s/he incrementally adds
‘nothing’ to the end of their turn, as a candidate understanding of the situation. The patient confirms that
she is not taking anything by repeating ‘nothing’ (line 2). However, following a short gap, she adds that
she is taking painkillers, ‘obviously’ (line 4). She has therefore drawn a distinction between prescription
medication and over-the-counter medication and her answer to the neurologist’s query (line 2) deals
with the former but not the latter category. Her use of ‘obviously’ treats her taking of over-the-counter
medication as entirely warranted and usual for her circumstances. The neurologist does not affiliate with
this stance and asks what painkillers she is using (line 5). When the patient replies ‘co-codamol’, the
neurologist performs despair, groaning ‘oh::: no’, and then places his/her head in his/her hand. S/he does
not look at the patient during this dramatic display, continuing instead to look downwards at the notes.
The patient’s accompanying partner smiles but the patient herself looks concerned and asks, perhaps
unnecessarily, ‘is that bad?’ (line 11). The neurologist does not answer this question and instead continues
to look down and, after a long silence (line 12), the patient answers for herself – ‘yeah’ – and then sighs
(line 14). At the same time, the neurologist, still not looking at the patient, enquires about the quantity of
TABLE 26 Uses of ‘I/we need/have to’ and ‘you need/have to’ first recommendations across different types
of decision
Decision type (%)
Turn design

n

Investigations

Referrals

Treatment

(I/we) need/have to

25

92

0

8

You need/have to

5

0

20

80
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26
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28
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30
31
32

Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:

Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Neu:
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So what are you taking at the minute.= Nothing.
.HHh (.) nothing.
(0.4)
But I do take (.) painkillers obviously.
What are you taking painkillers-wise.
.HHhh uhm, I take er:: hh is it Co-codamol and
[Paracetamol]
[Oh::::
] no ((groaning, looking down then
holds head in hand))
(0.4) ((patient looks worried, other smiles))
Is that bad,
(2.0) ((neu still looking down, head in hands,
pat maintains gaze on him))
[Yea::h hhhhhh
]
[How much Co-codamol] do you use. ((still looking
down, head
in hands))
Er:: (1.0) Pardon? ((neu looks up at pat during silence))
How much Co-codamol do you use.
It’s thi:rty: (0.9) percent to °°five-[hundred.°°
[30/500.
(.)
[Yeah.
]
[How many] of those do you take.
(0.2)
.hh er I try not to take it all the time=
if I can control it with Paracetamol I use Paracetamol.
.hhh which is most days. I took one this morning. ‘cause
I get up every morning with >more or less< with .hhh
an heada::che.
(1.5) ((Neu writing))
Okay.

FIGURE 16 Extract 10a: S096; headaches.

co-codamol she is taking. The patient displays that she is considering her response (line 18) and it is during
the pause that the neurologist looks up for the first time since hearing about what the patient has been
doing. In response to this/her look, the patient initiates repair with an open-class ‘pardon’111 (line 18). The
neurologist repeats his earlier query (line 19), using the same words but with more volume, treating the
patient’s trouble as one of hearing. This time the patient starts to answer immediately with ‘it’s thirty’ but
then has difficulty producing the exact quantity and trails off with ‘five hundred’. The neurologist displays
his/her understanding of what she means (line 21), which she confirms (line 23) at the same time as the
neurologist is moving on to ask how many times the patient takes this amount (line 24). The patient does
not directly answer this, saying instead that she tries not to take it ‘all the time’ but uses paracetamol on
‘most days’ because she wakes up ‘more or less’ every day in pain (lines 26–30). The neurologist receipts
this information as s/he is writing in the notes (lines 31 and 32). Given the inauspicious context, it is clear
that this matter is not concluded (extract 10b; Figure 17).
Having earlier accepted that taking co-codamol is ‘bad’, the patient has tried to mitigate the situation by
downplaying how much she uses this and instead emphasises paracetamol. The neurologist next explains the
reasons why taking over-the-counter medications is problematic and stresses that it does not matter which
medication of these is taken. The neurologist begins by informing the patient that part of her headache
syndrome is probably related to her ‘overuse’ of these types of medication (lines 34, 35, 39 and 40).
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Neu:

Pat:
Neu:

Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:

(.)
There is a risk that hum- (.) p:art of your headache
syndrome and you’re- (0.3) is driven by the painkillers.
(0.2)
tch Yeah, you can be addicted to it.= And it can
[cause er yeah ]
[Pain- pain from] overuse or medication overuse causes
daily headache. And that doesn’t matter which agent
you use.
(.)
[That’s Codeine, Paracetamol, Ibuprofen, anything.
[Even paracet- ]
(.)
[Ri:::ght
]
[.hh If you’re tak]ing analgesic painkillers on more
than fifteen days per month (0.3) it can cause headaches.
Ri::ght.
(0.5)
That’s probably what I’m doing.
(0.3)
Uhm- .h And it can cause a constant sort of du:ll:
backgroun:d: (.) headache.
Fuzzy. I’m [pretty fuzzy,] yeah
[Fuzzy:- head.]
And- (0.2) they’re- that headache itself (0.3) there’s no
tablets you can take that make any difference to that.
[Mm::
]
[There’s no-] no way to reduce that while you’re still
overusing the painkillers.
Right.
The short and sharp (0.5) answer is you have to stop
completely using all painkillers.
(.)
Mmhm
((200 lines omitted))

FIGURE 17 Extract 10b: S096; headaches; continued from extract 10a.

The neurologist ignores the patient’s attempt to claim some epistemic status about the addictive nature
of painkillers (line 37) and indeed interrupts her (line 38) to stress that painkillers cause daily headaches.
Importantly, the neurologist adds (lines 40 and 41) that it does not matter what type of active ‘agent’ is
used, and thus disabuses the patient of her sense that paracetamol is allright. The patient begins to check
this (line 44) at the same time as the neurologist produces a four-part list of medicinal agents (line 43). This
list includes paracetamol and the patient receipts the information with a stretched ‘right’ (line 46). The
intonation of the ‘right’ suggests that she is also using this to convey a change of state,112 that she has a new
understanding. The neurologist moves on to give more precise information about the causal relationship
between quantity of usage (‘more than fifteen days per month’) and the experience of headaches (lines 47
and 48), which the patient accepts she is ‘probably’ doing (line 51). The neurologist does not really pick up
on this (possibly declining to treat it as news) and instead describes the kind of headache that is produced
(lines 53 and 54), a description that is recognised and added to by the patient (line 55). Having described the
problem, the neurologist moves on to treatment, saying that there is no medication that can help with this
kind of pain (lines 57, 58, 60 and 61). It is in this context that the neurologist delivers the strongly worded
recommendation: ‘the short sharp answer is that you have to stop completely using all painkillers’
(lines 63 and 64). The recommendation claims strong deontic authority and is based on strong epistemic
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expertise [from both the previous information giving and formulating this activity as the ‘answer’ (line 63)].
The referent targeted by use of ‘you’, however, is ambiguous. It is not clear whether it is a generic ‘you’ or a
personalised ‘you’ but the implication for the patient is clear – she has to stop using painkillers if she is going
to treat her headaches. Her immediate response is an acknowledgement (line 66). The neurologist does not
pursue agreement at this point and instead moves on to describe the possible unpleasant symptoms that can
arise when withdrawing from painkillers. The patient then reports some further symptoms (e.g. being mucusy
and having facial weakness), which occasions further discussion of possible prescription treatments and
investigations. On completion of this, some 5 minutes later, the neurologist comes back to over-the-counter
prescriptions (extract 10c; Figure 18).
Here, the neurologist comes back to over-the-counter painkillers using a strong ‘need’-based recommendation
to stop using them (lines 267 and 268). This ‘need’ is positioned in the patient’s domain with the ‘you’
of line 267. It is important to note that, as a second decision point, this particular recommendation is not
included in the subcollection of first decision points on which this chapter is based. However, it does
provide further evidence that ‘you need to’ is used in the context of treatment decisions. In response to the
neurologist’s strongly worded recommendation, the patient now provides a clear on-the-record agreement
(line 270).
There is some similarity between this case and the other ‘need/have to’ cases discussed. The neurologist is
managing a problematic situation in which a patient seems not to have understood that she is not acting
(biomedically) in her own best interests. Hence, his/her first ‘you have to’ recommendation occurs in a
potential environment of resistance. The second, now ‘you need to’, occurs after not earlier receiving clear
agreement to carry out the neurologist’s instructions. In both uses, it is clear that the neurologist is telling
the patient what to do but s/he does not presume agreement and pursues it.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented findings from a conversation analytic examination of strong
recommendations – those that claim high deontic authority to decide patients’ future courses of action.
The three common turn designs, ‘will’, ‘going to’ and ‘need/have to’, appear to operate differently.
‘Going to’ is used for both treatment and investigations but ‘will’ and ‘need/have to’ are used mostly for
investigations (except those prefaced with ‘you’). ‘Going to’ and ‘will’ tend to presume agreement from
the patient and engender, apparently unproblematically, the least active responses from patients. In
contrast, ‘need/have to’ is often invoked in the contexts of possible resistance or otherwise problematic
environments and neurologists do pursue active agreement. Taken together, and in the context of
relatively small numbers in each subcollection, these findings suggest a need for further detailed CA
work on the precise differences in the ways, and consequences of the ways, that recommendations
are formulated.
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Oth:
Oth:

So the first thing you need to do: is to get yourself
cleaned up of painkiller.
(0.3)
Tch yeah. I’ll do that immediately.
You will get worse.
(0.5)
You’ll feel ro[tten.] For about two or three weeks.
[Yeah.]
[No two ways] about it.
[Really.
]
(.)
Huh huh huh

FIGURE 18 Extract 10c S096; headaches; continued from extract 10b.
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Chapter 10 Managed optionality?
Introduction
One of the striking quantitative findings to arise out of this follow-on project is the discrepancy between
recommendations as opposed to PVEs and option-lists with respect to outcome: is the proffered course of
action going to happen in principle? As shown in Chapter 8, there was a strong association between
agreement to go ahead with a proffered course of action and decisional practice: agreement occurred in
98.6% of decisions including only recommendations but in only 68.6% of decisions in which a PVE or
option-list was used. Although we cannot make any direct causal claims here, as additional factors may
well be at play, these findings accord with what we have already established about the epistemic and
deontic force of recommendations compared with PVEs and option-lists (see Chapters 4 and 9). To recap:
recommendations convey an expert opinion on which course of action is best for the patient. Thus, they
can be straightforwardly accepted, requiring only ‘assent’ as opposed to the voicing of an independent
view or decision,20 but they take work to reject, requiring the patient to go against the neurologist’s
expertise. Thus, higher levels of acceptance of recommendations compared with those practices that
explicitly invite the patient’s active participation in the decision are to be expected.
In addition, it must be noted that the lower acceptance rates evident in decisions containing PVEs and
option-lists partly reflect the greater number of deferred decisions for these practice types. As we have
shown in Chapter 8, those consultations containing only recommendations never ended in a deferred
decision and just 2.5% of decision points coded as recommendations occurred in decisions that were
ultimately deferred. By contrast, > 10% of decisions containing at least one PVE or option-list were
deferred and 11.4% of decision points coded as PVEs occurred in deferred decisions. Although some
deferrals arose from a lack of agreement between the neurologist and patient, another pattern was
common: certain decisions were routinely set up as ‘big ones’, potentially requiring further deliberation by
the patient in discussion with others. Deciding whether or not to start DMT for MS, and, if so, what kind,
is a clear example of this. Neurologists always sought the patient’s view on this decision and regularly
advised that they take time outside the consultation to deliberate further, often advising that they see a
MS specialist nurse and consult the MS Society’s webpages before making a final choice. There can, then,
be very good reasons for neurologists to avoid seeking to gain acceptance of a possible course of action
there and then within the consultation (see also Elwyn et al.8), and these tend to be associated with
decisions that are routinely handled through use of one or more of the participatory practices (with or
without an accompanying recommendation).
Nevertheless, even if we set aside the deferred decisions, there remains a clear difference in acceptance
rates when comparing decisions containing PVEs and option-lists with those containing recommendations.
This raises a very important question for clinical practice: is this lower level of uptake justifiable and,
indeed, to be welcomed as an indicator that the patient choice agenda is working (i.e. are patients are
successfully refusing courses of action they do not want)? Or is there reason to be worried that patients
might be failing to receive investigations/treatments/referrals they really need owing to the use of more
participatory practices (as suggested by the findings in Opel et al.36)? Our study cannot answer this
question fully because it was not designed to test either the medical appropriateness of the decisions
made or patients’ subsequent adherence to any agreed course of action following the consultation.
We shall return to these limitations in Chapter 11. Here, we approach the question from an interactional
perspective, seeking to understand some of the patterns that underpin the quantitative findings.
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The chapter is divided into three sections. First, we explore cases where the neurologist offers choice and
then readily accepts whatever the patient decides. We compare a case of acceptance with a case of
rejection. Second, we consider cases for which the neurologist offers choice but then pursues a particular
outcome when it is not forthcoming. Third, we consider the possibility that some choice formats may
actually, perhaps inadvertently, be biasing patients towards rejecting the proffered course of action. Taken
together, we would argue that our data set strongly supports an understanding of patient choice in
practice as a form of ‘managed optionality’.

Pattern 1: offer of choice followed by ready acceptance of whatever the
patient decides
This pattern was overwhelmingly evident in cases for which (1) there was no serious medical risk (e.g.
migraine treatment) and/or (2) there was insufficient evidence to support one option definitively over
another (e.g. which of a given set of disease-modifying drugs to choose for MS or which of a given set of
AEDs to try in cases of inadequately controlled epilepsy) and/or (3) the decision rested largely on weighing
up the risks and benefits from a personal perspective (e.g. preference for daily vs. weekly injections with
different potential side effects, whether or not patients were willing to take tablets on a daily basis or the
extent to which the patient felt their symptoms were troublesome enough to try treatments that might
carry various risks).
Extracts 11a–c (Figures 19–22) and extracts 12a–c (Figures 20–24) offer a set of useful contrastive
illustrations. Both cases are from the same neurologist, introducing possible treatment for MS symptoms,
but in extract 11 the patient accepts the treatment and in extract 12 the patient does not. It is worth

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

… based on (the/this) scan I can’t see .hhh
you know sufficient evidence of active disease that=
=Rig[ht.
[would suggest that putting you on trea:tment for
active disease
Uhu[h.
[would- (0.2) be of any benefit to you.
Right. Oka:y,
U::m .hhhh (.) so: (2.0) drugs like >Interferon and that I
don’t think are gonna help< he[re.
[Right, oka:y,

FIGURE 19 Extract 11a: G002; MS.
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Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

.hhh (I) think there’re a couple of things we could do:,
(0.1)
I would like you to see one of our MS specialist
physiotherapist[s:, (0.2) .hh just to look at your
[((Nods))
balance and posture an[d try and improve that
[((Nods))
a [little bit for you. [.HHHH U::m (0.1)
[((Slight nod))
[Mm hm: ((and nods))

FIGURE 20 Extract 12a: G046; MS.
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noting first that both consultations entail multiple decisions. Extracts 11a (Figure 19) and 12a (Figure 20)
show two clear recommendations, each occurring prior to the PVEs that will form the main focus of this
section [shown in extracts 11b (Figure 21) and 12b (Figure 22)]. In extract 11a (Figure 19), the neurologist
recommends clearly against DMT (lines 1–10), which can potentially be used to slow down the progression
of MS. In extract 12a (Figure 20), s/he recommends that the patient be referred to a MS specialist
physiotherapist to address her difficulties with ‘balance and posture’ (line 6). Both are positioned as
decisions that the neurologist has taken almost entirely on the basis of his/her own expertise, leaving little
room for the patient’s involvement. In extract 11a (Figure 19), this has to do with his/her reading of the
recent scan (see lines 1–7), which is constructed as more or less dictating his/her decision; not offering
DMT is produced as an upshot of the scan result (see lines 9 and 10). In extract 12a (Figure 20), the
neurologist positions the physiotherapy referral as something s/he ‘would like’ the patient to take up
(line 3). In both cases, the capacity (or lack thereof) to address the patients’ complaints is positioned
as paramount [extract 11a , lines 9 and 10 (Figure 19); extract 12a, lines 6 and 8 (Figure 20)]. Both
recommendations are also produced as declaratives – statements of what the neurologist thinks is best.
This blend of expert opinion directed towards selecting a course of action of benefit to the patient makes
these recommendations epistemically and deontically strong and, therefore, relatively hard to resist. In both
cases, the patients readily accept [extract 11a, lines 8 and 11 (Figure 19); extract 12a, lines 5, 7 and 9
(Figure 20].
In contrast to how the neurologist handles these two decisions [extracts 11a (Figure 19) and 12a (Figure 20)],
we see him/her then go on to create explicit moments of choice for the patient with respect to the next
set of decisions. In both cases s/he uses a form of PVE [see grey shading in extracts 11b (Figure 21) and
12b (Figure 22)]. Clearly, then, this neurologist is (whether consciously or not) selecting from among the
alternative decisional practices when initiating the different decisions discussed in these consultations,
sometimes recommending and sometimes, as we shall see, using PVEs. The decision-making trajectory
in each is quite long, but follows a similar structure, which we track through stages marked I–III in
the transcripts.
The decision-making in extract 11b (Figure 21) starts with a series of questions (not all shown) that address
the patient’s reported symptom of fatigue and related difficulties in concentrating at work. This trouble
was implicitly introduced near the start of the consultation, through the patient’s claim to be feeling better
after having reduced her activities (data not shown). At lines 12 and 13, the neurologist picks up on this,
seeking confirmation that the patient is ‘not working at the moment’. The patient responds with an
account of her difficulties at work and her decision to take time off (data not shown). When the patient
subsequently clears the way for a recommendation by responding negatively to the neurologist’s question
of whether or not she has been ‘given any medication to help with the fatigue’ (see lines 44–48 and
Barnes113), the neurologist produces a turn that we have analysed elsewhere as poised partway between
informing and recommending.95 On the one hand, it is depersonalised, produced simply as an assertion
about what is available rather than as a declaration of what this neurologist thinks this patient ought
to do. On the other hand, by introducing the possibility of a solution to her reported problems, the
neurologist is implying a recommendation.95,105 It also appears to be tied back to his/her prior question
through the use of ‘because’ (line 49), making this an account for the prior recommendation-relevant
question (at lines 44 and 45), although this is not clearly audible on the recording.
The neurologist goes on to provide further information about how the treatment might be able to help
(boldface, lines 52–64). Again, this is clearly recommendation-relevant and is hearably doing persuasive
work. However, the neurologist maintains a depersonalised construction throughout, stopping short of
overtly telling the patient that s/he thinks this would be the best option. Moreover, on completion of the
informing, s/he proceeds without pause to produce a PVE, positioning the decision as entirely subject to
the patient’s preference: ‘that something that would interest you’ (lines 64 and 65 and see Reuber et al.1).
The patient immediately gives the go-ahead (line 66) for a recommendation proper, projecting probable
forthcoming acceptance.
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12
13

Neu:

U::m (0.6) no:w in terms of (0.4) taking things: easy,
you’re not working at the moment,

((30 lines omitted during which they establish the kinds of
difficulties the patient was experiencing at work))
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu: I
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
II
Pat:

And- (0.2) have you been given any medication to help
with the fati::gue.
[No[at this stage.
N[o::.
[(Becau-) (0.5) there a::re certain drugs that can
he:lp, (0.5) with fati::gue.
Mhm[::.
[(two syllables)) (be-) (0.2) ºe-º ( ) fatigue’s a
very common symptom e- in MS, [and it’s not just
[(Ri:ght)
physical fatigue=it’s- [(.) cognitive fatigue as well.
[Mhm:
Ri:[ght,
[.hhh And sometimes just by treating the fatigue.
Ca[n impro:ve these symptom[s.
[Mhm.
[Yeah
Quite significantly.
Mhm[:,
[.hh (‘nd there are a few) medications that we can
try (0.2) to try and achieve that= ‘s that something that
would interest you.
Ye↑::s uhuh,

FIGURE 21 Extract 11b: G002; MS; continued from extract 11a.

Extract 12b (Figure 22) follows a similar pattern. Having established earlier in the consultation that the
patient is experiencing MS-related tingling, the neurologist now uses the same two-step format to
introduce the possibility of taking prescription medications to deal with this symptom. S/he starts by
informing the patient that such treatments exist, highlighting their potential to help but stopping short of
personally advocating their use by this particular patient [note the contrast between the tentative ‘we can
prescribe’ (extract 12b, lines 10 and 11; Figure 22) and the clearly constructed recommendation ‘I would
like you to’ (extract 12a, lines 3 and 4; Figure 20)]. S/he then produces a PVE, this time in a declarative
format (lines 13 and 14), again creating a slot for the patient to voice a view on whether or not she ‘would
wish to take [treatment] at this stage’. In both cases, then, the neurologist goes on, after introducing a
possible treatment for the patients’ symptoms (marked in both as stage I), to produce a turn that hearably
‘tests the water’ with respect to treatment by making further consideration of treatment contingent on the
patients’ preferences (marked as II). In sharp contrast to the decisions handled in extract 11a (Figure 19) and
12a (Figure 20) through direct recommendations, then, here we see an explicit moment of choice being
created (see Toerien95).
The two extracts diverge significantly on the basis of the patients’ responses. Although the patient in
extract 11b (Figure 21) gives a ready go-ahead (line 66), the patient in extract 12b (Figure 22) produces a
slightly delayed, well-prefaced response (lines 15 and 16), indicating a likely upcoming declination.114 This
is followed by a basis for declining treatment: the symptom is not causing her discomfort and, given that
she believes the symptom is here to stay, she is ‘OK’ to live with it (lines 19 and 21 and 22). This patient
has, then, blocked the relevance of an explicit recommendation for a particular drug.
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Neu: I
Pat:
Neu: II

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
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There a:re medications: (.) that we can
prescribe that will help with the tingling?
((Nods))
.thh Er I’m not too sure whether that’s something you
would wish to take at this stage.
(0.5) ((Pat visibly gearing up to speak))
Well it’s not uncomfortable,
(0.1)
Ri:ght.
((Sniffs) I don’t (0.1) think it’s::: (0.6) [I don’t
[(Mm-)
know ‘cos I don’t think it’ll go away=I’m actually oka:y
with it.

FIGURE 22 Extract 12b: G046; MS; continued from extract 12a.

What happens next is crucial. In both cases, the neurologist affiliates with the patients’ responses to
the turns marked as stage II. In extract 11c (Figure 23), s/he provides further recommendation-relevant
information, now naming a specific drug, ‘amantadine’ (line 70), rather than the generic ‘drugs’ referred
to initially. This is followed by information about how to take the drug and the potential side effects,
all of which assumes that the patient will take the drug. In that sense, lines 69 and 70 may be seen as a
recommendation for amantadine (Symmetrel®, Alliance Pharmaceuticals). However, the neurologist still
goes one step further (at line 110), finally producing a personal endorsement of the drug for this patient
(‘I think it’s worth trying’) and an account for recommending this drug over other options (lines 113–116).
The patient produces an explicitly accepting response, ‘OK’ (line 111) and ‘OK that’s fine’ (line 117), in line
with her earlier expression of ‘interest’ in treatment following the PVE.
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

(0.3)
Neu: III Okay. .Hhh The one we use initially >is a< drug called
amantadine,
(0.4)
Pat:
[Mhm
Neu:
[and you take it basically first thing in the morning,
(0.3)
[you don’t take it later in the day: (0.2) [(well not
Pat:
[Mhm
[Right
Neu:
initially at least) because it keeps you awake.

((23 lines omitted during which neurologist explains how the drug
should be taken and what the possible side effects are))
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Neu:

Sometimes people can feel a bit nauseous or sometimes
people can get headaches.
Pat:
Right. Ok[ay,
Neu:
[E::r(m) but in >general it< either works or it
doesn’t work.
Pat:
O[kay,
Neu:
[It works for about fifty to sixty per cent of people
with MS related fatigue.
Pat:
Righ[t. Okay,
Neu: III
[.Hhhh I think it’s worth tryin[g.
Pat:
[Ok↑ay,
(.)
Neu:
There are a couple of other things that we use b’t (.)
this is kind [of (0.4) the best >kind of< and the
Pat:
[Mhm
Neu:
safest treatment to use (than [the rest of them)
Pat:
[Right. Oka:y that’s fi:ne

FIGURE 23 Extract 11c: G002; MS; continued from extract 11b.
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In extract 12c (Figure 24), the neurologist also affiliates with the patient, but this time s/he supports her
blocking response by producing an additional reason not to start treatment (the risk of side effects;
lines 25, 26 and 30). On the basis of balancing risk with benefit and the patient’s no-problem account of
her symptoms, the neurologist goes on to produce an explicit recommendation to ‘hold off’ on treatment
(lines 30, 33, 35 and 36). Although it certainly should be noted that the neurologist also holds open the
possibility of future treatment, and positions the decision as contingent on the patient’s report of her
symptoms (see the if–then construction at lines 30–36), s/he designs the recommendation as his/her own
opinion (‘I would hold off’, line 36), producing this as a suggestion to the patient. This contrasts with
the earlier informing about treatment (extract 12b, lines 10 and 11; Figure 24), which avoided such
personalisation regarding this potential course of action.
The recommendation at line 36 both implements the patient’s current preference and leaves open the
possibility of revising the decision in the future, a possibility that is made more explicit in the neurologist’s
announcement that s/he will enable future prescribing through the patient’s GP (lines 36, 38, 40, 41 and 43).
It is notable that s/he goes on to inform the patient, in a direct parallel to extract 11c (lines 69 and 70;
Figure 23), of the specific drug that would be prescribed if she changed her mind (extract 12c, line 46;
Figure 24). Here we get to see what would have been proposed had the patient responded favourably in
extract 12b (line 15; Figure 24). This makes evident the neurologist’s tailoring of his/her recommendation
on the basis of the patient’s preference: lines 30–46 are tailored to the blocking response but, had the
patient given the go-ahead, the neurologist was equipped to provide a recommendation that could have
followed a similar pattern to that seen in extract 11c (Figure 23).

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

[Right.
[But u::[m
[.hhh (0.2) Agai::n (0.1) you know all
medications potentially have side effects[: and
Pat:
[Yea:h,
Neu:
[you kno::w
Pat:
[(W- well) that’s it [(so you)
Neu: III
[It’s a bala[nce really. And if
Pat:
[I kno:w. Well that’s
[it.
Neu:
[it’s- if it- if it’s not causing you too much co[ncern
Pat:
[Uhuh
Neu:
and not- (0.2) you kno:w in- (.) inhibiting what you’re
doing, (0.1) then I would hold [off.=[But what I’ll do
Pat:
[No: [(it’s:)
Neu:
is I’ll mention it in my letter to your G[P. .HHH So
Pat:
[Mm hm.
Neu:
that they can: (0.1) you know if it gets worse you can
go back to your GP and they ca[n- (0.3) >you know<
Pat:
[((Nods))
Neu:
prescri:be it for you.
(0.1)
Pat:
M[m hm ((nods))
Neu:
[The drug we normally use=‘s a drug called gabapentin.
.HHHH but I think other than that (.) we don’t really
need to do anything else at this stage.
G[ood then,
Pat:
(.hh) ((sniffs))
Neu:
[(ººRightºº)
(0.6)
Pat:
(.tch)=[That’s good to he:ar

FIGURE 24 Extract 12c: G046; MS; continued from extract 12b.
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In sum, both of these extracts demonstrate a similar sequential pattern (evident also in other cases in our
data set):
1. an informing that introduces the possibility of treatment for the patient’s symptoms, thereby implying
a recommendation but leaving a lot of leeway in terms of whether or not the patient ought to take
this up
2. use of a PVE to orient to the patient’s right to decide on the basis of their own preference
3. an explicit recommendation, tailored to the patient’s response to the PVE.
These cases illustrate, then, not only the creation of a moment of choice for the patient but the
neurologist’s active support of the patient’s stated preference. This occurs, as illustrated, both in cases in
which the patient accepts the proffered course of action and in cases in which they reject it. It also occurs,
as is evident in extract 12c (Figure 24), when the neurologist has a recommended course of action to
hand, one which they would clearly endorse subject to the patient’s evaluation of her symptoms, as
evidenced by his/her willingness to facilitate future prescribing through the patient’s GP. In other words,
we are here seeing evidence for the neurologist actively placing the decision in the patient’s domain,
subject to the patient’s wishes and her perception of how ‘bad’ the symptoms are. This minimising of the
neurologist’s deontic authority is evident throughout his/her handling of the decision-making trajectory,
starting with the more neutral information provided about the treatments (stage I), relative to the clear
recommendations shown in extracts 11a (Figure 19) and 12a (Figure 20), continuing with the use of a PVE
(stage II) rather than an overt recommendation, and following through to the tailoring of the subsequent
recommendation to the patients’ stated preferences (stage III) (see also Edwards and Elwyn7 for a model of
SDM that accords closely with our empirical findings here).
From our qualitative examination of the data, it seems that this kind of pattern, ready acceptance of
whatever the patient wants, typically occurred in cases in which the rejection of an option was deemed
by the neurologist to be clinically acceptable. Symptomatic treatments for MS and whether or not to
take preventative treatments for migraines were typical examples. The pattern was also evident in cases in
which a foundational decision (e.g. whether or not to either start DMT or make a change to a patient’s
antiepileptics) had already been made. Thus, the choice became only which drug to take, sometimes leading
to deferred decisions allowing for further deliberation, as mentioned above. In other words, we would argue
that the lower acceptance rate for PVEs and option-lists compared with recommendations reflects, in part,
neurologists’ selection of the more participatory practices in cases where they deem the rejection of the
proffered course of action to be clinically acceptable. We can think of this as managed optionality. Patients
do get to choose, and their choices are readily upheld, but the terms of the choice are carefully managed by
the neurologist to ensure that seriously bad outcomes (from the neurologist’s perspective) are unlikely.

Pattern 2: offer of choice followed by pursuit of the neurologist’s
preferred option
There were, however, some cases in which the neurologist offered choice but then pursued a particular
outcome when the patient’s response failed to endorse that. We have already touched on two such cases in
Chapter 4. Here, we revisit that comparison to focus on the patient’s (apparently resistant) responses to the
repeated use of participatory approaches in the case first introduced as extract 2 (Figure 5). As we have already
shown, both cases presented in extracts 1 (Figures 2–4) and 2 (Figure 5) entail decisions about the use of
short-term steroids for MS symptoms and both are handled, initially, with one of the participatory formats.
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However, in the case shown in extracts 1a–c, the neurologist goes on to secure acceptance of the steroids
through a series of recommendations. In extract 2 (Figure 5), which we show in more detail as extracts 13a
(Figure 25) and 13b (Figure 26), the neurologist uses participatory approaches throughout the decisionmaking process that end in a rejection of the steroids by the patient. As we noted in Chapter 4, the PVE in
extract 13a (Figure 25) makes the decision dependent on the patient’s wishes, offering her the option to take
steroids, but not directing her to take them (line 1). It is sometimes difficult to judge this patient’s responses
as it appears that she has a slight tremor, but it is clear that she is not producing an immediate acceptance
following the PVE (note the silence at line 2). Lack of acceptance has been analysed in the previous literature
as a form of passive resistance,35,37 and here we can see that the neurologist treats it this way, pursuing a
positive response over a series of turns.
The neurologist starts by placing a condition on the offer of steroid treatment (line 3): it will be subject to
ensuring that the patient does not have an infection (something they had considered previously in the
consultation). In doing so, the neurologist is orienting to a possible objection to trying steroids and
displaying that this will be dealt with. The patient still does not respond or make eye contact with the
neurologist, who then pursues further with a follow-up PVE (line 5). As we show in An exploration of
whether or not some patient view elicitor formats might make acceptance relatively difficult, PVEs are
sometimes formatted in a way that makes the decision contingent on how ‘bad’ the patient thinks the
symptom is (e.g. ‘Bad enough to want to take some tablets?’). It appears that the neurologist may have
been heading for that sort of formulation at the start of line 5 (‘D’you think it’s’) but then self-repairs to
the alternative PVE format: ‘would that be worth a go’. We can only speculate about the reason for
this repair, but, in structural terms, we would argue that it is more difficult to say ‘yes’ to a PVE that is
contingent on judging one’s condition as sufficiently ‘bad’ than it is to agree that a treatment would be
‘worth a go’ (see the next analytic section, below). It is notable that this reformulated PVE also echoes the
cautious formulation of the PVE at line 1, which offered the option to ‘try’ the treatment, leaving open
the possibility that the steroids may not work or might be unsuitable for the patient in some way. Both
formats, then, make an acceptance of the steroids relatively easy in that they implicitly propose only that
the patient try them out. Both forms, while clearly placing the decision in the patient’s domain, are tilted in
favour of a ‘yes’ (see also Boyd and Heritage115).
A further silence ensues (line 6), during which the patient continues to avoid eye contact. The neurologist
then shifts to another decisional practice, using an option-list to offer alternative ways of accessing the
treatment (lines 7 and 8). Again, this decision is constructed as contingent on the patient’s preferences,
with the neurologist explicitly citing what s/he takes to be the patient’s dislike of in-hospital treatment
(lines 8 and 9). However, yet again, we see that, even while maintaining a participatory approach, the
neurologist is clearly pursuing an agreement to try the treatment in the face of the patient’s lack of
acceptance. Indeed, the option-list shifts the terms of the decision from whether or not to take steroids to
how to take them, thereby implying that taking them is the neurologist’s preferred option. Again, we see
the neurologist tilting his/her turn design in favour of the same outcome s/he has been implicitly favouring
thus far. After a further silence, the patient finally produces a verbal response (see lines 11–17), but this
addresses only the question of whether or not she dislikes coming to the hospital and, although it might
imply a willingness to take steroids as a day patient, there is still no clear acceptance. Moreover, she then
shifts the discussion (lines 20 and 21) to another symptom (her painful, swollen foot), thereby leaving the
steroid decision unresolved.
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Neu:

(º#Er#º) (0.2) d’you- d’you want to ↑try some steroids?
(2.5) ((Note: the patient may be shaking her head slightly during this silence but
it’s hard to tell as she may have a bit of tremor – seems to be some head shaking
going on just before this that isn’t clearly interactional. She also shifts her gaze
downward, away from eye contact with neurologist.))
03
Neu: If we rule out (>an<) infection?
04
(0.3) ((Patient’s eyes towards floor))
05
Neu: D’you think i:t’s:: would that be worth a go,
06
(0.7) ((Patient still seems to be avoiding eye contact))
07
Neu: We can either do: tablets or get you come in as a da:y
08
patient.=I [know you’re: you’re not keen on in-hospital
[((roughly here the pat’s gaze shifts to look at neu out of the
corner of her eye – not turning head for full on gaze))
09
Neu: stays are you,
10
(2[.6)
[((Slight shake of pat’s head towards beginning of this gap which does appear to be
responsive))
11
Pat: Mind you I: do like coming in(‘t) ºhospitalº
12
(0.6)
13
Pat: I must be honest because it’s (the) only time I see
14
people. .hhh (0.3) D’you know what I [mean(ing),
15
Neu:
[Mm:
16
(0.7)
17
Pat: A bit sad when you’ve got to:: go to hospital for your
18
(0.3)
19
Neu: Yea:h,
20
Pat: (0.9) (thing) uh oh- ((pointing towards foot)) thi::s
21
foot.
((21 lines omitted during which the neurologist deals with possible treatment for the foot))
FIGURE 25 Extract 13a: S080; MS.

Having dealt with the issue of the foot (data not shown), the neurologist returns to the steroid decision.
Again, we see him/her pursuing an acceptance of this course of action through the use of a PVE
(lines 43 and 44). Again, the offer is produced as contingent on the patient’s wishes, but this time
specifies in-patient treatment, orienting implicitly to the patient’s prior claim to ‘like coming in(‘t) hospital’
(line 11) and thereby taking into account her stated preference. Again, a relatively long silence follows
(lines 45 and 47), which the neurologist again treats as resistant by pursuing an agreement. At line 48 s/he
expands what is on offer, including ‘a bit of physio’ in addition to the steroids, perhaps as an inducement
to the patient to agree to come in.
It is significant that the neurologist retains the same tilt to the design of his/her turns even in the face of
apparent resistance. In other words, s/he does not readily back down, pursuing the option through turns
that are not altered to align with the patient’s apparent resistance. To see this clearly, it’s helpful to
compare the neurologist’s pursuits – ‘would that be worth a go’, ‘we can either do tablets or get you
come in as a day patient’, ‘d’you want me to try and get you in’, ‘get some steroids = a bit of physio’ –
with an alternative pursuit used in another consultation: ‘so is it that you’re not keen?’ (S084). This is used
as a follow-up to a patient’s response to a PVE enquiring, with an open format, about his thoughts on
‘drugs like interferon’. Based on this response, the neurologist aligns with what s/he takes to be his
position on the drugs through the design of her subsequent PVE, which is tilted towards the assumption
that s/he does not want treatment. This is not the case in the pursuits seen in extracts 13a (Figure 25) and
13b (Figure 26), thus implicitly demonstrating the neurologist’s own preference for achieving an agreement to
treat in this case.
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The patient’s overt declination is seen at lines 49–53. Following a long silence, which is typical of
disagreeing-type turns,68 she declines the offers, using the same formulation that the neurologist has used
repeatedly (i.e. ‘do you want?’; ‘I don’t want’). Notably, the neurologist does not produce an immediate
endorsement of this, either at line 51 or following the patient’s account of how she plans to deal with her
current symptoms (lines 52 and 53). Instead, the neurologist makes one last attempt to reach a different
outcome, this time double checking if the patient is ‘sure’ about her decision (line 54). It is only when the
patient confirms this that the neurologist finally accepts the patient’s choice. Compared with the acceptance
of the no-treatment decision in extract 12c (Figure 24), it is notable that the neurologist does not provide a
tailored recommendation aligning with the patient’s position. In other words, the clinician accepts the
decision but does not personally endorse it. Moreover, s/he goes on to not only hold open the patient’s right
to change her mind but check on other arrangements in place to provide the patient with the support s/he
clearly considers is needed.

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Neu:

So u::m (1.6) ((visible but not audible in breath from neu
during this silence)) d’you want me to try and get you in?
(1.0) ((Patient looking away from neurologist – no visible response))
(Neu): (Mm-)
(0.2)
Neu: >Get< some ↑steroids=a bit of physio?
(2.0)
Pat: (.hh) ºI don’t want to (go-)º <uh no::
(1.4)
Pat: I’m gonna: I’m gonna try:: me hardes:t and ri:de, (0.1)
ºitº ou:t.=
Neu: =Are you sure?
(0.2)
Pat: Yea:h.
(.)
Neu: Oka:y,
Pat: Yeah.
(0.3)
Neu: U::m well obviously if (th-)/(it-) if things are getting
worse then ring the nurses and we can always: you know
(0.2) fetch you in <you know beds permitting .hhh
[uh as it- as it we:re.=U:m .hh >and the NES team are
Pat: [Yeah
Neu: coming tomorrow< are they?
(0.9)
Pat: Yeah.

FIGURE 26 Extract 13b: S080; MS; continued from extract 13a.

This case contrasts both with those shown in the previous section, in which the neurologist endorsed both
the acceptance and rejection of a proffered course of action, and with the case shown in Chapter 4
(extracts 1a–c; Figures 2–4), in which the neurologist pursued and secured acceptance in the face of resistance
through a series of recommendations. In extracts 13a (Figure 25) and 13b (Figure 26), then, we see an
instance in which the patient is enabled to make her own decision even when it does not accord with the
neurologist’s view of what’s best. Sticking with a participatory approach, the neurologist is able to pursue an
agreement but avoid directly telling the patient what to do. Although our analysis did not reveal many such
decision-making trajectories, our sense is that they were typically allowed to unfold in cases in which, again,
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the outcome was not deemed by the neurologist to be overly risky in clinical terms. Extracts 13a and b show
such a case: the steroids may well be helpful to the patient in terms of handling her current symptoms, but they
do not provide a cure for her condition. Although the neurologist could have been more directive, like the
neurologist in Chapter 4, the risk is a ‘pressured agreement’32 that may lead to either a lack of adherence or a
possible sense on the patient’s part that the participatory approach was just ‘window dressing’ rather than a
real offer of choice.116 Conversely, it is clear that the neurologist has not constructed a fully open choice here:
his/her view of what is best becomes apparent through the design of the pursuits and the patient has to work
quite hard to achieve a ‘no treatment’ outcome. Thus, although this is an area that would benefit from further
research, we would argue that our data set supports a reading of patient choice in practice as managed
optionality. This is clearly not equivalent to SDM as articulated in models such as Elwyn et al.’s.8 Rather, what
we are seeing in our data set is, we would argue, a balancing act in which the neurologists are seeking to
navigate between their view of what is best for the patient and their efforts to give the patients options, as
opposed to directives regarding their care.

An exploration of whether or not some patient view elicitor formats
might make acceptance relatively difficult
In this final analytic section, we examine one of the participatory practices, PVEs, in more detail. This focus
was selected for two reasons. First, there are far more PVEs than option-lists in our data set (see Chapter 5).
Second, option-listing follows a relatively delineated format, which we already explored in detail in our
previous report.1 However, the term PVE is used to capture a range of formats that share an orientation to
placing the decision in the patient’s domain. These formats can be distinguished from one another, both in
terms of their turn design and in terms of what sort of responses that turn design makes relevant next. For
example, an open formatted ‘wh–’ question, such as ‘Anyway = so what do you think?’ (S010) or ‘what do
you want?’ (S016), creates a slot for the patient to produce some form of reciprocally open-ended ‘telling’
or to make a selection from the options already discussed. By contrast, some of the formats we have seen
in the analysis shown above were closed, making a yes/no response relevant (e.g. ‘d’you want to try some
steroids?’ in extract 13a; Figure 25). We therefore divided our PVE collection into subcollections based on
format, to identify relevant patterns. As Table 27 shows, yes/no interrogatives of one kind or another made
up the bulk of the PVEs, far outstripping the open interrogatives.

Pattern 3a: ‘do you want X?’
More specifically, we separated out ‘do you want?’/‘would you like?’ formats from other yes/no interrogatives
as these are recognised as standard formats for making offers117 and because we had, through our qualitative
work in the primary study, formed a hypothesis about them: that courses of action put forward using the
‘do you want?’ (DYW) offer format might be comparatively difficult for patients to accept. The basis for
this hypothesis is as follows. There is some evidence from the CA research on ordinary interaction to
suggest that the preferred response to an offer is to decline it,118 most likely, at least in part, because
offers position the recipient as wanting/needing the person offering to undertake some sort of (potentially
onerous) action on the recipient’s behalf.119 The medical setting is arguably unlike ordinary interaction in
this regard because the doctor is institutionally situated as the relevant person to provide a solution to
the patient’s problem. Thus, one may expect the preference structure to be the opposite: the preferred
response to a medical offer would be acceptance. However, given that the canonical approach to initiating
decision-making in medical encounters still appears to be the recommendation (at least in our data set),
it is likely that an offer is hearable as an alternative to a recommendation; in other words, that the doctor
has selected to offer something rather than to recommend it.
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90
[X] enough to
want/need?

Other yes/no
interrogatives
(regarding patient’s
wishes/willingness)

Declaratives (seeking
confirmation of
Conditional
patient’s wishes)
formats

Other
forms of Declaratives
offer
(‘up to you’)

Other

19

16

27

12

26

7

11

13

5

9

13

10

4

12

4

0

10

17

10

3

17

8

14

3

11

3

8 (36.4)

7 (36.8)

0 (0.0)

19 (70.4)

6 (50.0)

14 (53.8)

4 (57.1)

2 (18.2)

10 (76.9)

Does not go for option, n (%) 5 (22.7)

7 (36.8)

14 (87.5)

4 (14.8)

3 (25.0)

2 (7.7)

2 (28.6)

0 (0.0)

1 (7.7)

Acknowledges, n

1

0

0

0

1

5

1

5

0

Seeks information, n

5

2

2

1

1

1

0

1

1

Patient and other differ, n

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

No audible response, n

2

3

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

No opportunity, n

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

1

Yes, n (%)

15 (68.2)

11 (57.9)

4 (25.0)

21 (77.8)

9 (75.0)

19 (73.1)

6 (85.7)

5 (45.5)

12 (92.3)

No, n (%)

1 (4.5)

5 (26.3)

12 (75.0)

3 (11.1)

1 (8.3)

4 (15.4)

0 (0.0)

2 (18.2)

1 (7.7)

Deferred, n

6

2

0

3

2

3

1

4

0

Open
interrogative
(wh–/how)

Do you
want/would
you like?

n

22

First
Subsequent

Variable
DP position

Immediate responses
Goes for option, n (%)

Option going ahead in principle?

DP, decision point.
Note
Green text indicates a key pattern in the PVE subcollections, which we discuss further in Pattern 3b: ‘bad enough to want X?’
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This is where the implications of particular offer formats may ‘leak’ from ordinary conversation into the
specialist setting of medicine. We know from studies of the former that the DYW offer format is avoided
by those offering when the offer recipient’s want/need has just been overtly expressed in the prior talk.
This is because, as Curl117 argues, the format positions the potential recipient of the offer as:
. . . one who ‘wants’ something from the other [. . .] Making a DYW offer in response to such talk
would display to the recipient that the offerer understands the prior talk to be a kind of fishing device
[. . .] and [. . .] is making the offer only because he or she realizes the recipient wants X.
Following this logic, it is possible that when patients hear the DYW format from a medical practitioner,
they hear it as indexing that the course of action is being made available only on the basis of their own
(previously expressed) wishes, rather than on the basis of medical opinion (i.e. the implication might be
that the course of action is not really medically necessary, it is just being offered to satisfy the patient).
Extract 14 (Figure 27) shows a case in which the patient overtly orients to this sort of possibility. At
lines 7 and 8, the neurologist uses the classic DYW formulation to offer chest radiography. In declining
this, the patient not only orients to wanting to avoid ‘waste’ (presumably of NHS resources) but also seeks
confirmation of her understanding that the neurologist does not think the test is necessary (lines 9 and 10).
Thus, whether or not the radiography is to be understood as a waste is made contingent on the neurologist’s
expert opinion. And, indeed, s/he goes on to consider the medical evidence (lines 11, 13, 22 and 23), on the
basis of which this decision is deferred until after a 24-hour electrocardiogram has been done (lines 28 and 29).

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:

Don’t know why you’re tight around the chest.
(2.0)
>It’s ju[st funny feelin’=they< so they’re gonna do
[(ºMmº)
tha:t.
(0.4)
D’you want- d’you want me to: >do a chest x-ray< just
tuh: (1.0) check (I [mean)
[E::r if you don’t think I need one
I- I don’t wa[nna waste.
[Well it’s not [ti:ght:. [You’re not
[(huh)
[(t(h)ests)
wh[eezin::g
[(.hhh)
No:: no::
(.)
It’s::: (0.9)
Oka[y (
)
[It- it’s more of a- (0.3) I suppose it’s more of an(0.1) an a:chehhh.
(0.6)
ºRightº. And they did an ordinary ECG when you were there
didn’t they.
Yea::h.
(0.7)
Okay.
(0.1)
Well I’ll chase the twenty-four hour heart ta:pe, (0.7)
and we’ll see:.

FIGURE 27 Extract 14: S085; migraine.
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This example suggests that, rather than empowering patients to make their own choice, DYW offers may
have the (perhaps unintended) consequence of making it difficult for patients to accept the proffered
course of action even if they wish to. To do so might be to come across as unduly worried and wasteful of
limited resources. These offers may, then, push towards the ‘not going ahead’ outcome, just as we have
argued that the strongest forms of recommendation push towards the ‘going ahead’ outcome. Looking
at the numerical outcomes data for the various forms of PVE, however, the evidence is equivocal (see
Table 27). Although just 7 out of the 19 DYW cases were followed by immediate acceptance from the
patient, only just over one-quarter (5/19) ended up with the proffered course of action being declined by
the end of the consultation. It may be, then, that the DYW format is not in itself the issue. Rather, if we
reconsider extract 14 (Figure 27), we can note that this is coupled with the explicit marker that the
radiography is being proposed to be on the safe side: ‘just to check’ (lines 7 and 8). Perhaps it is this more
than the use of ‘d’you want’ that the patient is orienting to in her response.
Indeed, some DYW offers in our data set were accepted straightforwardly. For example, in extract 15
(Figure 28), the patient has raised a problem (lines 1 and 2) that we know, from earlier discussion in the same
consultation (data not shown), was already meant to have been addressed through a referral (by another
health professional) for possible treatment with alprostadil (Caverject®, Pfizer) injection. As it turns out, this
has not happened (see lines 8 and 9). Although the reason for this is unclear, the responsibility arguably lay
with the referring health professional rather than the patient. In lines 11–13, we see the neurologist first
explore the possibility that the patient might be able to self-refer, but then, in a tone that sounds as if s/he
is speaking to him/herself, s/he seems to shift the onus back onto the medical institution (in the first part
of line 17). Finally, s/he produces an overt offer to write the referral letter herself (lines 17, 18, 20 and 22).
The patient accepts this straightforwardly and without delay (lines 19 and 21) (i.e. with all the hallmarks of
a preferred response).

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:

The erectile side (well) that’s er (0.8) comple:te (>sort
of<) not working at all.=
=Mm dear.
At the mo[ment (yeah).
[I mean part of that could be you know obviously
relapse, low mood=all those >sorts=of thin[gs< so ((syll-))
[Yes.
so you booked in to see Sister [((name))?
[.hh No I- no I’m not:.
(0.3)
A- are you able to kinda refer yourself ba::ck, I know ((MS
Nurse name)) was going to: (0.3) but that was:: that was a
whi:le back.
(0.1)
Yeahhh.
(0.4)
So we need to: ºwrite to Sister,º D’you want me to
wri[te to Sist[er ((name))
[Ye::s
[I
think so yes
And just sa[y that- that there’s problem[s and could [she
[that’s prob’ly best yes ye- [Yes
[Yeah
see you again.
(0.2)
.hh Okay.

FIGURE 28 Extract 15 S084; MS.
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Here, then, we really see the relevance of the nuances of decision-making sequences. Although the DYW
format can be used in such a way that it might tilt the decision-making (perhaps inadvertently) away from
acceptance of the proffered course of action, this is dependent on a range of other factors, including other
design features of the offer turn as well as what course of action is on offer, what the likely costs and
benefits might be, and the basis for the offer (e.g. ‘just to check’ vs. to rectify a possible failing on the part
of another health professional).

Pattern 3b: ‘bad enough to want X?’
Nevertheless, there is one distinctive pattern evident in the quantitative data shown in Table 27, which
singles out a format related to the DYW offers: a format we can abbreviate as ‘enough to X’ (ETX). This
format was used by just one neurologist and entailed asking if the patient’s symptom was ‘bad enough’ or
occurring ‘often enough’ or was ‘enough of a concern’ or simply ‘enough’ to ‘want’ or ‘need’ treatment/
referral/investigation. For example:
Is that enough of a problem that that needs referring?
S053
Enough to need to see a physio?
S087
Is that bad enough that you’d want to change drugs?
S060
As the numbers are relatively small, we have not conducted statistical tests of significance. However, there
is a suggestion of a pattern evident if we focus on the following two distinctions between (1) ‘goes for
option’ and ‘does not go for option’ as an immediate response and (2) ‘yes’ and ‘no’ with respect to
whether or not the proffered course of action is going to happen. For all formats except the ETX format
(see green highlight in Table 27), the breakdown of these responses either favours going for the option
or is evenly split. This is reversed for the ETX format, for which no immediate acceptances were coded.
Likewise, there are more ‘yes’ than ‘no’ responses for the overall outcome for all formats except the
ETX format. Again, this shows the reverse pattern, with only one-quarter of these cases ending in an
agreement to undertake the proffered course of action. In the remainder of this section, we explore the
possibility that this format, while ostensibly offering choice, may be tilted in such a way as to make it
difficult for patients to accept the proffered course of action.
In addition to the suggestive numerical evidence in favour of this conclusion, there is some supporting
qualitative evidence from the recorded interactions. Just as we argued above in relation to the DYW
format, the ETX format foregrounds either the patient’s wishes and/or the patient’s own assessment of
their condition. In other words, it places the decision-making firmly in the patient’s domain rather than
positioning the decision as based on the neurologist’s expert evaluation. Moreover, the ETX format sets
the decision-making bar high: patients must self-evaluate their condition and conclude that it is not
manageable without a neurologist-provided solution. This may prove difficult if, like in extract 14 (Figure 27),
the patient hears the offer as indicating that the neurologist thinks the condition is not sufficiently ‘bad’ to
warrant the proffered intervention. Extract 16 (Figure 29) clearly illustrates this risk. At lines 1, 3 and 5 the
neurologist uses a conditional format120 to offer the patient a scan. In so doing, s/he positions the decision
as dependent on the patient’s level of worry (line 1) and as a matter of ‘reassurance’ (line 3).
Although not produced with an ETX format, the offer in extract 16 (Figure 29) is comparable to ETX turns
in that it foregrounds the patient’s self-evaluation and sets the bar high: the test will be ordered only if he is
‘very worried’ (line 1). When the patient receipts this in a way that does not categorically give the go-ahead
for the scan (the ‘OK’ at line 6 is hearable as accepting the information but not necessarily as giving the
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Okay So er (3.5) so I think if you are very worried=
=Mm hm[m
[Then for sake of reassurance=
=Mm hmm
We could do a scan=
=Okay=
=Er (.) I’m not worried
(0.5)
Okay=
=Okay
(0.1)
In that case I I think it’s probably not worth doing the
scan
Okay=
=Okay

FIGURE 29 Extract 16: G028; headaches.

go-ahead to act on it), the neurologist then raises the bar higher still by saying that s/he is ‘not worried’
(line 7). This leaves it up to the patient to express a level of worry that is not endorsed by the medical
professional. Unsurprisingly, the patient does not and declines the scan (lines 12 and 13).
The ETX formats differ from the above case in that they position the decision as based on the patient’s
evaluation of their symptom rather than on an evaluation of their psychological relationship to that symptom
(expressed as level of worry). In this regard, they may not set up as much of a barrier to acceptance.
Nevertheless, there is some evidence in our data set that patients orient to a hierarchy of intervention, with
lifestyle changes and/or over-the-counter medication seen as the first line of action to be tried before moving
on to prescription drugs. This, then, can mean that accepting the course of action proffered through an ETX
format can be treated as unnecessary: the symptom seen as not ‘bad’ enough to warrant the more ‘extreme’
intervention. For instance, in extract 17a (Figure 30), the patient responds to a version of the ETX format
(lines 1 and 2) by saying that she can handle her trouble (constipation) without the neurologist’s intervention
(lines 3 and 5). Notably, she describes both lifestyle changes (healthy eating, lines 14 and 15) and over-thecounter medication (line 5) as ways in which she will be able to ‘sort it out myself’ (line 3).
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Okay so:: (0.8) i- i- is that enough of a problem that it
need(s) (a) so:rt.
E::r, (0.5) I- I can sort it out myse::lf.
(0.2)
E::r (0.3) i.e. with Lactulose and- (1.9)
Mm, and [is that- (0.3) you know enough for you=are [you
[(Mm)
[Yes
going sort of several times a week, or every da::y o:r

((5 lines omitted during which the patient explains that she goes every couple of days and that she’s
always been like that. Neurologist also asks about the consistency of the patient’s stool.))
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

E:r I think basically, (0.1) also: it’s down to: (0.4) ho:w
healthy you’re eating and what you’re ea[ting.
[Mm:.
(0.5)
E[::r and that’s: a lot to do so: I- I can more or less
[So (diet) makes a difference,
sort it out myself but .hh u:::m (0.2)

FIGURE 30 Extract 17a: S053; MS.
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Just a few lines later in the consultation, the neurologist again uses the ETX format (extract 17b; Figure 31,
line 27), this time following up on an additional symptom the patient has just reported: occasional difficulty
when eating (‘it seems to get stuck here, it doesn’t seem to push down’). Here, again, the patient treats the
symptom as insufficiently problematic to warrant intervention, this time on the grounds of frequency. It is
notable that she produces her negative response in overlap with the neurologist’s turn with an upfront ‘no’
(line 28). Again, this is characteristic of a preferred response, suggesting that declining the implied offer of a
referral is held to be unproblematic.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
45
46
47
48

Neu:
Pat:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Is that enough of a problem that tha:t needs: [referring.
[No:.
(0.2)
[No. I can- I- it’s: you know (1.2) ve[ry=(in)
[(Mm)
[Yeah
infrequently,
Y-yea:h,
(0.1)
[But[But it does- just doesn’t seem tuh (0.3) wash [do:wn.
[>Obviously
if it< becomes: (0.2)
Ye[ah.
[kind of a: [a (consistent) problem then- [then we would
[I don’t whether[Yeah
want to look at that.
(0.2)
Ye[ah.
[If=it’s only kind of once in a blue moon th[en (we’ll
[It’s fi:ne
[(isn’t) it?
[not-) not w[orry.
[Yea:h

FIGURE 31 Extract 17b: S053; MS; continued from extract 17a.

In contrast to the above case, there were also cases where the patient immediately and strongly confirmed
that the symptom was indeed ‘bad enough’ to warrant treatment. In extract 18 (Figure 32), for instance,
the patient responds affirmatively, also in overlap with the neurologist’s turn (lines 1–3), and in a way that
implies that the answer was self-evident (see Heritage121 on ‘oh-prefaced’ responses to yes/no interrogatives),
that it could have been assumed from her earlier description of the pain she is experiencing in her face (data
not shown). Notably, however, the confirmation that her condition is ‘bad enough to want to take some
tablets’ (line 1) is not a go-ahead for the neurologist to prescribe something new. Rather, she informs the
neurologist that she is already taking treatment. She is thus confirming the need for a treatment decision
already taken rather than one to be handled in the here and now. However, the neurologist continues to
make relevant a current decision, opening up the possibility of an alternative treatment that the patient
orients to as something new, but does not immediately accept (line 12).
The neurologist pursues a decision, again using the ETX formulation (lines 14 and 15). When the patient
displays reluctance (lines 16 and 17), the neurologist displays his/her understanding of the patient’s general
preferences or, perhaps, tendency to experience side effects from medication: ‘Cos you and tablets are
never the best. Are you?’ (lines 18 and 19). The patient strongly confirms this understanding (line 20) and
goes on to build an account for not wanting the antiepileptic drugs on grounds that are very similar to
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those seen in extract 17a (Figure 30). First, she positions the trouble as one caused (or exacerbated) by life
events rather than MS per se [in extract 17a (Figure 30) this has to do with unhealthy eating, in extract 18
(Figure 32) it has to do with the ‘upset’ caused by her husband’s recent hospitalisation, discussed earlier in
the consultation]. Second, she positions the solution as within her own reach, without further intervention
by the neurologist (lines 28, 29 and 32). Again, the alternative treatments appear to be understood as a
hierarchy, with the patient’s current symptoms constructed as unlikely to be sufficiently long-lived (they are
caused by ‘exceptional circumstances’, line 20) to warrant ratcheting the treatment up to the next level.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:

Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:
Pat:
Neu:

Ba:d enough to want to take some tablet[s?
[Oh yeah=I ta:ke (.)
Tramadol.
So (you’re) on Tramadol,=and does that work=‘Cos youcomplained about that la::st time.
(0.8) ((during which patient gives two little nods))
‘Cos it might be a little bit neura::lgic, in which case
some- some of the anti-epilepsy tablets like Gabapentin
[and Pregabalin and things might help=
[((little nod))
=and Carbamazepin[e.
[°(Oh)=ri:ght.°
(0.4)
U::m (0.8) but is it- is it- is it (.) often enough that
you would want to go on something?
(0.7)
.tch (0.2) Well- (0.3) I th[ink it’s::
[‘Cos you and tablets are never
the be[st. Are you?
[No:. I think it’s exceptional circumstances right
no:w, becau:se .hh
Yeah.
It’s thing- (0.1) most things have got wo::rse. (0.5) wi:th
the upse:t.
(0.8)
So I thou:ght that’s all it is,
Mhm,
.hhhh So I’ve been trying to deal with things with such as
Tramadol and
Okay
(0.6)
Paracetamol an[d
[So:: (1.4) Is there any particular trigger,

FIGURE 32 Extract 18: S021; MS.

Extracts 17a (Figure 30) and 17b (Figure 31) and 18 (Figure 32) illustrate a number of important points
about the ETX format. First, patients do sometimes position their symptoms as ‘bad enough’ to warrant
treatment. So, although the format sets the decision-making bar high, it does not unerringly produce
negative responses. Second, because the format requests that patients self-evaluate their condition, it places
the decision-making firmly in the patient’s domain, inviting their own judgement of symptoms that the
neurologist could not access through examination (e.g. the extent of a patient’s experience of constipation
or pain). In this regard, the format can be seen as an example of SDM, seeking the patient’s involvement
in the diagnostic foundation for deciding whether or not treatment is warranted. Third, this approach
does, however, carry a risk. We have shown a treatment hierarchy to which patients seem to be oriented.
Moreover, there is some evidence for a tendency for patients to value stoicism in dealing with their symptoms
[see extract 13b (Figure 26), where the patient says she will ‘try her hardest to ride it out’, and extract 18
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(Figure 32), where the patient has been ‘trying to deal with things’ with treatments to which she already
has access]. This is supported by recent comparative work, which shows that:
While American patients are most likely to resist recommendations for non-prescription treatment and
display an expectation for prescription treatment in these interactions, English patients show a high
level of resistance to recommendations for all types of treatment and display an expectation of
cautious prescribing.
Bergen et al.122
Thus, by inviting the patient to assess whether or not their condition is ‘bad enough’ to warrant intervention,
the neurologist may (sometimes) set the bar too high for the patient to (readily) agree to treatment. As we
have seen in extract 18 (Figure 32), this approach may be premised on what the neurologist already knows
about the patient (e.g. a reluctance to take drugs). We should not, then, assume that this format is selected
because the neurologist is subtly trying to steer the patient away from treatment. Rather, they may (sometimes)
be using the format to index the sort of ‘cautious’ approach to prescribing that Bergen et al.122 suggest is
generally expected of clinicians in the UK and, moreover, to be doing so to display a sensitivity to the
patient’s preferences. The risk, however, is that the patient may end up declining a course of action that
might have been helpful, and that might have been taken up if the neurologist had elected to recommend
treatment instead.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the neurologist in extract 17b (Figure 31) orients to the distinction
between recommending and the more participatory approach s/he has taken. At lines 37–42 (see boldface)
the neurologist positions his/her current approach as dependent on the frequency of the patient’s difficulty
swallowing. Notably, s/he orients to a possible scenario in which the emphasis on what the patient wants
might shift to an emphasis on what the medical profession would want: ‘Obviously if it becomes kind of a
(consistent) problem then we would want to look at that’. This provides further evidence that neurologists
are selecting (whether consciously or not) between different practices for initiating decision-making, and
the basis for that selection appears largely to be the extent to which they (in consultation with the patient)
judge the problem sufficiently serious to warrant exercising their deontic authority.

Conclusion
Patients are (at times) given opportunities to make their own choice, but within limits that have been
deemed to be acceptable by the neurologist. We take this up in Chapter 11, when we consider the
delicate balancing act that clinicians appear to be performing in handling what may sometimes be
experienced as contradictory demands of their job: to support patient autonomy and to ensure that
patients receive the most appropriate care, at least as judged by the neurologist on the basis of their
medical expertise.
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Chapter 11 Discussion and conclusions
Introduction
Building on our previous analysis of 223 consultations recorded in neurology outpatient clinics in Glasgow
and Sheffield,1 this follow-on study mapped out three main practices that the neurologists used to manage
decision-making in clinical practice: option-lists, PVEs and recommendations. The primary study showed
how option-lists and PVEs can be used to create a slot for the patient to make a choice and/or voice their
views with respect to treatments, investigations or referrals. They could, therefore, be understood as
‘front-line’ interactional practices through which the neurologists in our study were seeking to implement
NHS policy around patients’ right to make their own choices9,10 regarding treatments, investigations
and referrals. However, our fine-grained qualitative work also highlighted a range of complexities that
made it problematic to suggest, straightforwardly, that clinicians adopt these practices (see Chapter 1
and Reuber et al.1 for more details). Moreover, we noticed that decision-making was often handled by
neurologists through the more traditional recommendation, an approach that, while allowing for patient
resistance,34,35 does not invite patient participation in the explicit way that option-lists and PVEs do.67,68
Our primary study was not designed to compare the more participatory approaches30 with the practice
of recommending. We therefore obtained follow-on funding to do just that, using a mixed-methods
approach that drew on not only our interactional data but a range of self-report data collected just before
and after each consultation was recorded.
The main objective of the follow-on study was to explore the nature and effects of the three interactional
practices identified in our data set – qualitatively and quantitatively. To this end we investigated patterns
in the interactions themselves and the relationship between the interactional practices and the self-report
data. Our ultimate goal was to provide a comparative evaluation of the three practices as methods for
managing decision-making. In this final chapter, we discuss our key findings, with a focus on their
implications for clinical practice and for our understanding of how neurologists are currently handling
decision-making with patients (and accompanying others).
Crucially, despite long-standing guidance44 that patients should be enabled to make an informed choice based
on information about treatment options and discussion of their preferences, we found that recommending
remained the most common approach to decision-making in our data set: 91% of the 144 consultations with
one or more decision points contained at least one recommendation, whereas just over half contained a PVE
and only 16.7% contained an option-list. Recommendations were also by far the most common practice across
all decision points, giving a ratio of 1.0 : 4.3 : 12.8 for option-lists to PVEs to recommendations. In other words,
there were around 13 recommendations for every option-list. Looking at the chains of decision points, we also
showed that the same forms of decisional practice often followed each other (e.g. once a recommendation
had been given, it was unusual for the neurologist to use a more participatory form of decision-making).
These simple distributional findings are important as they provide an indication that different decision-making
practices are not chosen randomly, and they suggest that decisions are not routinely being made in ways that
accord closely with current NHS policy on patient choice. Indeed, not only is option-listing, broadly defined,
relatively rare in our data set, but full-form option-listing, which maps most closely onto the influential
three-step model for SDM8 discussed in Chapter 1, was very seldom in evidence. In other words, we see
elements of that model in action in our data set, but these are often part of wider decision-making
trajectories that could not be described as (entirely) shared. This coheres with a range of findings regarding
the inconsistency of participatory decision-making more broadly.56–59
In this final chapter, we reflect on the implications of these findings for clinical practice. We start by
weighing up the evidence presented in this report with respect to the two key forms of outcome we
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examined (see Chapters 7 and 8): (1) those assessed by external measures (perception of choice and
patient satisfaction) and (2) those that were internal to the consultations (immediate responses to the
practices and whether or not the proffered course of action was agreed on in principle). Reflecting on
these, we argue that our findings align very closely with the conclusions drawn in the two previous CA
studies20,21 which also focused explicitly on how choice is offered in practice: there is clear evidence of
practitioners orienting to patients’ right to choose and pulling back (to varying degrees) from the exercise
of a paternalistic approach, but front-line practice falls far short of the approaches advocated in policy and
training. However, as Antaki et al.21 argue, there can be competing demands on practitioners, which can
help to account for such mismatches between policy and practice. Likewise, we consider some possible
conflicts that seem to help explain our findings.
The rest of this chapter highlights the methodological innovations achieved within the follow-on study, as
well as a consideration of the limitations of our approach, and suggestions for further research, before we
draw some final conclusions.

Weighing up the evidence: implications for clinical practice
Perception of choice and patient satisfaction
Crucially, consultations containing option-listing and PVEs (but not recommendations alone) were strongly
associated, by neurologists, patients and analysts alike, with giving choice. Thus, one potential advantage
of using these two approaches (singly or in combination) is that they seem to be effective for generating
the perception that a choice has been offered. This should not be dismissed as a superficial outcome.
Although patients in a study of NHS primary care made a distinction between the appearance of choice
and substantive choice, understandably valuing the latter over the former, they also distinguished between
having a choice and making a choice.116 They often reported not wanting to make the actual decision,
particularly if their condition was serious, but nevertheless preferred to have been given the opportunity to
decide, so long as the choice was substantive. Option-listing and PVEs can, then, be used to ensure that
patients know they have a real choice, even if the clinician ultimately provides a recommendation (e.g. at
the patient’s request).
There is some evidence from previous studies that the perception of choice can have positive effects on
mental and physical health. For example, as we discussed in our primary report,1 research123 suggests that
patients who think they have chosen their treatment have better health outcomes than those who think
they did not, despite receiving the same treatment. Patients have also been found to be more likely to
follow a treatment plan that they have chosen, and increased patient satisfaction with the consultation,
confidence in the doctor’s recommendations and greater psychological well-being have all been associated
with more involvement in decision-making.7,43,120 However, it has also been observed that too many
options can leave consumers feeling anxious and overwhelmed,124 with patients at particular risk owing to
the nature of clinical decision-making; the patient is, by definition, sick, dependent on the professional for
treatment and often lacking the knowledge (and sometimes time) to make an independent decision.125
Moreover, it is well documented that not all patients want to choose their treatment126,127 and, as Pilnick
and Dingwall41 highlight, reviews of the literature on patient-centredness show mixed results with respect
to positive health outcomes.
The SUG for the present study was particularly concerned with the question of whether or not patients
want to be offered a choice. Opinion was strongly divided, with some group members arguing that it
should always be up to the patient to decide what treatment to take, and others arguing (equally
powerfully) that they did not have the necessary expertise to do so and thus wanted the neurologist to tell
them what was best. Both sides were keen to ensure that our research did not assume that patient choice
was best for everyone under all circumstances. This accords with Ford et al.’s128 finding that their research
participants (including lay people, academics and NHS practitioners) believed choice should include the
patient’s right to decide how much involvement in decision-making they want.
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Our study did not find evidence that patient satisfaction was significantly affected by which of the interactional
practices was used. This may partly reflect the above debate in that there may be no one-to-one relationship
between level of patient participation in decision-making and satisfaction. It is also possible, however, that the
absence of a significant finding is a consequence of our methodology, a point that we consider further in
Limitations. Nevertheless, the direction of our findings does accord with previous research linking increased
patient satisfaction with the use of more participatory approaches. Notably, Sheffield neurologists, who
used significantly more option-lists and PVEs than their counterparts in Glasgow, scored more highly on the
MISS-21, as a whole, and on the two subscales discussed in Chapter 7. Moreover, the neurologist who
routinely used PVEs achieved the highest satisfaction scores. It may be, then, that a measure isolating patient
satisfaction with respect to a specific decision would have found a positive correlation between participatory
practices and higher levels of satisfaction (as in Opel et al.43).
On balance, the evidence from our study is weak with respect to whether or not option-listing and PVEs
increase patient satisfaction. But it is strong regarding the link between these practices and the perception
of choice. Our mixed-method follow-on study thus strongly endorses the qualitative conclusion drawn from
our primary research: option-listing and PVEs should be understood as highly recognisable interactional
practices for offering patients (some degree of) choice. Used appropriately, they can contribute to ensuring
that patients recognise that there is a choice to be made. As we discuss further below, they may be used in
ways that go further than that too (e.g. to open up an opportunity for patients to express preferences and,
sometimes, to make the decision themselves) but this is not an inevitable outcome of using these practices.

Patients’ immediate responses and overall decisions
Together, our qualitative and quantitative findings strongly indicate that recommendations give patients
less opportunity to engage actively with the decision-making process than do option-lists and PVEs. The
evidence is multifaceted:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Recommendations were the most likely of the three practices to be employed such that there was not
even an opportunity for the patient to respond immediately.
When patients did respond immediately to recommendations, they tended to acknowledge or accept
them, with outright rejection being relatively rare.
By contrast, PVEs were commonly responded to with immediate agreement to go ahead with the
proffered course of action, or by an outright indicator that the patient was not going for the option.
Recommendations nearly always led to the proffered course of action being agreed on (i.e. that it
would go ahead), even when patients responded immediately with something other than acceptance.
By contrast, PVEs and option-lists led to agreement to enact the course(s) of action only about
two-thirds of the time.
When PVEs met non-acceptance in immediate next turn, the proffered course of action often did not
end up being agreed on (i.e. that it would go ahead in principle).

Note that, although option-lists appear, from the quantitative evidence, to seldom result in immediate
acceptance of a proffered course of action, our qualitative analysis shows that this is because patients
regularly wait to be invited (through a PVE) to make a decision following the listing of options (see Reuber
et al.1). Thus, it is important to recognise that the two participatory practices can work hand in hand to
offer patients options and give them an explicit opportunity to make a choice.
The key findings listed above, along with the qualitative patterns identified in Chapters 9 and 10, indicate
that patients more regularly refuse (or end up not agreeing to undertake) courses of actions when these
are proffered through a PVE rather than through a recommendation. The same is true for option-listing
even though one might predict the opposite: that because there are more options to which the patient
might agree, one might expect higher levels of agreement than for the other (single-option) practices.
One possibility, then, is that PVEs and option-lists facilitate patients’ ability to act on their preference not to
undergo one or more courses of action introduced by the neurologist. This is important since the right to
say no to medical care is enshrined in the NHS constitution.
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However, caution is needed in interpreting these findings because, as shown in Chapter 10, there is some
evidence to suggest that some forms of PVE may make it more difficult for patients to accept a course of
action, even if they want to do so. Moreover, as the three practices can be combined in highly variable
ways, and each of the practices can be formulated very differently, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between any of the practices and whether or not a patient actually ends up making their own choice
(see Reuber et al.1 for more on this point). Indeed, it is important to remember that recommendations may
also be designed to take account of patient preferences (e.g. those expressed earlier in the consultation or
in previous meetings with the same clinician). There is, therefore, a need for further research focusing on
the exercise of informed choice in practice, building on the comparative findings presented here.

Making sense of current practice: a delicate balancing act?
The NSF44 emphasises the importance of providing patients with information about treatment options and
advocates informed choice. Given that the NSF has specified such markers of good practice in neurology
for over a decade, one might have expected option-listing and PVEs to be used more routinely in our data
set than they were. In this section, then, we seek to make some sense of current practice. Based on our
data set, we argue that clinicians appear to be engaged in a balancing act between their evaluation of
what is best for the patient and the expectation that they facilitate patient choice. We first outline the
evidence for this conclusion, then reflect on the implications for practice.
Crucially, we did not find much evidence to suggest that neurologists were selecting decisional practices
based on patient demographics, as might have been hypothesised following some previous studies
(see Willems et al.,129 Aelbrecth et al.130 and Waitzkin131). We did find that younger patients were more
likely to be given option-lists, which perhaps reflects the assumption that young adults prefer choice and
that elderly people prefer to be told what treatment is best132 or might be related to the nature of the
decisions being made with younger and older patients. However, we found no significant relationships
between the decisional practices and gender, social class (measured through educational qualifications94)
or work status.
Rather, three key factors seem to be most relevant:
1. Clinic location – option-listing and PVEs were more commonly used in Sheffield than Glasgow.
2. The individual clinician.
3. A set of clinical considerations – option-listing and PVEs were more commonly used for treatment than
investigation decisions, if there was greater certainty about the diagnosis and the symptoms were
medically explained. These two practices were also most likely in follow-up appointments.
These findings indicate that variability in the use of the three practices cannot (for the most part) be
explained by forms of discriminatory judgement by the neurologist. They do suggest, however, that
whether or not the patients were offered a choice was partly down to chance, based on where they lived
and which neurologist they happened to see. Further research could reveal ‘cultural’ differences between
the two neuroscience centres in our study. For example, it is possible, but we think unlikely (for reasons
explicated next), that the principal investigator’s known interest in real-time decision-making might have
influenced neurologists’ practices in his own department. However, we think this is unlikely for two main
reasons: (1) the data were collected in 2012, at a time before the PI’s interests in the specific matter of
choice were in the public domain (his previous work relating instead to the differential diagnostic practice);
and (2) the data were collected from doctors who had not participated in any of the PI’s previous CA
research. The evidence instead points to a large part of this variance between sites being explained
by individual clinician differences. Other factors may also be involved, including that there were more
recordings captured in general clinics in Glasgow and more medically explained symptoms in Sheffield
(both of which contribute to skewing the distribution of practices in favour of more choice in Sheffield).
However, the evidence for individual decision-making styles among neurologists was strong, even within
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subspecialties. If this is the case in neurology, where the informed choice agenda is well established, we
might speculate that decisional practice across the NHS is also partly contingent on individual clinicians’
approaches to decision-making.
However, individual differences did not fully account for the distribution of practices. There was clear
evidence that the neurologists were, to some extent, selecting one practice over another based on clinical
factors. These findings speak to the role of epistemic101 and deontic88 authority in mediating choice
(see Reuber et al.1). Traditionally, doctors have been seen to have the right to enact deontic authority
vis-à-vis the patient by virtue of their epistemic status in relation to medical knowledge (i.e. they have
the right to tell patients what to do on the basis of their expertise).133 By contrast, the informed choice
agenda encourages greater acknowledgement of patients’ epistemic and deontic statuses, as patients
are encouraged to become informed about their condition and to participate fully in decision-making.104
This is particularly held to be important, and viable, for patients with long-term conditions.44 Our
findings suggest that the neurologists were engaging in a complex balancing act between the so-called
paternalistic and informed choice approaches to decision-making.22 We would argue that, when they did
tailor their practices (as opposed to relying on an individual style; see Chapter 6), the neurologists were
attending to a potential conflict (from their perspective) between their duty of care (based on clinical
expertise) and the requirement to minimise the exercise of their deontic authority.
This potential for conflict can be seen within the evidence-based quality requirements in the NSF for
long-term conditions44 that specify that patients should:
. . . receive safe and effective medicines, the use of which has been jointly agreed between healthcare
professionals and the person.
Department of Health and Social Care.44 © Crown Copyright 2005. Contains public
sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0
However, if the ‘safe and effective’ option, in the clinician’s view, is not what the patient wants, then a
conflict arises. Neurologists may resolve this by electing to recommend when they believe there are
compelling clinical reasons to favour their duty of care over the guidelines on giving choice. This was most
clearly evident in the strong tendency for neurologists to recommend investigations. This suggests that
neurologists view investigations as falling heavily within their domain as experts – a part of the diagnostic
process. This has been shown to be understood by both patients and clinicians as less subject to patients’
agreement than treatment,134 despite the fact that patients have as much of a legal right to refuse
investigations as they have to refuse treatment.10 This tailoring of decisional practice to the type of decision
(investigation vs. treatment) may partly account for our finding that PVEs and option-lists were more
frequently used when the diagnosis was more certain and the symptoms were medically explained.
In addition, our findings suggest that, for treatment decisions specifically, neurologists may be mainly
electing to offer choice when they believe that there are good clinical reasons to worry less about whether
or not the patient will agree to a particular option. For instance, we noticed in the course of our qualitative
work that neurologists would usually recommend (quite strongly) that patients with poorly controlled
epilepsy tried a different drug, but would then use option-listing to facilitate choice about which drug to
try. In this we see a clear example of choice being offered where the diagnosis is certain and medically
explained, typically in a specialist clinic, at a follow-up appointment, with a patient who may well have
experience of choosing between antiepileptics in the past. Nevertheless, even in such a context, the choice
was typically offered for that part of the decision for which the neurologist (1) had less evidence regarding
which option was best and (2) had good reason to seek the patient’s views given that different drugs are
associated with different risks. With respect to the decision to change drugs, the neurologists, by contrast,
prioritised the duty of care over the offer of choice. Thus, we see a complex interplay between the exercise
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of epistemic and deontic authority. This aligns with Quirk et al.’s32 finding that there was a somewhat
higher level of risk associated with the more pressured and directed decisions they identified in UK
psychiatric consultations than with those that they found to be more open (although the numbers were
too low to produce statistically significant results).
In summary, there was evidence in our data set of patients being offered choice and then making their
own decision. However, this was by no means the most common approach to decision-making evident in
our data set. And even where choice was offered, this was generally carefully managed within limits set
by the neurologist. In this section, we have argued that the patterns evident in our data set suggest that
these limits are best understood as reflecting a delicate balancing act by neurologists between their
(perceived) duty of care and the requirement to facilitate patients’ right to make their own decisions.
We do not mean to imply that we endorse their solution(s) to this potential dilemma. Indeed, it was not
the aim of this study to evaluate the extent to which neurologists are enacting a model of SDM in practice,
and these reports are not the place to make recommendations for practice. Rather, like Antaki et al.,21
we want to acknowledge that ‘putting systems in place to allow and encourage choice may be easier said
than done’, at least partly owing to the other demands of any given job. In the setting investigated by
Antaki et al. (residential care for people with intellectual disabilities), there was the potential for offering
choice to the residents to ‘conflict with staff members’ responsibilities for health and safety, with meeting
their institution’s service targets, and with the pressing matter of getting jobs done within the allocated
time on shift’. Antaki et al.21 demand that we take such potential conflicts seriously, calling for more
investigations of the enactment of policy on the front line, where the lived pressures and dilemmas of the
institution have to be handled in real-time interactions. This is crucial, they argue, because, whatever
practitioners’ ‘official aspirations’, such dilemmas will be ‘resist[ant to] policy recommendations if they
are phrased at the general level’. The present study, then, offers extensive evidence regarding how
neurologists are handling decision-making in their actual interactions with patients. We have offered an
evidence-based account for why this clearly fails, for the most part, to map onto guides for how to enact
SDM. What should be changed, and how, goes beyond this report, but is clearly a key part of the further
work required to make this analysis matter for the real-world practice of medicine.

Methodological innovations
As discussed in Chapter 1, the use of formal coding and quantitative analysis following foundational
CA work has gained a fair amount of traction in recent years. As Stivers70 suggests, ‘CA is arguably
the most quantitative of the qualitative social science methods’. There are two reasons for this. First,
conversation analytic characterisations of interactional practices are usually well defined, with inclusion and
exclusion criteria that make them ready candidates for formal coding. Second, many of the conclusions
within (standard, non-formally coded) CA are drawn, anyway, in distributional terms. For example, Stivers70
points out how practices are often described using quantitative terms such as ‘quite common’ or ‘scarcely
ever’. This indicates that identifying the distributional frequency of practices across data sets is readily
compatible with a conversation analytic mentality. In short, if it is possible to reliably identify every instance
of a particular practice, then it makes sense to examine the distribution of these practices across a data
set quantitatively.71
The research presented here fits well within the growing body of research that integrates CA with
quantitative approaches. However, there are some areas in which the methodology we employed
goes beyond what has been reported before. In this section, we outline the innovative aspects of our
methodology and explain how this facilitated a more nuanced analysis of our data. There are two main
areas where the methodology was innovative. The first is our application of an online questionnaire to
conduct the coding. The second is at the data analysis stage. Our approach to data extraction facilitated,
we believe, a more sophisticated understanding of our multidimensional data, rather than simply
surface-level associational analysis.
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Benefits of using an online questionnaire for coding
As described in Chapter 2, the online questionnaire was, in itself, a methodological innovation. The key
advantages for data extraction were:
l
l

l
l

ease and speed of data extraction and rapid transformation of the data from Google Forms into an
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (eliminating risk of data input errors in the transfer stage)
the capacity to include direct quotes from the interactional data and countable codes in the extraction
form and subsequent spreadsheet, allowing for a powerfully integrated approach to mixed-methods
analysis
the forced-choice codes made possible by using Google Forms, which prevents coders from
remaining indecisive
the capacity to retain sequential ordering of the data (in this case decision points) and to enter data at
different levels (e.g. relating to the consultation as a whole and to specific decisions/decision points).

This approach to data extraction is unique, as far as we are aware. It provided multiple benefits in the
development, testing and application stages of coding. As described in Chapter 2, in the development
phase, each coder worked independently to apply a draft coding scheme to the same randomly selected
recordings. The outputs of this – three spreadsheets – were then easily compared to see where coders
disagreed. As each row represented a decision point, and included the relevant portion of text, it was easy
to see whether or not coders were identifying the same turns from the interaction and to compare the
different classifications applied to each decision point. The online questionnaire method also allowed for
easier formal intercoder reliability testing, for similar reasons.

Benefits of the extraction questionnaire for data analysis
Although the above benefits are significant, our methodology had even greater benefits in facilitating a
sophisticated mixed-methods analysis. Retaining, in the coding process, the sequence of decision points
allowed for an analytic engagement with temporality within the interactions, and combining qualitative
and quantitative data in the final spreadsheet allowed us to readily see a detailed ‘map’ of all our data,
and to search for meaningful patterns. In this regard, as discussed in Chapter 2, our approach was a novel
adaptation of FA. Crucially, however, we were coding for clearly defined interactional phenomena, rather
than for themes, which is still unusual in coding-based studies of interaction.
To turn first to the point about sequence: by retaining the temporal order of decision points, we were able
to isolate first decision points and compare the properties of these to the properties of decision points as a
whole; we were also able to track patterns in how decision points followed each other (see Chapter 5).
This meant we could remain true to a key tenet of CA, that sequential placement matters for interaction,40
something that is typically lost in code-and-count style studies of interaction because the coded behaviours
are usually abstracted from their sequential context. This method of retaining the temporal order of
interactional events could usefully be ported into virtually any interactional study, given the extent to
which sequential placement matters for interaction.
The data map produced by our coding process proved to be transformative for our qualitative analysis.
This readily enabled us to divide up the full spreadsheet (containing every coded decision point) into
meaningful subcollections (see Chapters 9 and 10). This is a standard step in conversation analytic work.135
However, because the spreadsheet could be sorted by the quantitative categories, we were easily able to
identify patterns that would have been difficult to see otherwise. Crucially, the spreadsheet retained the
original wording of the interactional practices, making it very easy to see both qualitative and quantitative
patterns. Having experienced the analytic power of working in this way, we would strongly advocate that
other mixed-methods teams trial it for their own purposes and report on its value for addressing other
research questions.
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Indeed, what was unusual about how we worked was the degree to which the qualitative and quantitative
analytic processes were interwoven. The analysis progressed iteratively, taking alternating quantitative and
qualitative steps rather than using more conventional two-step approaches in which quantitative work
follows qualitative or vice versa. Moreover, because both patients (through the SUG and steering group)
and neurologists (through the project team and the steering group) commented on our work-in-progress,
this iterative approach was informed by the perspectives of those who participate in the interactions
under study.

Limitations
There are, of course, also a range of limitations to our study. First, we coded only for the three practices
(option-listing, PVEs and recommendations) that we identified as key to neurologist-initiated decisionmaking sequences in our primary study. This was necessary to set manageable parameters for comparative
analysis (as it was, this project included more dimensions than most studies of this kind). This means that
we excluded those decisions initiated by patients or accompanying others, and we did not explore other
ways in which patients might either be actively invited to take part in the consultation (e.g. by being given
a chance to ask questions) or voluntarily get involved. We recognise that patients may well be actively
involved in a decision that contains only recommendations and, indeed, that recommendations can be
worded in ways that take the patient’s previously expressed preferences into account. In various complex
ways, recommendations can thus also function to give patients (some) choice. Indeed, as Barnes113 has
shown, clinicians may use a range of preliminary questions to tailor the recommendation to the patient’s
unique circumstances. Our narrower focus on patient choice versus recommending thus limits our ability to
contribute to debates about the broader concepts of SDM and patient-centred care, which go beyond the
specific practices used to manage the decision itself.136
The second main limitation is that we judged outcomes only on the basis of the conversational data and
the self-report data collected before and after the recorded consultations. We have not, then, tracked
through to what actually happened in the weeks and months following that consultation. Crucially,
this means that we do not know whether the patients went on to receive any agreed course of action or,
perhaps, changed their minds about courses of action they had declined. We also do not know whether
or not they might have started a treatment but not fully adhered to the prescribed regime. Moreover,
we do not have any measures of physical or mental health that might have been a consequence of
the interaction itself (e.g. as a result of the Distress Relief discussed in Chapter 7) or of the decisions
taken therein.
Third, the measures and categories employed in the quantitative analysis reported here are relatively
crude. Most notably, our measure of whether or not choice was offered could have been more complex.
We used a self-reported single item measure of choice for both patients and doctors. This variable had
undergone no previous validation as a measure of choice and the robustness of the analysis could have been
improved by employing established measures of choice and decision-making, such as the Satisfaction with
Decision Scale137 (SDS) or by interviewing a sample of patients about their experience of the consultation.
Relatedly, we are aware that patient satisfaction is a difficult concept to measure and, as we discussed in the
primary study, batteries of questions other than the MISS-21 (again, including the SDS) might have yielded
different results. The use of the SDS would not only have allowed a more sophisticated examination of
decision-making and of satisfaction, but would also have allowed a closer examination of their interaction in
this context.
Fourth, we did not have a means of judging, independently, the weight of medical evidence at each
decision point. This might be possible by convening a panel of neurologists to rate individual decisions
along various dimensions.
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Fifth, there is a potential problem with ecological fallacy because we have conducted consultation-based
analyses using data derived from lower-level data resources (coding at the decision point and decision
level). In the consultation-based analyses, we classified each consultation as containing one or more of
each of the different forms of decisional practice and then compared the consultations with different
forms of decisional practice in a variety of ways (e.g. in terms of perceived choice), but we cannot know
for sure that the same correlations we see at the aggregate level would exist at the lower levels of analysis.
To use patient-perceived choice as an example: patient-perceived choice is more common in consultations
with PVEs and/or option-lists but it does not necessarily follow that, if patients were asked whether or not
they had been offered choice after every decision, then the same link between perceived choice and practice
used would exist. There could be other aspects of the decision-making process that are associated with
decisional practice at the decision level and that we are not measuring that could lead to the link between
perceived choice and practice at the consultation level. Although it is plausible that we could have designed
the study to ask about each individual decision, this would have involved a much longer post-consultation
questionnaire process, and even this would not solve the problem entirely, given that patients would be
providing decision-level data in their rating of each decision, but our coding is reliant on decision-point-level
data. Nevertheless, similar research in future could potentially be strengthened by attempting to separate
out different decisions and asking patients about their experience of each separately.
Sixth, partly because of the ecological fallacy issue, and also because of the usual problems with potential
mediation and confounding factors, it is hard for us to draw causal links between variables in our study.
It is always possible that the associations we have found in this study (such as the links between decisional
practice and perception of choice) are due not to a direct link between our measured variables but instead
to the impact of unobserved/uncontrolled for independent variables. This issue is always a potential
problem with quantitative cross-sectional research (although perhaps greater than average here owing to
our low to medium sample size restricting the use of some analytical methods such as the inclusion of
certain categorical variables and interaction terms in multivariate analyses, and because of the issues with
ecological validity) but we have done our best to control for these issues through our extensive exploration
of potentially confounding demographic and clinical variables in Chapters 3, 6 and 7, and by using
regression modelling when appropriate.
Finally, it may be that our inability to detect a significant relationship between decisional practice and
patient satisfaction is a consequence of our methodology. Because the consultations often entailed
complex decision-making – with almost half the valid consultations including more than one decision that
met our codebook criteria and the majority of decisions (70%) including more than one decision point – it
is possible that patient satisfaction effects may have been missed because of the use of multiple practices
in a single consultation. Although we were able to compare satisfaction scores for those consultations
containing at least one PVE and no PVE, at least one option-list and no option-list, at least one PVE or
option-list and no PVE or option-list (i.e. only recommendations), this does not eliminate the presence of
other decision-making practices within the consultations. It also cannot eliminate the presence of other
factors that may have had a significant impact on satisfaction (such as whether or not the patient was
given an opportunity to ask questions, how the neurologist handled talk about the psychosocial impact
of their condition, the extent to which the patient had developed a relationship with the neurologist over
time and the extent to which the patient trusted the neurologist). Yet, for the patient completing the
MISS-21, the consultation may well have been experienced holistically. Thus, while the presence of, say,
a PVE within one decision may have been valued, or the use of a strong recommendation in another
decision may not, these may have been balanced out by other factors.
Such limitations notwithstanding, the present study is the first, to our knowledge, to compare recommendations
with option-listing and PVEs. Overall, the project has combined demographic, self-report and interactional data,
allowing the quantitative and qualitative analyses to inform one another in powerful ways. We have met our
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objectives and will continue to work hard to disseminate our findings. We believe that, although the specifics of
decisions obviously vary widely, the practices that clinicians use to initiate decision-making carry across settings.
Thus, the findings reported here should be applicable beyond neurology. Moreover, although we cannot
comment on whether or not the practices investigated here had an impact on what happened after the
consultation, it is important to recognise that clinicians have direct control only over how they handle the
interaction itself. Thereafter, a range of factors can intervene to influence what the patient actually does
with respect to proffered investigations/treatments/referrals.138 Thus, in focusing on the interaction, while
leaving certain important questions unanswered, we have addressed some of the activities that clinicians
can elect to do differently (as appropriate) in the quest to enact best practice.

Further research
On the basis of this study, we would recommend four directions (in order of priority) for future research:
1. Although ambitious, a study that investigated longer-term, external outcome factors (such as adherence,
and physical and mental health outcomes) would be hugely beneficial with respect to advancing our
understanding of how the use of different practices within the interaction might matter in the real world
beyond the clinic. This would probably be most easily achieved using a more focused data set (e.g. single
types of decision for a specified condition, such as DMT for MS or AEDs decisions).
2. A study that included some means to measure the weight of the decisions (e.g. by means of ratings by
an expert panel) would allow for comparisons between those decisions that are judged (1) to be more
or less serious/necessary with respect to the patient’s health outcomes and (2) to carry more or less
risk in terms of side effects. An expert panel could also judge whether or not all the clinically legitimate
options were listed in the consultation, and whether or not the information provided was accurate and
adequate for informed decision-making. All these factors could be taken into account in further
investigations of the kinds of patterns reported in this study.
3. The extension of our methodological approach to investigate other interactional practices of relevance
to the broader ideal of SDM (including those used in activities other than decision-making per se,
e.g. opening questions and practices used to give patients opportunities to ask questions) would help
to expand the relatively narrow focus of our research. As emphasised in Chapter 1, our study was
concerned only with the key ways in which neurologists were demonstrably offering choice to patients
in our data set. Much remains to be done if we are to build up a picture of the enactment, in practice,
of the wider notion of SDM.
4. The extension of our methodological approach to other clinical settings would also be helpful, testing
the generalisability of our findings and helping to build a more complete picture of the ways in which
patient choice is being enacted on the front line.
Finally, in the more immediate future, our team is keen to pursue a number of questions that have arisen
within this project that could be addressed through further analysis of our current data set. These include
(but are not limited to) how:
l
l
l
l

patients and accompanying others initiate decision-making
preliminary sequences may be used to tailor recommendations to the patient’s
preferences/circumstances
recommendations, PVEs and option-lists are variously designed, and the interactional
implications thereof
clinicians address the push for patient-centred care across the consultation (not just during the
decision-making phase).
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Conclusions
Our study showed that neurologists do not appear to be adhering systematically to the guidelines on
patient choice. However, we would argue that our findings indicate that simply implementing either of
the two choice-oriented practices identified in this study, option-listing and PVEs, will not necessarily result
in the accomplishment of the wider ideal of SDM.128 As we argued in our primary report, the malleability
of the different practices means that any of the three practices (including recommendations) can be
used in ways that are more or less conducive to patient participation. Our findings thus suggest that it is
inappropriate to try to implement any of the practices mechanistically, without an understanding of
how subtle differences in their use can affect how they function. Thus, although a carefully structured
approach to decision-making is clearly useful as a training resource, offering patients choice in a way that
accords with the wider ideal of SDM, it cannot be achieved by merely following a script. Nevertheless,
our findings show very clearly that there are consequences to the selection between interactional practices
that neurologists must inevitably make whenever initiating decision-making in the clinic. By being aware of
these, neurologists can make more informed choices themselves, depending on the particular situation and
the outcome they hope to achieve.
Building on our successful approach to dissemination following our primary study, the research team has
a number of short-term plans for disseminating the findings reported here. Two workshops for clinicians
will provide hands-on opportunities to work with recordings and transcripts from the study to increase
awareness of the difference small changes in wording can make and to illustrate (more vividly than one
can in writing) the practices reported here. We have consent, for many of our recordings, to use clips for
training purposes; these offer a rich resource. We hope, then, that our findings will support doctors in
taking account of the micro level of talk when thinking through how to develop their approach to
communicating with patients. Listening to recordings or studying transcripts of real consultations, and
reflecting on the small differences in interactional practices that CA describes, can be a powerful tool for
making conscious, and hence amenable to change, practices that are typically learnt and developed
only implicitly.
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Appendix 1 Transcription conventions

T

ranscription followed Jefferson’s conventions.139

Transcription conventions
A. Some aspects of the relative timing of utterances
[] square brackets

Overlapping talk

= equals sign

No discernible interval between turns

(0.5) time in parentheses

Intervals within or between talk (measured in tenths of a second)

(.) period in parentheses

Discernible interval within or between talk but too short to measure
(less than two-tenths of a second)

< less than symbol

‘Jump-started’ talk

B. Some characteristics of speech delivery
Punctuation symbols are designed to capture intonation, not grammar, and are used to describe intonation at the end of a
word/sound and at the end of a sentence or some other shorter unit.
. period

Closing intonation

, comma

Slightly rising intonation (a little hitch up on the end of the word)

? question mark

Fully rising intonation

- dash

Abrupt cut-off of sound

: colon

Extension of preceding sound – the more colons, the greater the
extension

here underlining

Emphasised relative to surrounding talk

.tch or .t

Tongue click

hhh.

Audible outbreath (number of ‘h’s indicates length)

.hhh

Audible inbreath (number of ‘h’s indicates length)

>Talk<

Speeded up talk

<Talk>

Slowed down talk

#

Croaky or creaky voice

£ or $

Smiley voice

Hah hah or huh huh etc.

Beats of laughter

() empty single brackets or words enclosed in
single brackets

Transcriber unable to hear words or uncertain of hearing

((word)) words enclosed in double brackets

Transcriber’s comments

↑↓

Marked change in pitch
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Appendix 2 Patient pre-appointment questionnaire
Study ID Number for appointment:____________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________
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Appendix 3 Patient post-appointment
questionnaire
Study ID Number for appointment:____________
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Appendix 4 Clinician post-appointment
questionnaire

Study ID Number for appointment:____________
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Appendix 5 Analytic codebook

C

oding instructions (some of the codes below draw on previous work in which MT was involved; see
Stivers et al.105).

General guidance
The base level unit of analysis we are working with is the decision point.

A decision point is an interactional turn initiated by the neurologist, that takes a
certain form. All decision points will have the following two properties:
1. The neurologist is clearly suggesting a course of action or courses of action
that the patient could take
2. They suggest a course of action / courses of action that takes one of the
following four forms:
Pronouncement
Assert what action is necessary or is going to happen in a way that suggests a decision
has already been made. Pat is given no choice (even if they can in fact resist). E.g.
‘Let’s refer you to…’ or ‘we need a scan’ or ‘I’m going to prescribe x….’.
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Recommendation
Akin to a suggestion, but the neurologist proposes the action in more tentative terms,
suggesting an element of choice. E.g. “I recommend that you try…’ or ‘I wonder if
we could try….’ Or ‘I suggest…’ “I’d like to”

Examples follow:

“I think it’s important…that we do plan that” – from G03304

“U, well we might er, we might do a, an electrical test called somatosensory evoked
potential” – from G03702
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Option listing
Neurologist provides a menu of options from which pat selects. E.g. ‘there are two
things we could try, option one is …. The second is…

Option listing will most often involve a long sequence – because each of the options
will usually require an explanation.

If option-list is followed immediately by a PVE or recommendation, code this as no
opportunity for response. If there is a gap, then code as no response from patient. It
looks likely that most option-listing cases will have a code for option-listing and a
code for either PVE or recommendation. We will need to make sense of any patterns
relating to this after coding.

When coding a patient’s response to option listing, ‘Goes for option’ should be used if
the patient chooses one of the options. ‘Acknowledge’ should be used if the patient
just acknowledges what the neurologist has said / accepts there is a choice to be made.

PVE / offer
Neu is willing to do something for pat, but seeks their view. E.g. ‘X could work,
would you like to try X’.
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- G034

“So, er, so I think if you are very worried then for the sake of reassurance we could
do a scan” – from Glasgow 28

Standalone “OK?” type comments from neurologist should not be counted as PVE /
offers.

Further guidance on coding decision points

If the neurologist uses any of these forms of turn above, then this counts as a decision
point. Forms of recommendation can follow each other in close proximity –code each
of these separately. For example, from G00604, Neu: Well I hesitate to do
that again, but I think, I, I mean I think we have to try and record
some of these turns, and I wonder if the best way to do it would be
to give you a wee monitor to go home with, what do you think of that?

Would be coded as three separate decision points: pronouncement, recommendation,
PVE

Not every decision point will end up being coded. The following exceptions apply:

Exceptions:
•
•
•

•

If a decision has been reached in a previous consultation but not yet actioned
Decisions about lifestyle (e.g. stopping smoking, losing weight, vitamin
supplements). This includes referrals to lifestyle management professionals
(e.g. OTs)
Patient (or third party other)-initiated decisions. Decisions are patient initiated
if the patient starts a discussion by asking about a certain treatment,
investigation, or referral. This exception includes situations when a doctor
brings up an originally patient-initiated decision later in the consultation (e.g.
see G00402 – nothing gets coded as quantitative data in this consultation)
Future / conditional/another party’s domain decisions
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Decisions made unilaterally by the neurologist that there is no treatment.
“There’s nothing we can do for you”. This exception doesn’t include
situations when the neurologist recommends against a treatment / referral /
investigation that does exist. E.g. for MS, where the neurologist recommends
not starting DMT at this particular time.
When describing the details (e.g. dosage) of a new treatment
If the decision has already been made (i.e. the neurologist is describing the
decision that has been made, and saying they will write to GP)
Wrapping up type decisions (either restating decisions already made earlier or
orienting to future appointments)
Where a pursuit is built as a justification of the thing that has just been
proposed in some way that doesn’t meet the criteria for categorizing as a
recommendation / pronouncement (even though we understand it is a pursuit
in interactional terms)

Decision points are the unit of analysis in this study but each decision point within a
consultation is not independent of other – they link together in a number of ways. For
this reason, the coding process is designed so as to maintain the linkage between
decision points in two ways.

Firstly, each decision point may be related to others in a decision-making sequence
(i.e. they immediately follow each other in interactional terms). Secondly, each
decision point may be related to others in that they are focusing on the same issue
(e.g. two decision points may both relate to a patients recurring seizures) and / or the
same content (e.g. two decision points may relate to the same drug that a doctor is
recommending for a certain issue)
Some decision points will be the first decision point in a particular decision-making
sequence – these initiating decision points are known as first decision points.
Decision points that follow (pursuits in interactional terms) will be recorded as related
to the initiating sequence. This is done automatically by a prompt in the questionnaire
that asks “Do they carry on the decision-making with regard to this issue/content?”

Every decision point (and by extension first decision point, which is a type of decision
point) will relate to a particular issue and content. A new initiating point must be
started for each new content.
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Therefore, when filling in the questionnaire, a new questionnaire must be filled in for
each first decision point, although a series of follow-up questions will then be asked
about any further decision making that follows the initiation point. This means that
each questionnaire may involve the filling in of several first decision points (each
possibly with several follow-up decision points) that may relate to a single issue that
has multiple contents, or multiple issues with only a single content each, or some
combination of single content issues and multiple content issues.

There are also several questions at the issue and content level that must be filled in at
the end of the coding of every decision-making sequence

There is also a consultation level question that must be filled in at the end of the
coding of each consultation.

Coding of a single consultation will therefore involve the filling in of zero to many
questionnaires. The procedure for how to fill in the questionnaires is outlined in the
Codebook below.
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Codebook
What’s the ID number of the consultation?

Put the ID number in. This just needs the first part (not the date) e.g. G00101

Part 1: issue and content information
Describe the issue

Describe the issue relating to the decision point. Please use consistent descriptors for
each issue (i.e. don’t write ‘eyesight’ for the first decision point and then change to
‘vision’ for the second decision point)

Describe the content of the decision in one or two words
This refers to the ‘content’ of the decision e.g. MRI scan or DMT or referral to a
psychologist

Where there are two-step decisions regarding the same issue and the same but more
specific content, treat this as the same content. E.g. suggesting that drug therapy will
help, then later suggesting the specific drug that will be used counts as the same
content

In this example from
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Both of these decision points would be the same issue and content. In the following
example we see two decision points, where the content is about a change in
medication, where we can see the move from general to specific recommendation:

Copy and paste the relevant text here

Paste the full text of the decision point, including the response (if applicable) in this
box

What type of decision is this?

Treatment
The neurologist suggests a drug or other treatment

Referral
The neurologist refers patient to see a specialist. This doesn’t include references to
GPs and visits to neurology nurses

Investigation
The neurologist suggests tests are needed

Multiple
More than one of the above types of decisions are described
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Turn design
Pronouncement

Assert what action is necessary or is going to happen. Pat is given no choice (even if
they can in fact resist). E.g. ‘Let’s refer you to…’ or ‘we need a scan’ or ‘I’m going
to prescribe x….’.

Recommendation

Akin to strong suggestion, but there is scope for patient to respond with acceptance or
not (element of choice). E.g. “I recommend that you try…’ or ‘I wonder if we could
try….’ Or ‘I suggest…’

Option listing

Neurologist provides a menu of options from which pat selects. E.g ‘there are two
things we could try, option one is …. The second is…, what do you think?’

Option listing will most often involve a long sequence – because each of the options
will usually require an explanation.

When coding a patient’s response to option listing, ‘accept’ should be used if the
patient chooses one of the options. ‘Acknowledge’ should be used if the patient just
acknowledges what the neurologist has said / accepts there is a choice to be made.

PVE / offer

Neu is willing to do something for pat, but seeks their view. E.g. ‘X could work,
would you like to try X’.

Who responds?

Answer this regardless of whether there is an opportunity for the patient / third party
to respond. If there is no opportunity, code as neither
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Patient
Only the patient responds

Third party
Only the third party responds

Both patient and third party respond
…

No-one
…

No opportunity to respond
There is no space within the conversation for the patient or third party to respond

Response

Goes for option
Patient chooses the option suggested by the neurologist. If the decision point design
was that of an option list, or a PVE referring to a list of options, then select this if one
of the options was chosen

Acknowledgement
Patient acknowledges in some way, but does not appear to accept recommendation /
choose an option

Seeks info
Patient asks for more information. This includes where patients throw the decision
back to the doctor in option listing and PVEs.

No audible response
Patient / third party do not respond

Doesn't go for option (in any way not coded for above)
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Patient does not go for the option in any way not coded for above. This category
includes outright resistance

No opportunity to respond
There is no space within the conversation for the patient or third party to respond

Patient and third party both respond differently
Both parties respond but they have different responses

Additional information on Response

If in doubt about whether something is an acceptance or acknowledgement, go for
Acknowledgement. For example, um, um-hum, right

If there is a narrative response, take the whole extended turn into account when
choosing a code to apply. Does the whole narrative appear to offer support or
resistance to the neurologist’s suggestion?

Delayed responses: these should be coded for whatever kind of response is produced
regardless of the delay (not as a ‘no response’).

Do they carry on the decision-making with regard to this issue/content?

Yes - including at least one of our focal categories
Focal categories refers to the format of the decision point (i.e. the a priori
categorizations listed in the ‘how is it pursued?’ questions)

Yes - but not including any of our focal categories
There is some pursuit of the issue and content but it does not fit into any of the
categories we are coding

No
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There is no further pursuit of this issue and content by the neurologist. You will now
have to choose whether to fill in higher level information.

Part 2: Higher level information
Higher level information refers to information that describes data at a level above the
individual decision point.

Answer the issue and content level info if this is the last decision point for this issue
and content.

If there is only a single sequence relating to a particular content then you will always
fill in the Issue and content level questions at this point, after you have clicked Yes but not including any of our focal categories or No in response to Do they carry on
the decision-making with regard to this issue/content?

If there are multiple initiation points / sequences relating to a single content then only
fill in the Issue and content level questions for the last initiation point / sequence
relating to the content.

Answer the Consultation level information question if all decision point information
for the consultation have been filled in (i.e. the last thing you should do for each
consultation is answer the Consultation level question).

Is the outcome in line with what the neurologist appeared to think is best?

Yes
Use your judgement. The outcome is what the neurologist appeared to believe is the
best option, when they first brought up the issue and content.

No
…
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Partly
…

Not evident
…

Is the outcome in line with what the patient appears to prefer?

Yes
Use your judgment. The outcome is what the patient appeared to believe is the best
option.

No
…

Partly
…

Not evident
…

Is the course of action going to happen in principle?

If the doctor recommends or list more than one course of action, then answer ‘Yes’ if
any of the courses of the courses of action that they suggest may be appropriate are
taken.

Answer this question with regard to the initial position of the doctor (i.e. if they
initially recommend a course of action and it is decided that this will happen then
click yes, regardless of if they change their mind about the appropriateness of any
action mid-way through the consultation
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Yes (this includes where the prescription has to be obtained through GP but the
decision has already been taken)

No

Decision deferred (including those where the decision is to be taken with a third
party)

How long does the consultation last?

Type in the box – round to the nearest minute (e.g. a 15:37 minute consultation should
be coded 16)
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Appendix 6 Choice questionnaire
(extraction questionnaire)
Choice questionnaire
*Required
1. Consultation reference number *
___________________________________

Decision point information I
2. Describe the Issue *

3. Describe the content of the decision *

1st decision point information
4. Cut and paste the relevant text here
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

5. What type of decision point is this? *
Mark only one oval.
Treatment
Referral
Investigation
Multiple

6. Turn design *
Mark only one oval.
Pronouncement
Recommendation
Option listing
Offer / PVE
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7. Who responds *
Mark only one oval.
Patient
Third party
Both patient and third party
No one
No opportunity to respond

8. Response *
Mark only one oval.
Goes for option
Acknowledges
Seeks info
No audible response
Doesn't go for option (in any way not coded for above)
No opportunity to respond
Patient and third party both respond differently

9. Do they carry on the decision making with regard to this issue/content? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes including at least one of our focal categoies
Yes but not including any of our focal categories Skip to question 64.
No Skip to question 64.
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Untitled section
10. Cut and paste the relevant text here
___________________________________

11. How is it pursued? 2 * Mark only one oval.
Pronouncement
Recommendation
Option-listing
Offer/PVE

12. Who responds 2 *
Mark only one oval.
Patient
Third party
Both patient and third party
No -one
No opportunity to respond

13. Response 2 *
Mark only one oval.
Goes for option
Acknowledges
Seeks info
No audible response
Doesn't go for option (in any way not coded for above)
No opportunity to respond
Patient and third party both respond differently

14. Do they carry on with regard to this issue/content decision point? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes including at least one of our focal categoies
Yes but not including any of our focal categories Skip to question 64.
No Skip to question 64.
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Untitled section
15. Cut and paste the relevant text here
___________________________________
16. How is it pursued? 3 * Mark only one oval.
Pronouncement
Recommendation
Option listing
Offer/PVE

17. Who responds 3 *
Mark only one oval.
Patient
Third party
Both patient and third party
No one
No opportunity to respond

18. Response 3 *
Mark only one oval.
Goes for option
Acknowledges
Seeks info
No audible response
Doesn't go for option (in any way not coded for above)
No opportunity to respond
Patient and third party both respond differently

19. Do they carry on with regard to this issue/content decision point? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes including at least one of our focal categoies
Yes but not including any of our focal categories Skip to question 64.
No Skip to question 64.

And so on until the decision-level discussion is completed
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Issue and content level questions
Answer the following if this is the last questionnaire for this issue and content
64. Is the outcome in line with what the neurologist appeared to think is best?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Partly
Not evident
65. Is the outcome in line with what the patient appears to prefer?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Partly
Not evident
66. Is the course of action going to happen in principle?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Decision deferred (including those where the decision is to be taken with a third party)

Consultation level information
Answer only if this is the last questionnaire for the consultation
67. How long does the consultation last?
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